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Sit-In Support Picks Up More Speed
King Group
Not Scared
•Of Alabama
NEW YORK — The Committee to Defend Martin Luther
King and the Struggle for Freedom in the South declared that
It would "not retreat a single
inch" from its full-page statement in the March 26th New
York Times, despite threats of
Alabama state officials to arrest its sponsors.
Alabama Secretary of State
Bettye Frink had stated in a
letter to the Associated Press
that "eaeh person whose name
appears on the advertisenient
should have a warrant issued
for them. And if they ever
come to Ala5ama, they should
be arrested and prosecuted fcr
falsifying the State of Alaba.na

Protests Mount
Across Nation
NEW YORK — Heightened Interest in the NAACP-sponsored "racial self-defense policy" was exhibited in widespread areas of the country this
week.
NAACP Regions II and III convening for

leadership conferences at Trenton, N. J., and Chicago, Ill., reOn Sunday, April 3, Minnestudents and newsmen linen. neciaea Inc issue oi integra- spectively; called upon
the pubJudge Boushe wondered out tion of Memphis public insti- lic to picket and demonstrate sota NAACP members heard
loud at the trial why Negroes tutions.
against local outlets of national Dr. John Morsell, assistant to
the NAACP executive secretary,
couldn't wait until the courts
chains
which
discriminate
against Negroes in their south- discuss the "sit-in movement as
part of the whole civil rights
ern stores.
Region II "Protest Day" was struggle."
announced for April 23. The Re- NAACP ministerial leaders
gion embraces branches in New resolved at its recent church
York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, workshop in Chicago that "minNew Jersey, Connecticut, Mas- isters should be urged to intersachusetts, New Hampshire, pret the moral and economic
Mrs Louise Ilines of Nashelements," implicit in the raand Rhode Island.
ville, mother of Tri-State DeDelegates
to
the Region III cial self - defense program.
See KING, Page 2
fender City Editor Burleigh
conference in Chicago adopted One of the most dynamic of
Hines, jr., was buried Tuesday
the racial defense policy, and the student sit-in leaders adfollowing final rites at Kayne
called for NAACP branches to dressed an NAACP-sponsored
Avenue Baptist church. T h e
AN EDITORIAL
er day when a white newsman told us
"institute and maintain picket rally in Cincinnati on April 8.
Rev. Grady H. Donald officiatlines in front of the local stores He is, the Rev. James Lawson,
Miss Mattalyn F. McKinney, ed.
It was a distinct pleasure last week- that he was in the Cossitt library checkof F. W. Woolworth, S. S. Kres- 31-year-old ministerial student
17, of 1002 Leath, was one of A life long resident of Nashge, S. H. Kress, W. T. Grant expelled from Vanderbilt uniend to observe integration at work in ing out a book at the very time the last
several Memphis high school ville, Mrs. Hines was a memand any other chain stores versity for his part in the Nashgroup
of
Negro
students
appeared.
The
student.; to win a Firestone ber of Kayne Avenue Baptist Memphis. The scene was the traveling
which refuse service to, Ne- ville demonstrations.
Certificate of Merit and a sav- Church's Missionary Society fair at the Southgate Shopping Center. newsman said: "I didn't pay the— any With the huge Mt. Olive
CME groes in their southern_ out- LABOR SUPPORT
ings bond for making outstand- and the Missionary Chorus. She
attention because I thought t1
re Cathedral "too small" to con- lets."
In Chicago, NAACP Labor
ing scores in Firestone Tire died April 9 at Riverside Sani- The participants: Negro and white cititain the crowds which have IN FLORIDA
where
they
were
supposed
to
Secretary Herbert Hill called
be.
in
and Rubber Co., scholarship tarium and hospital.
zens of Memphis, Tenn.
been responding to recent pro- Meanwhile, the Florida
State for all-out labor support of the
She is survived by her huscompetition.
We watched with considerable in- a few minutes some policemen came and test mass meetings, the Inter- Conference of NAACP branch- student protest actions,
Two Memphis high school band, Burleigh Hines, Sr.;
a n d
denominational
began
arresting
Ministerial Al- es called upon Negroes in Flor- urged
them and suddenly I
trade unions to support
students were awarded four- four daughters, Mrs. Barbara terest at the complete lack of interest
liance
has
switched
the
Friday
ida
to
observe "Racial Self-De- "only those candidates for pubyear scholarships on the basis Taylor, Mrs. Phyllis Hereford, Negroes and whites showed in each oth- realized that I had a story."
mass meeting to Mason Tem- fense Month" during
April by lic office committed to full civil
of the competition. All students Mrs. Carolyn Williams and JuThese
students, as have been all oth- ple.
refusing to make purchases of rights."
who competed are children Of lia Hines; three sons, Burleigh, er as they enjoyed themselves at the
Scheduled for April 15, at 8 new Easter clothing
and by not Mr. Hill addressed
Firestone employees.
fair. Wonderful little children — black, ers, were so quiet and so orderly, abso- p.m., this meeting
jr., John and Norman.
the Disis expected patronizing those stores
which trict I convention of the United
lutely
no
disturbance
was
caused
until
brown and white — rode side by side on
to draw a record crowd, sur- - maintain
a policy of racial Packinghouse
Workers
of
the merry-go-round. They took whatever the policemen arrived to put them under passing the 4500 who jammed discrimination in some of their America
(AFL-CIO).
into
Mt.
Olive
the
for
last
call.
arrest.
Yet, they were all found guilty of
services to customers."
pony saddle happened to be vacant at the
District
Director
The series of mass meetings
George
Forty-six students were ar- Hayes
and G. R. Hathaway,
followed the arrest of Memphis
time. They bought the same popcorn and "disorderly conduct."
rested in Florida after their secretary
Somehow, we feel that the sit-ins students and newsmen w h o involvement in "sit-in" demon- ternational- treasurer of the inhot dogs from the same vendors and
were covering the local sit-in
union, pledged "full
everybody seemed to be having a per- here in Memphis have brought untold demonstrations at public libra- strations, an NAACP spokesman support" of the packinghouse
said in Tampa.
workers, urging that their supnumbers of white citizens around to real- ries and the art gallery.
fectly delightful time.
In Little Rock, Negroes were port
Further
strategy
is
expected
istic
thinking
on the matter of segrega- to be announced Friday night asked to withhold patronage the is "in the best interest of
One Negro woman chatted amiably
American labor movewith a white ride attendant. A white tion, especially as it pertains to public as Negro Memphians, for the from eight downtown stores ment."
which
maintain
course of the mass of black,
BLACK AND BLUE
segregated A mass meeting on the
steps
father smiled understandingly at a Ne- facilities. One of the city's wealthy and first time in local history, join lunch counters.
Once upon a time, it was brown, and beige men and womhands in a massive show of
of the Ohio State Capitol was
respected
white
women
gro
The
father
recently
who
waited patiently for his
Rev. J. C. Crenshaw, held
admit- unity which has been describsaid, there could be found lib- en.
Sunday, April 10, at Colpresident of the Little Rock umbus.
eral white men in the South, WHAT WOULD HAPPEN?
little boy to have "just one more ride." ted that she was shocked that Negroes ed as "unbelievable."
branch,
said
the
policy will "re- "The purpose
in Memphis, and even in Afri- The voice of moderation has
of the meeting
This was proof positive that "it can would not be permitted full access to the The first such meeting was main in effect until every
become a rarity in the land
ves- was two-fold," according
ca and Mississippi.
during
held
trials
initial
the
of
to
city's
institutions
of
happen
tige
knowledge
here"
of
and
racial
just
culas
it
has
been hapdiscrimination is Rev. John B.
Once upon a time, it was said, and in the over-all situation. One
students and newsmen. Some
Quick,
co-chairthere could be found intelli- wonders what would happen to- pening throughout the nation — the ture. We believe many, many other 2,500 persons gathered at Mt. removed from places where it man of the open-air rally. "We
gently conservative black men day to a colored man who would South included. Yet, it was disturbing as white citizens are likewise ashamed of Olive when they could not find is now practiced."
*ant to show we are solidly
In the South, in Memphis, and publicly stand up and say somespace in the city court. Other HUMAN DIGNITY
behind our brothers in the South
we watched the real America at play to the way our city has been acting. The meetings which followed grew Carl L. Weschcke, president . . .and we
even in Africa and Mississippi. thing as follows:
want to use the
of
the
Minnesota Conference of occasion to
fully explain o u r
But today one wonders where "All right, we've had our realize that this could not happen at the only trouble is that none of these white in size until Alliance- officials the
NAACP, called student 'withholding
of purchase' camthe white liberals are hiding. `sit-ins,' our mass meetings city-owned and operated fairgrounds. persons will stand up and speak his piece agreed the time had come for demonstrations
"dramatic paign."
quarters.
our
other
larger
public
demonstrations.
With the headlines telling the
Nor could it happen at any other public publicly. If a corps of majority citizens Expected at the Friday night proof that simple human dig- PETITIONS
tales of murderous massacres They were staged to express
CIRCULATED
our
dissatisfaction
facility.
with
And this was proof positive that would express the opinions which we be- meeting is a financial state- nity is being forceably sup- West Coast activity in supsecondif black folk in Africa; lynchpressed in the South today." He port
of the student demonstra1111ngs in Mississippi; black men class citizenship. They were the racial policies of Memphis are noth- lieve they hold, this problem would be ment which will explain the deurged that the Woolworth and
meant
to
dramatize
to
the
which
esbeen
has
rest
fund
fense
tions widened this week with
being frozen off jobs all over
resolved
in a much shorter period of tablished to give legal aid to W. T. Grant stores in downtown an NAACP
ing more than whims of the five men
regional call to all
the Uffited States; the stubborn, of our fellow Americans the injustice
time.
of
our
who
situation.
constitute
students involved in protests. St. Paul be picketed in support
our
They
executive
board
of
otherwise
of
stand
18
last ditch
of
the students.
See SIT-IN, Page 2
The Rev. Henry Bunton is
intelligent Southern white U.S. were designed to shake Ameri- local government.
Actually, the time is not too long president
of the Alliance.
Senatcrs and Congressmen to ca's conscience awake.
Really, when you look at the matter anyway. The United States Supreme
deny even the most elementary "Well, now, they have been
staged.
How much more should of race prejudice squarely and honestly, Court has spoken on the matter of segrights of democratic citizenship
to their Negro neighbors, with we do? Where shall we call a it is uncommonly silly. For example, will regation in public facilities. It is only
nothing more constructive than halt to demonstrations, and wait
someone come up with a good reason a matter of time before even the city
a firm "No" from Memphis for the necessarily slow machinery
of
law
and
reason to begin why the second floor of Cossitt Library fathers of Memphis will have to bow to
City Commissioners in the face
PORT ELIZABETH, South
of local Negroes' righteous to have a real bearing? We is integrated but the first floor is seg- the law of the land.
Africa
— (UPI) — Police said
have
law
suits
coming
up
in
plea for more representative
Until such time, it is our ardent hope 26 Africans had been arrested
citizenship, one wonders where the proper courts. These law- regated? Why is it harmless for Neare the voices of those who suits are going to cost money. groes to research with whites on the that the spirit of the Negroes in Mem- during the last 48 hours under
the country's emergency measonce spoke out against pro- "Should we spend all our second floor but harmful for colored phis will remain at
a peak and not die ures.
scription and in favor of pro- earned money paying fines for
our children in police courts, Memphians to stand side by side on the out as it did immediately after the auto The arrests were made in
gress.
when we can so much better first floor and draw out books? And to show flare up. It is so easy for us to Redhouse and New Brighton,
WONDERS WHERE
two African township settleBut today one wonders where serve the same purpose by us- make the whole matter even more ludi- forget and to retire into our apathetic ments, following complaints by
the black "intelligent conserva- ing that same money to fight
crous, there is nothing "wrong" about shells. If we let this opportunity pass, settlement residents of "incitetives" are hiding. With head- legally in the proper tribunals?
ment and intimidation."
HELP
OR
HURT
Negroes and whites going to a depart- there is no telling how long it will take
ines piling up stories of NePolice said they had recieved
ro extremists, who madly Will staging a "stay-away" ment store and buying books together. before another knock sounds at the door. instructions to arrest Africans
from
down-town
stores
help
us
walk unarmed into the face of
The untenable position of the segre- We've got the key in the lock now. All without identification passes if
machine guns in African police or hurt us in the long run? Afthey did not have "legitimate"
ter
all,
several
hundred
of
our
gationist was made even clearer the oth- that remains is fir iis to open the door. excuses,
hands . • . who demand that
Memphis Negroes remain away fellow Negroes work downtown
in those stores. And they-have
from down town stores without
providing better places for nec- families to support. What about
them? And what about the
essary trading;
great mass of Negroes if exWho present erstwhile minis- tremists
get the upper hand
ters of the Gospel who have ap- among the downtown
white merparently forgotten the peace- chants
and they stage a "lockful message of Christ, and are out" against Negroes.
After all,
now using pulpits to stump for wrong never stops
to count the
hate . . . who send their chil- cost . . . and it could happen,
dren to expose themselves to you know."
the lecherous jails of the area
What would happen to a Newithout telling them what :deli gro who advocated
a course of
a record will mean to their fumoderation right through here?
tures . . . with the loudest
Besides being called an "Uncle
black voices being raised on Tom"
. . . would he be ostrathe side of more extreme meascized (boycotted) too? It looks
ures of resistance, regardless like
it.
of who will Isa called upon to
Most likely the same would
suffer willingly or unwillingly.
neighborhood is segregated liar signs were counted on ly expressed objection to Nehappen to a liberal white man WHITE OR COLORED?
One just has to wonder what
who told his fellows: "The Ne- Signs in 'he yards of homes or integrated. These two signs Glenview within a two block groes moving in the area.
2s become of those dark
gro is only asking for simple for sale on Glenview avenue were found in the same block distance on both sides of (Staff photos by George Harvoices of common sense and
indicate the home owners on Glenview between Kyle Kyle. Whites in the neigh- din)
caution that once directed the
See SHADOWS, Page 2
are at odds as to whether the and Oaklawn. Six other sim- borhood have recently publicCall "Miss Ritsuits" — JA. 6-8397
MADE TOO LATE for last
week's edition, these pictures
show more students being arrested and taken to jail for

Editor Hines'
Mother Dies

using the circulation facilities
of Cossitt public library.
Eight students were arrested
April 4 and later fined $50

and costs by Junge Beverly
Boushe. Appeals were noted
in these cases as they have
been in all cases of Negro

Mason Temple MassMeetFriday
It Can Happen Here I Huge Crowd
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In New Roundup
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Plan Europe Trip
After Conference

DEFENDER
Sat., April 16, 1960

Ed. Standards
Same In D. C.

NEW YORK — The peaceful national magazine stated.
integration of the Washington, Accoiding to an article in the
D. C. school system, which is current issue of Look Maga77 per cent Negro, has in no zine, Washington illustrates sucway reduced the system's gen- cessful integration "without tureral educational standards, a moil."
Plans for integration of the
schools in the nation's capital,
the magazine noted, were formulated long .before the Supreme Court's 1954 ruling and
were executed "without a hitch.
(Continued From Page 1)
justice in demanding a chance The preponderance of'Negroes
to use public facilities for which now in the schools, it added,
he too, pays taxes. It's shame- is not a result of integration,
ful to deny him that phase of but arose from an exodus of
justice. And inasmuch as he white families to the suburbs
stands side by side with white and the movement of Negro
men and women to buy dresses, familleo into the vacated lowshoes, and other commodities cost-housing neighborhoods.
in downtown stores, what's so
shocking about his eating his
own sandwich at the same lunch
counter? Let's face facts."
Wonder what would happen to
such a white person? Selah!

l

Shadows

King

Lester High
Stars Shine
In Comedy

MRS. GEORGIA LEE Walker (right) was the honoree at
a "This is Your Life" program Friday at Columbus
Baptist church. Mrs. Myrtle

J. Fisher (left) general chairman of the program, is seen
presenting a book of mementoes and photographs to Mrs.
Walker. In the center is Mrs.

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. -- as, associate secretary, MethoThree thousand delegates rep- dist Board of Education, Diviresenting the United Beauty sion of Educational Institutions.
School Owners and Teachers Dr. Daniel was born on the
Association and its Greek let- campus of the school which he
ter arm, Alpha Chi Pi Omega now heads. His father, the late
sorority' and fraternity will Charles J. Daniel was for 28
hold their 16th annual conven- years secretary of the school
tion, April 18-21, on the cam- and Daniel Memorial Hall was
pus of Bethune - Cookman col- named in his honor.
Dr. Thomas is a native of Orlege.
S. C. He is the son
angeburg,
pilgrimage,
In a sentimental
the delegates will pay tribute of a Methodist pastor and is
to the memory of Dr. Mary Mc- one of three clergymen brothLeod Bethune here on t h e ers.
grounds of the famed education- A trustee of Bethune-Cookal institution which she found- man college, Dr. Thomas resides in Nashville, Term., with
ed.
his wife and three children.
MARJORIE JOYNER
The late educator helped to EUROPEAN TOUR
organize the beauticians group Three chapters of Alpha Chi
along with Mrs. Marjorie Stew- Pi in Florida will co-host the
art Joyner of Chicago who is convention. At the close of the
Mary Louise Davis, coordina- the National Supervisor of the meeting, the delegates will go
tor of the Negro division of Association and its Greek let- to New York where they will
the polio foundation who was ter arm, Alpha Chi Pi Omega board two liners, the S. S. Limistress of ceremonies 1 o r Sorority and Fraternity which berte, a French ship, and S. S.
the occasion. (Staff photo by is meeting concurrently with United States.
The European trip will inthe association.
George Hardin)
Highlighting the memorial dude London, Paris, and Rome
meeting will be a trio of di,- where the delegates will attend
tinguished leaders in the edu- school under European teachcational field. Heading the list ers, and be followed by a trip
Is Dr. Richard V. Moore, pres- to the Holy Land.
ident of Bethune - Cookman col- National officers are Billye
lege who with his faculty will Dunlap, Mae Garria, Eddie
Burks, lone Cochrell, Lucille
be host to the convention.
Others are Dr. Robert P. Schuler, Allure Stems Lee,
Daniel, president of Virginia Mettle Henson and Marjorie
State college at Petersburg, Stewart Joyner, National Superwas
he
Tuesday
said
lawyer
Va., and Dr. James S. Thom- visor.
convinced the youth Beverly
Aadland claims shot himself in
her apartment did not commit
suicide.
Miss Aadland told police that
William Stanciu, 21, a bit actor
forced his way into her apartment Saturday night, raped her
and then shot himself in the The presidents of the Walker fying even the most discrimHomes area are awaiting their inating appetites.
head.
Hawaiian tea which promises One of the highlights of the
"I have learned some facts
to be a fabulous event beginning evening will be a brief cerethat convince me he did not
at 4 p. m. The date is Sunday, mony honoring the presence of
commit suicide," George M.
April 24, and the place is Mitch- Frances Caple, "Mrs. Walker
Drucker said.
ell High school auditorium, 658 Homes, 1960". Other attractions,
Drucker was hired by Stan- Mitchell road which will be a equally entertaining, have been
ciu's family to look into their Hawaiian wonderland.
arranged for the enjoyment of
son's death. The family has in- Mrs. Luverne Wilson, general the huge expected turnout.
dicated a third person might chairlady, has superbly coordi- The beneficiary of this plannhave been in Miss Aadland's nated the functions of the var- ed extravaganza will be the
apartment and responsible for ious committees into a maxi- Walker
Community
Homes
Stanciu's death.
mum degree of effectiveness. Building. This structure which
Charles Ware, chairman of en- is well past the planning stage
SLATE PRODUCER
tertainment, has secured the will provide a civic base of opNorth Wales is said to pro- services of the Boyd Bros. ag- eration very much needed in the
duce the world's best slate. gregation to furnish Hawaiian Walker Homes area.
music throughout the evening.
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Peters, the BASEBALL MEET
chairlady of hospitality, has giv- There will be a meeting of the
en assurance of providing some Negro
Baseball
American
of the more attractive women league in the office of the presiin the community, attired in Ha- dent, Dr J. B. Martin, Monday,
waiian costumes, to serve as April 18. 100 E. Earle at., Chihostesses. Of course it should cago, Ill • at 11 a. m.
not be surprising if Mrs. Gret- The purpose of the meeting
ta Adair as chairlady of deli- is to formulate plans for the
cacies succeeds again in satis- forthcoming baseball season.

Doubt Beverly's
Suitor Suicide

Lester High School Players
Guile presented its third annual
play, a three-act farce entitled
(Continued From Page 1)
"Brides to Burn," coached by
with lies."
Sixty persons. including Mrs.,I. E. Spillers of the Speech DeEleanor Roosevelt, Harry Em-!partment, Friday, April 8.
erson Fosdick, Harry Belafonte,i Anna
Blakemore, popular
A. Philip Randolph, Norran member of the Junior Class, reThomas Marlon Brando, Jack- turned for the third year in a
ie Robinson, ,and Gardner Tay- starring role. She played the
lor, signed the ad, which allied part of "Letitia Gundy," the
for funds to defend Martin Lu- tart-tongued spionster whose
ther Kin' and the Southern stu- antics gave the audience a
dent protest movement.
side-splitting performance.
In an editorial, the Montg in- Also included in the case were
cry Advertiser labelled t h e Leon Strother, Alene Bromley,
signers a combination of "vol- Jo Ann Ward, Willie Ryan,
untary liars" and "involuntary Thelmus Rhodes, jr., Lelia'
liars," while in Birmingh im Myers, Wade Evans Ardie MyAlabama's Attorney - General, ers, Augusta Cage, and Harold
Macdonald Gallion, said the ad- Koston.
vertisement contained "vicious, Understudies of the play
unfounded and malicious lies." were Quincey McDonald, RobHe said he was considering le- ert M. Taylor, Ernestine Pewgal action against the adver• ritt, Norma Taylor, Milton
MRS. MINERVA HANCOCK the program in cooperation
tisement's sponsors.
Burchfield, Edward Shella. Stet.
Baptist
Columbus
Mable (right) serves punch to Mrs. with
The advertisement, which has la Smith, Earl Baker,
which Rev. A. E.
in
of
church
reception
the
at
Walker
Bishsince been published in a doz- Knox, Dorothy Johnson,
the church dining room a:ter Campbell is pastor. In the
en Negro newspapers across op Trotter,
the program. Mrs. Hancock center holding baby is Mrs.
the
P. L. Washington of
the country, stated that the obas- is president of the Zuber By- Bertha Bect3n, Mrs. Walker's
jective of Alabama's prosecu- school's Art Department is
num Council which sponsored sister. (Staff photo by George
Players
the
tion of Martin Luther King is sistant coach for
Hardin)
principal
to intimidate all uncompromis- Guild. R. H. Morris is
ing leaders who stand for jus- of the school.
tice and decency.
WILL STAND
"We stand by that statement." the Committee declared. "It is obvious that the
statement of Bettye Frank is
intended without a shred of color of law to intimidate leaders
of the North. To paraphrase
By HENRI SCHOU'
William Lloyd Garrison, Amer- JOHANNESBURG, South Afica's glorious abolitionist leadrica — (UPI) — The leader of NEW YORK — In line with of the student movement to "An explicit statement of its
er, 'The Committee will not
eating commitment to this principle
desegregated
the opposition United Party has its interracial policies, the Na- secure
equivocate, it will not retreat
the stern measures tional Board of the Young facilities.
indorsed
is expressed in the Interracial
a singe inch, and it will be
by the South African gov- Women's Christian Association The statement which follows
taken
"
heard.'
Charter adopted at its Nation-'
ernment to break the back of of the U. S. A. has adopted a was sent to more than 1500
•
The '...ommittee further ac- Negro resistance to white suin 1946. This was
statement supporting objectives community and student YWCA al Conventicn
cused the State of Alabama, premacy laws.
over
efforts
of
unite, which are autonomcus, the culmination
"which has defied the Consti- Sir De Withers Graaff told a
with the hope that the Associa- many years to build an AssociCourt"
Supreme
tution and the
news conference in Capetown
interracial goals will be tion that w a s increasingly
tion's
of now extending its contempt that he favored the state of
furthered.
attemptby
Constitution
Christian and democratic. The JOHANNESBURG, South Al-, laws, the government gave
for the
emergency and other precau"We must not fail them - the National Board, together with rice — (UPI) — The South Afri- every indication it would carry
ing tu deny freedom of speech, tionary measures because there
by threatening arrest and pros-I was still lawlessness in African The regular monthly meeting youth of America," the state- many local associations can government gave no sign of on the line of Prime Minister
ment declared.
ecution of distinguished Ameri- townships and locations.
throughout the nation, has ex- yielding to internal and world- Hendrik F. Verwoerd while he
of the Bluff City Council of Par!
tenof
can citizens whose truthful critracial
this
period
"In
perienced the richness that wide pressure for easing of its is recuperating in a hospital
Graaff, whose party also sup- ent-Teacher Associations will
icism is more than they can ports segregation, said he would be held at the Vance Avenue sion in our own country and comes from person - to • person racial discrimination policies. from an assassin's bullets.
reap- South African businessmen,
bear. . ."
"strongly resist" any United branch of the YWCA on Friday in the world, the National relationships across racial lin- Despite pleas for a
The Committee's statement
praisal of the white supremacy clergymen, native leaders and
attempt to intervene in morning, April 22, beginning at Board of the YWCA, as an or- eS.
Nations
went on to say: "The recent South Africa's internal affairs. 11 o'clock.
ganization deeply committed
some newspapers have called
The conscioos goal itif a better
events in Alabama, is ugly his- "We must accept South Af- The meeting originally slated to the Judeo-Christian principle
for the government to take a
barthe
all,
from
for
life
free
tory of Negro oppression, its rica
all
of
idgnity
new look at the way it treats
and
the
worth
of
state,"!
postwas
cial
15,
April
for Friday,
as a multi-ra
riers of prcjudice and discrimiflouting of Constitutional rights,
the black man.
Negroes "must,poned because of Good Friday. persons as children of God, nation, obligates the YWCA to
the
but
said,
he
are all open and notorious be regarded as citizens of Ban-1 Mre. Ophelia Byas is report- reaffirms its desire to demonFrom abroad there has been
work for a society in which all
facts. Threats to prosecute
barrage of criticism from
its
a
in
own
principle
this
strata
presio
tu native) states yet to beler, and Mrs. Lucille Price
persons my participate freely
those who speak of them will formed."
politicians, newspapers, organilife and tne larger community, and make their maximum conI
dent.
not conceal the truth. Let Alazations and some governments,
tribution w our American life.
bama adhere to the law of the
even within the British Com"In the light of these goals
land and it will cease to be
monwealth of which South AfriNational
policies, the
and
humiliated!"
ca is a member.
Board records its support of the
But South African police raidobjectives of the nonviolent deed the native township of Rand
monstrations of students seek- Members of the Hamilton Monday, confiscating weapons
ing the elimination of those school detachment of the Na- and arresting scores of blacks.
practices which deny recogni- tional Defense Cadet Corps will Police and court officials
(Continued From Page 1)
tion of the common humanity be in charge of a program to clamped a lid of secrecy on the
ot all as children of God.
be presented for the PTA in the case of wealthy farmer David
branches to engage in an allHAMPTON, Va. — Atty. M. tors which made the racial Hampton, the annual presenta- "The YWCA through its Col- school cafetorium on Wednes- Pratt, 52, arrested in connecout petition campaign.
tion of the scholarship bracelet
Richmond, speak- problem national in scope.
day evening, April 20, beginning tion with the shooting of VerC. D. Dellums, chairman of Ralph Page of
to the outstanding senior man, lege and University Division, at 7:30.
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major,
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Men's more than the armour of war- physics and
corresgathering thousands of signa- the recent observance of
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their actions thus far, Page
ing
every individual regardless of
Toronto Star, would be released
said the American racial probrace, opportunity to participate Corps' financing and history, from custody on condition he
lem has been fixed in the minds
and share alike in all the rela- and a drill performance by one left the country.
platoon from the Hamilton
of men through preconceived
tion ship of
of Justice F. C.
The Delphi Youth club of Ideas that the Negro is the serv
squad. Solos will be given by Minister
Erasmus told newsmen the
'The National Board endors. cadets and their sponsors.
North Memphis is presenting ant and the white man is the
heavy-handed measures used
es and supports this.
Its first Parent night at St. Ste- master.
The cadets are members of by police against Africans were
phen Baptist church, 508 N. "Even though the Emancipa"A letter veil be sent to the the tenth and eleventh grades.
to stop "intimidaThird St., April 12, 7 p, m. tion Proclamation, constitutionappropriate officials of nation- Girls have been selected as necessary
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AKA Regional
Set April 15
JACKSON CHAPTERS. HOSTS
TO A.K.A REGIONAL
The 28th Southeastern Regional of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Inc., will meet at Merry
High school in Jackson, Tenn.,
April 15 and 16, it was announced by Mrs. Mary Reed
Lake, chairman of publicity.
The Regional will be under the leadership of Mrs. Julia Brogdon Purnell, Southeastern Regional director from Baton
Rouge La.
Host chapters are Gamma
GRANDSTAND VIEW of a ply Company at 659 Scott in Nickey
Alpha
Omega of which Mrs. ReBrothers, inc., lumber THE THREE ALARM blaze Here householders are seen alien Several firemen
and a slightly and had extinguished setta McKissack is basileus and
$30,000 fire met the curious Binghampton. Twenty
box- yard, but was put out before routed 14 Negro families from trying to separate their be- Red Cross worker
were in- the flames before they reach- Beta Chi of which Miss Gloria
eyes of children who watched car loads of tires which were damage
occurred. (Staff pho- their homes and forced them longings from their neigh- jured However the fire comed the others. (Staff photo by Whitmore is basileus.
a wind-swept grass fire raze not insured were destroyed.
to by Billy Duncan.)
to remove all furniture as the bor's as all the furniture was panies immediately put out Billy Duncan)
the Memphis Tire and Sup- The fire threatened the huge
Dr. Biggs of Knoxville, Tenn,
flames neared the structures. badly mixed up in the evacu- the one house which burned
will discuss points of Siete Cell
Anemia Research and national
projects will be discussed during the entire conference, They
include: scholarships, housing,
American Council on Human
Rights and Health.
The public program is set for
Friday, April 15, at 8:15 p. m.
•
at St. Paul CME church on Lane
Mrs. M. LaVerne D. oyner,'finalists will be announced
At the 39th Annual Sharehold- are. Dr. Marjorie
from
E. Vincent Merry of Jackson,, straight "A" average during
H. Parker,
403 E. Trigg ave., has been se- Washington, D.
ers
C., in mid-ApMeeting of Supreme Liber- supreme basileus,
Tenn., was one of the 11 fresh-I their first semester of study at
will deliver
lected as a candidate for the ril. The three finalists
will then '
MABLE YOUNG
men students at Howard univer- Howard They are Jerome M• ty Life Insurance company, held the address. An author and lec"Miss Secretary of 196)" na- be flown to Washington
and
sity
who were cited last week kins of Newport News, Va., and at its Home Office in Chicago, turer, Dr. Parker is presently
tional contest announced Mi., "Miss Secretary of 1960"
will
high
scholastic achievement Samuel Odebonojo of ljebu.Ode, Ill., April 5, a $1.00 per share employed as director of stufor
I. J. Gleeden secretary-treas- be chosen. Last year nationcash dividend was declared. dent teaching
and outstanding citizenship. Nigeria.
at Maryland
urer of Henderson Busin. is «l- wide attention was focused upon
The company's Special Reserve Teachers' college.
The
award
winners
resiare
The
honorees
were:
iege. Mrs. Joyner is a graduate the secretarial field in this
dents of the New Men's Resi
Maryland: Ceferino A. Epps Funds, which includes Capital States represented will be
of Henderson Business college, manner and the contest officials
dence
Hall,
and
enrolled
are
(School
of Engineering and Ar- paid-up of $1,165,000.00, are Louisiana, Mississippi, AlabaClass of 1957
expect a heavy response of canfour
schools
in
colleges
and
at
Aitecture) Campus citizenship $2,736,238.24.
Informed of her selection as didates again this year. Barbara;
ma and Tennessee.
Howard.
New Jersey: Spencer Robery Supreme Liberty Life has
a candidate, Mrs. Joyner said: Wills of Wilmington, N. C., 151
Merry is the son of Mrs Al. Ayers (College of Liberal Arts) over 6.000 Shareholders thru- COLDWATER, Miss.
'I am so thrilled to be picked the current •.'Mss Secretary."I
out our 50 states and several i
REBECCA DAVIS berta Merry, 101 Denovan st.,' Dormitory Citizenship;
to compete in this contest and
There will be singing servicforeign
countries.
Herbert
Jackson,
Tenn.,
in
and
Cobbs
enis
(College
Libof
I hope that I can represent this
es at Bates Chapel CME
Hello,
rolled in the college of liberal eral Arts) Campus citizenship; The company has been pay-' church Easter Sunday night.
Hokes and Barbara Clark.
ea well. You know, we secreWe're
would
glad
you
arts. A Merry high graduate. Howard Fulcher (College of ing dividends to Shareholders
wake
COUPLES
ries hope that the general
Mrs. Mary Dawson, Mrs. Erand
eye
our
up
Merry
news
.
will be remembered by Pharmacy) Campus citizenship: since 1941 for a total of more!
public will really come to reTher mon Glass and Mary
Caldwell, and Mrs Leono
unice
than
$1,000,000.00. In addition,
CHURCH
cognize our contribution to the
Brittnum, Carl Smith and Au- many in Jackson as Vince Mer- New York: Adolphus Hailattended the funeral of
Rucker
The Gospel Harmoniers spon- gusta Cage, Robert Walls and ry, radio announcer for Station tork School of Music) High stock dividends of over $600,.. Robert Arehart Jones at LiberAmerican way of life.'
000.00
WJAK
Scholastic
have
Achieveme
been
nt; Tendeclared since ty Baptist church, Clarksdale.
Mrs. Joyner is emplbyed at
sored a musical program April. Willie M. Kearney, Milton "' '
Wisconsin Elementary school.
t), Sunday, at 8 p. m. The show Burchfield and Mable Young, The citations were male Sun- nessee: El Vincent Merry (Col- 1941.
Miss.
was held at the New Philadel- Mary Patrick and Isaac Brooks day, March 27, at an honors lege of .Liberal. Arts) High The board of directors voted
she has been a secretary there
to
Scholastic
recommend to the ShareholdAchievement.
for three years. Mrs. Hooks, her
phia Baptist church, 533 -.1
S John Garrett and Clyde Este; luncheon which was the closing
Texas; Michael Lenoir (Col- ers, at a later meeting, the folMendenhall.
principal, praised her highly,
!Joyner. Bobby Rutherford and event of a father-son week end lege of Liberal
Arts) Camvus lowing action,(1) increasing the
saying: "She is very efficient
There will be a big grand Doris Stout, Carolyn Dukes and conducted by the dormit^-y. Citizenship
; Virginia ;.lerome Capital stock by $500,000.00,
rece,ved,
Two
students
who
and a wonderful person."
excursion to Tiptonville .Tenn. Matthew Burkins, Dollie Callomaintained a Atkin (School of Engineering, (2) changing the company's
Outside Commission
The "Miss Secretary of 1960"
Sunday, May 22. Round trip way and Russell Jones and Cel- scholastic awards
and Architecture) High Scholas- name to "Supreme Life
contest is being sponsored by
Insur•
Appliance
tickets $3.50 for adults and $2.50 ia McKinney and Tommy Johntic Achievement; Africa: Sam- ance Company of America."
the National Association a n d
for children.
son.
Salesmen
.
Adebonojo
A.
ucl
(College
of
Council of Business Schools, an
The trip is sponsored by the We don't want to pose but
Pharmacy) High Scholastic
organization composed of nearHarris Singers of the New Phila- before we close Edward Sheffa
Achievement.
ly 500 of the top independent
(121phia Baptist church, pastor- of Lester, we would like to notibusiness schools of the United
We are all born for love:
SERVICE STORES
ed by Rev. B. T. Dumas.
fy you to visit our way one
States.
It is the principle of exist.
MRS. JOYNER
day,
perhaps
Thursday
in
beMay
when
night,
it's
April
14,
112e Union
BR, 5-1155
The names of three national
ois
enoe and its only end.
Relieve aches and pains of colds
fore the third Sunday, the Mag- a little warmer and see for
..-(Benjamin Disraeli)
Contact
nolia Baptist church is invited Yourself what happens around Mrs. Virginia Pollard an _ with STANBACK Tablets or
Mr, Pruett
Mr. Grantham
to the New Philadelphia church here.
nounced this week that six ba- Powders. Also use a gargle for
h
t d
t
in the interest of the Number Until next week be sweet and
Id • STAN
bies have been entered on the BACK'S
S. A. (Synergistic AcOne choir's Annual Day which don't let Spring get you down.
DIABETICS!
Gold Star Baby Scroll of the tion) reduces fever, brings faswill be Sunday, April 17, 3 p.m. AN EDITORIAL
Good
News To Help
Child Development Program. ter, more complete relief. RePTA
TV SERVICE
By MABLE YOUNG
545 E. Mallory at Lauderdale member
.
. . Snap back with
Relieve Some Of
The Patterson School's PTA Is there no time for the As a result of the Child De.
WH 6-7133
meeting will be held every first Lord?
velopment Program, six moth Dependable TV Service
Your Discomfort!
Tuesday night in each month
My opinion is that too many ers brought their babies to El
Sharpen needles, better than
SERVICE CALL
and all parents are asked to things
are standing in the way'H. Crump hospital for four,
new. Save many dollars.
„
DAY—NIGHT
! be present. Mrs. Byrdies Mitch- of
Christianity. 1 have thought eight and twelve month check- hrinks
Needles never wear out, they
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
)
ell is president and Chastene that if a
person wants to be a ups. They will be examined
only become dull. COM- This ad Is worth $1.00 toward emits
Thompson, principal.
on any TV repair.
seeker of the Lord Jesus Christ, again at 18 months and at one
PLETE SHARPENING KT
OWL
RCA authorized service
nothing in the world could year intervals thereafter untill
$1.25 postpaid. Write for cirThe old Owl has been creep- stand in his way and I believe they reach school age.
cular, you will be surprised.
')tops Itch—Relieves
ing around quite a bit for the I'm right.
Gold Star babies and their For the first time science has bun
L. NELSON
last few weeks. He has creeped Maybe you
a new healing substance with the asthink it is true mothers are Betty Jean Young tonishing
Box 328 — Dept. 4
ability to shrink hemorupon Doris Fancy jiving around in
some cases but to me it is daughter of Mrs. Lizzie Young, rhoids and to relieve pain — without
La PORTE, INDIANA
with Roy Bonner . . Vicky true
while
case,
of all Christians.
577 Walnut; Mike McDowell, surgery. In case after
Mitchell jiving with LeAndrew
gently relieving pain, actual redue.
don'tforget son of Mrs. Bernice McDowell, tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
Davis. He them turned around Seemingly
"1 steely itched so death or 7% year:.
148 Sycamore; Otis Lewis, son amazing of all — results were so thor"SPECIAL SALE"
for a glimpse of Bernice Ex- that we are fighting for inteThen!founds mew west erereme.Noir
astoniskini
made
sufferers
that
ough
Mrs.
Jessie
of
Lewis,
Sax985
gration or that we are hungry
happy," writes Mrs. D. Ward.
ton and Nathaniel Becton.
statements like "Piles have ceased ti
Ervin
on;
Jones,
Mrs.
of
son
Hue's blessed gelid from tortures of vaginal
be a problem!" The secret is a nee
While Johnny Faulkner mov- and need the necessary foods
itch,
rectal itch. chafing, tub and eczema
Blance Jones, 1555 Ellen Lane; healing substance (Bio-Dyne•)—dis •• Aluminum Awnings
with an amazing new scientific formula
ed with Barbara Clark . . . and to help build our bodies.
Leon Alexander, son of Mrs. covery of a world-famous resoard
called
LANACANE.This fast-actin. stain.
• Aluminum Carports
TOPS AT LeMOYNE — Dar- marks, followed closely by while we are talking about the We don't forget that we are Virginia Alexander, 108 W. Mc- instituts.This substance is now avail
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
germs
while it soothes raw, irritated and
fora
ointment
suppository
or
nell L. Thomas, left, of 706 Miss McCray. Both ranked Owl he would like to know who planning to get something new; Kellar; and Stephanie Wilson, able in
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching—ma
called Preparation HO. At all drui
speeds
healing.
Don't suffer another minute.
Lucy ave., and Geraldine Mc- high in comparison to other the handsome fellow is that has something to make us look good daughter of Mrs. Barbara Wil- counters
3580 Jackson
— money back guarantoa.
GL 8-0642 Get LANACANI
today at all drug stores.
Cray of 1473 South Avenue, scores renorted throughout the been riding Fannie Nickolson on the 'outside. We don't forget son, 231 N. Main.
both seniors at LeMoyne col- sati6n. The examination was around . . . Mary Bambert, to go to a dance, a movie or
The Tri-State Defender, in colege, topped 37 other Le- supervised by Prof. Floyd don't think that you haven't some place to have a good time.
AiP •
operation
with the Child DevelMoyne students in the Nation- Bass, head of the department been seen talking to James Mc- No. None of these things
are opment Program, will publish
al Teacher Examination. Miss of education at the college. Kinney.
forgotten. These things will not periodically the names of new
Thomas scored UK highest
What the Owl can't find out count in the day of judgment.
Gold Star babies.
is what Doris Farley is tryping
to prove with Roy Bonner .
STARTS
do you know?
Saturday
INFO AND ADVICE
5 Big Days!
TRANSIT ATTORNEY
A certain young lady in Binghampton would like to get betBARON H. MARTIN
ter acquainted with Eddie
is
one ofthe key membersofthe
HELL BENT FOR ACTION!
Walls . • . so Eddie old pal,
Department of Boston's
Legal
make
HELL BENT FOR
your move. A certain sen'
Metropolitan Transit Authorior boy has been sta34ng -at
THRILLS!
ity. Mr. Martin,a night-school
.
home lately eating his heart out
•"..7';
ittfiw.
graduate of Suffolk University
for A. C.
Law School, has risen from the
Will someone give him a
ranks. Mr. Martin's cigarette
plate??? All the girls seem to
--VJCEROY.
be flipping over Charles Freeman (Melrose). We advise him
to take 'em slow if he wants
STEPHEN
to
be the show. Fannie Gaines
and
.1,:".411111 McNALLY
Roy Bonner have been
telling
each other "I'm with you,"
but
Eugene doesn't seem too
jolly.
While talking of you, Eugene,
we.aren't going to tell you
that
CINEMASCOPE • EASTMAN COLOR
you have competition with
Mary
Gilmore (B T W). Since we
aren't going to tell you that we
want to let you know that the
— Plus 2nd Hit! —
competition is Victor Elion.
We're sorry, but you know how
HOWARD KEEL
It is when you promise
not to
tell.
Does anyone know why Bobby
MIDSOUTH
Rutherford stopped flirting?
PREMIERE!
TOP BOYS
THE MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF
ONE BIG WEEK!
Charles Freeman, Eddie
USUALLY CHOOSES VICEROY
Walls, John Garrett, Percy McKinney, James Coger, Leroy
Davis Richard Jamerson, BobTHE VERY FRANK VERY HONEST STORY
by Rutherford, Arthur Jones
. HAS A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE
Of THE YOUTHS WHO SEARCH FOR
and William Fleming,
CUTE LITTLE BABY claims tie ones to the hospital for
TOP GIRLS
Transit
Attorney
Baron H.Mar- says,"For a smooth smoke,thie
attention of staff at E. II. regular four, eight and 12
MANHOOD- IN All THE WRONG PLACES'
Doris Farley, Ruth Patrick, Crump hospital where six one. month check
tin is a man Who thinks for him- Viceroy filter is way ahead. Real
ps, they qualiJoyce Harris, Doris Mack- year-olds have been entered fy their babies
self. He finite out the facts— smoking man's taste. comae
for the Gold
Wand Ilbe
lin, Gloria Calloway, Rebecca on the Gold Star Baby Scroll.
IMO MO
Star honor. This is one of the then trusts his own judgment. In smooth and mild through the
Davis, Willie Mae Kearney, When mothers bring their
lit- Important pl,ases of the Child judging cigarettes, Mr. Martin Viceroy filter."
Madalene Garrett, Ora L e e
05500.ile••••411 W I II laineen Tolosa* Cm.Development Program.
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Club Notes
The Twilight Social cluo met series of financial efforts to,
"Ye Seek Jesus . . . He is intellectualism and materialism
with Mrs. Alma Sonya at her boost the club's project to purnot here!" Matthew 28 5-6
they wake up one day to learn
home at 357 Richmond recently, chase lamps for the Goodwill
Today our minds automatic- that what they have sought in
when plans were made for a Homes.
ally turn to the Easter season. these things have only brought
series af parties to raise funds Among the clubs present
Ne one thinks of this season temporary happiness.
for their charities and summer were The Drifters, Vollentine
activities. Plans were specifi- Social club, Men of Society,
without thinking of Jesus corn- Day by day I see men makcally made for a tea to be held Lady Reds and the Blue Notes.
ing forth from the grave. How . mg sacrifices to gain a lasting
on Easter Sunday at the home During the evening many
disappointed these people must happiness only to learn that the
of Mrs Lucille Wilsoa 375 men present led by Gardner
have been to learn that the avenues down which they are
North Dunlap. All clubs are in- Stewart and James Harwell,
Jesus, who only a few days be- going bring them only a fleeting
vited to attend.
fore had been buried, was gone. happiness.
made themselves very conspicThe hostess served chair- nous
They had gone to the grave exby
a n d
"running
The lasting happiness which
pagne and a menu consisting fetching" the ladies.
pecting to find Jesus still
of us are seeking will
of fried shrimps, tossed garla
"
exthere
had
gone
They
there.
The members of the Cups
be
never
den salad, spiced apples, cake
pecting to find Jesus only to be homes, realized through great
Detes club wish to thank their
big bank accounts, or
and punch Mrs. Vera Herron,
,
disappointed
who helped to
college degrees. Some of the
president; Mrs. Emma Exom, many friends
Today is no exception. Men most unhappy people I
their affair successful
now to.
secretary; and Mrs. Canary make
and enjoyable.
are
running here and yonder day are those wrapped up in
reporter.
Pope,
expecting to find Jesus only good homes, big bank
An invitation is extended to
EL ROCHE
accounts,
to learn that He is not there. social prestige and college deThe El Ruche Social Club friends of the Cupi Detes to atWe live in a day when people grees. They thought they had
met at the home of Mrs. B-,t- tend their next affair, which is
are seeking Jesus everywhere. the answers. Nothing is
tye Wilson, 331 Glencoe recent- scheduled for April 30, at the
more
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Hamilton High

Thursday, April 14
7:00 to 8•00, GOOD MORN- Hey girl, Hey boy this is for we can stick out our chest with
ING FOR MEMPHIS, Featur- you with the most of joy, so with pride and say "Check with Us."
ing "ALMANAC" — "Last Re- a flick of the eye and you shall Friday night, March 8, a
fugees Arrive Under Displaced spy a little of what I thought swinging party wes given at
you would desire.
the home of Dorothy Perry.
Persons Act."
10:30 to 11:00, DECEMBER The National Defense Cadet There dancing to the latest tones
BRIDZ, Starring Spring Bying- Corps, NSCC, is a new class were Beauty Richmond, Richton. Lily goes to the rescue at Hamilton High school. It is ard Foster, Bernard Roberson,
when Hilda's boy friend threat- sponsored by the Board of Edu- Harry Manning, Larry Lee,
ens to postpone their impend- cation and the United States Erma Burton, Eugene White,
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Those nual association meeting which
ing wedding.
of us who work with the Nash-highlighted a thrilling address
Army. Hamilton is the head- Maxine William, Penny, J in
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE quarters of all the N. D.
ville Cummunity Relations Con- by the Rev. Archibald Carey of
c. c. Wade Conner, and many, many
WITH KITTY KELLY. "Lily programs. This most respected others.
ference need to feel pride in Lhicago.
Turner" with George Brent and group has received
the two night meetings held Dr. Douglas Horton, former
their uni- I SPY
Ruth Chatterton. Tragedy amid forms,
this past week at Christ church. Dean of Harvard University Diand are wearing them
Making the rounds, digging
carnival life. Ill-fated lovers and two
Perhaps we did not agree with vinity School and his charming
times a week. On the uni- the sounds, around this man's
unrequieted love.
everything that was said but wife, the former Miss Mildred
forms are the NDCC insignia, town I find several cool sounds.
6:30 to 7:00, U. S. MARSHAL,
we did have an opvortunity to McAffee, retired president of
the cadets' rank, and any other Permit me to dedicate these
"Passport to the Deep 6" with
express ourselves. Exchange of Wellesley college were guests of
--- merit awards.
to you. 1. "Lead Me On"—MarRichard Webb as Deputy Don
thoughts, bringir.g things out in the Rev. C. Flannery this week.
garet Sherrod and, and, and
The
NDCC
program
is
dividJagger.
Racketeers convince
the open often tend to relieve He graciously shared them
two innocent foreigners that ed into platoons and composed Oh skip it! 2. "You Got The
tensions Meetings were largely with Fisk and we heard our
they can't enter the U. S. legal- of three squads, One of the jobs Power" — Robert Flynn and
attended and this is also a most searching Convocation Ad.
healthy sign.
MEMBERS OF The Calvert& club which has members is advisor of the club and has ly, and offer to smuggle them of the squads leaders is to lead Milo Wells. 3. "I am with You
idress of this school year.
The Tennessee Committee fori Mrs John Parsons is visit- skating club are seen merrily throughout the Memphis area. as co-workers Mmes. Onle in — for a price. When the Bor- the squads when drilling, anoth- All The Way" — Malfred BoldNational Library Week held a ing her daughter in Dayton, rolling along at their recent About 400 kids were present Hunt Bell Pettigrew, Eunice der Patrol closes in on the en is to set an example for the en and Bettye Ewing. 4. ''All
reception Sunday afternoon at Ohio, who is recuperating from skating party at the Hippo- for the skating party which Lewis, Rosie Fleming and smugglers . . . they dump their rest of the cadets in his squad I Could Do Was Cry" — Roshe State Library and Archivesian illness. Dr. Parsons really' drome Roll-a•Rink. Miss Joyce Is held from 10:30 to 2 p. m: Dorothy Herron. (Staff photo cargo in the sea and try to for the rest of the cadets. seanne Quinn, Rorrestine Bethel, Sureatha Toy. 5. "Easy
escape.
Freeman, in plaid shirt, of the second and fourth Satur- by George Hardin.)
tiding in honor of Tennessee looks lonely these days.
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C. Baker presented explana- orful and elaborate fashions yellow Mixing bowl.
Larry Lee, Thomas Price
and Mel Torme.
and Robert Jackson?
Atty. Niose Davie who is an- meeting in Atlanta this week tion of the Emblem
to Ernestine around Douglass. The designs, Perhaps there is no type of 10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, John Sanders,
reperesenting
Fisk
is
he
where
ofhis
3. Mathew Simmons goes with
'flouncing the opening of
cookery
in
which there are so "Topper" with Kary Grant, So I think
Henderson and Shirley Knox. shapes, sizes, and color, play
as Hamiltonian! Carolyn Love?
fices at 1026 Fourth Avenue N. university's Department of So- The Inductions
many failures as in the making Constance Bennett. Two lively
important
an
in
teenpart
our
,
and
Candle
Mr. and Mrs. Davie have been cial Sciences.
4. Lynn Bumpus goes with
of pastry, although, the ex- ghosts return to play tricks
Lighting, I
age fashions today.
came BEAUTIFULLY
they
useful citizens
HOUSE, Ed and Keenan Wynn, Devoy Webster?
DRESSED presented by
perts say it is very easy. Follow
Will
the
Ernestine
be
style
stripes,
(Comedy).
Hendliving
the
on
co-sta: in "The Man in the Fun- find a boy friend?
to our community. His charm- THIS WEEK—Mrs. Joyce Ack-;reson. Prof. Conley
presented checks, plaids, and maybe just a few simple rules they eay, 11:40 to 11:45, ALMANAC — ny
ing wife, Ruth, is assistant di- lin, owner-manager of Joyce's the
Suit" true story of Ed
the
most
important
of
which
is "Last Refugees Arrive Under
membership cards and in- solid. I will see. Hope to see
5. Marlyn Alaxender can't
rector of Fisk Student Union. Beauty Salon on Jefferson St. troduced
Wynn's conversion to a da•
t h e probationary I you in the teenage fashion re- accurate measurements. When DP Act."
fine a boyfriend?
matte
Tc Mrs. Simone Allen who Mrs. Charlie Mae Singleton, the members
role.
Rod Serling, Red IL Betty
your measuring technique is
of this outstanding view.
Davis can't stand
presented many beautiful gifts wife o; our distinguished dentist
Skelton, Seymour Berns, Marie
perfected, here are four points Friday, April 15
Larry Mitchell?
for her expected baby at the "Dr. J. B." and her charming
to remember: I. Use little IN A- 10:30 to 11:00, DECEMBER Rosenbloom play themselves.
7, Oliver Ingram was caught
shower given for her on the daughter, Mrs. Gloria Anderson.
9:00 to 9:30 TWILIGHT ZONE
ter ; 2. fold in as much air as BRIDE, Spring Byington stars.
at
Maxine Hollingsworth house
week end by Mrs. Ann Welch, They look like sisters.
possible; 3. handle lightly, and A young friend, guest of Lily, Larry Blyden stars in "A Nice by Amos
Kelsey?
Mrs. M. Love and Dr. Gladys It is so good to see Otey's
4. put pastry into a hot oven meets Rory Calhoun and de- Place to Visit." A petty crook
Pearlean
8.
Banks still likes
Ford. Also she was hostess to being expanded because of the
thinks
his world has ended with
cides to become a cowboy in(450 degrees F).
her distinguished parents — Dr. overflow of business, which was.
The proportion of flour to stead of planning for college. a police barricade in a dark lames Pope?
and Mrs. Jack Atkins from Win- causing it to burst at the seams
shorten varies but is generally 4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE alley but discovers that a fate TOP GIRLS
onn Salem Teachers college, since our difficulties in Nash3 or 4 to I by volume or 2 to WITH KITTY KELLY, "Once liar beyond dreams await him. 1. Rudolph Williams (B.T.W.)
ston Salem, N. C.
ville with some of the merI by weight. For example,
A Doctor" with Donald Woods, Sebastian Cabot and Sandra'and Carlean Pearson 3. Helen
West 4. Williametta Parker 5.
To The Frontier Club for the chants. Well said by Rev. Viv-1
cups of flour to le2 cup shorten- Gordon Oliver, Jean Muir. Ramer are featured.
'Essie
beautiful reception given in co-(an _ "Its good to see but a,
Boyd G. Louise Woods 7.
ing.
10.1
0
out
physician
to
to
discredited
11:40,
A
LATE MOVIE,
operation with Radio Stationishame that it took us so long '
To obtain a flaky pastry t h e redeen himself.
"The Kansas" with Jane Wyatt, Marry Simmons 8. Evelyn Wade
9. Beauty Richmond 10. Dorothy
WVOL in honor of Dr. Thomas THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
fat should be thoroughly chilled
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, Vic- Richard Dix, Albert Dekker. Perry.
E. Poag and the Tennessee A _ "The only moral, lesson suit-, Now that Spring has truly rie Harris. Elizabeth Holland, before adding to the flour. The
Bank
Robbers
in 1870.
tor Joey guests with Eric Flemand I State Players Overseas ed for a child — the most im-i made her advent (we hope) life and Alberta Jamison are the aim is to have the fat evenly
TOP BOYS
and Clint Eastwood in "In- Saturday, April 16
Guild. They left -Monday, April portant lesson for every time ofIn general is beginning to look members of the Board. Rev. W. divided so that the mixture of ing
1. Jim Cunningham 2. Larry
10:00
to
10:30,
With
LONE
Drive."
RANGcident of the Dry
11, for a 30 day tour of Green- life — is this never hurt any-'better. The Flora and the Fauna r. Rogers is pastor.
flour and shortening resemble
r.soCalvin
4. Bernard
6.
danger of dying ER, "Sewtelle Saga's End.'
in
cattle
their
land, Iceland and Labrador. Dr. body.",
of Mother Earth looks
'1 U
though 111any of the members took little pebbles the size of a pea.
Roberson
3
While
D
a
v
i
s
T
h
omas
seeking
Price
the
Ramidentity
of
his
and
the
Favor
thirst
Gil
of
probably
would
Poag said they
HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK we shall have bountiful crops advantage of this and we feel It is important to keep the fat
rod Rowdy face an added threat i person behind a series of bank Robert Carpenter 7. Clabron
cold during the mixing process.
be living in Ice Huts in one of — Of course Thurgood Marshall and beautiful flowers.
CIurrus S. James Pope 9. Ralph
that all were benefited.
ar, aging tyrant who har- robberies, the Lone Ranger and'B
from
these places where they are en- packed them in. We expected RELIGIOUS NEWS
All tools should be chilled beldJackson
dro
tow.ilTaodnytowchonmhe
10. Eugene White.
ver
asactraonsgs
little
s..
resentment
o
IT.
bitter
Easter Day is supposed to be
bors a
tertaining service men.
fore using.
nothing else. The NAACP MemSunday March 27, was a a full day in most of t
hta her
cattle
the
d
h
e
Greeting were brought by bership Drive is off with a bang day of importance in the memY MW
arIg
DaEretGIS
Rh
churches, Sunrise Services will Once the pastry making has 7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA- ews the tricks of her trade.
(Mel
(Mel.)
)been perfected, almost everyone
Mrs. Clara Heranomus of The in Nashville and in the light bership of Mt. Pilgrim C. M. E. be held
at Fairview Baptist
man- 11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, 2. Lois Davis and Carlean Peara
leads
Sundance
REE,
BEE,
will have a favorite filling —
Tennessean, Carter Jones, di- of all we have accomplished church. The Quarterly Conferchurch and regular services
women. Co-starring Kirby Grant and son (Ham.) 3. Sureatha Toy,
maybe many. One of our favor- hunt for an attacker of
rector of Radio Station WVOL and what we still have to do, ence was held in the morning at
the CIME church will feature
not Gloria Winters. Sky King and (Man.) 4. Roseanna Quinn (B.
he's
When he finds him,
and Gov. Buford Ellington. Miss we must join,
and the Elder, Rev. D. T. Al- special Easter music rendered ites is a combination of cottage
Earl Penny meet an evil hypnotist T. W.) 5. Lynn Howell 6. Forman.
right
the
it's
sure
cheese and apples — an exHenrietta Yancey, soprano of F:NALLY — DO NOT FOR- corn preached at 2:30 and held
and break up a crime wave at restine Bethel (Carver)
by the three choirs of
the cellent way to end the
stars.
7 CaFisk university, sang and Mr. GET FASE/)N FANTASY on the business session of the
Easter Holliman
a country fair.
rolyn Turnner (Carver) 8. CarChurch, all under the direction
PLAYDESILU
9:00,
to
8:00
dinner.
Charles Moore of A and I per- Monday night, April 18 in Fisk Quarter. At 7:30 p. m .the Stev12:45 to 4:00 GAME OF THE olyn Love (Melrose)
of Mrs. Imogene Burnett.
10. Eddie
COTTAGE CHEESE
formed at the piano in a most gymnasium. This is a student ards of the church presented a
WEEK, Kickoff of the baseball Smith
(Hamilton)
Mrs.
Jamison
A.
has
charge
APPLE
PIE
brilliant way.
effort in behalf of the United singing program featuring the
season . . Milwaukee vs Phila- CITY WIDE
BOYS
(9-inch)
eachers of Tennessee came Negro College Fund and it is Pilgrim Specials of the Trentoh of the children's and Junior
delphia Dizzy Dean and Pee
1. Rudolph Williams (B. T. W.
choirs.
Combine
large numbers for their an- going to be great.
2
lightly
beaten
eggs
Circuit and the Beech Grove
Wee Reese do the play by play. 2. Cuba
Johnson (Carver) 3.
1
2 cut) of sugar, 1-4 teaBaptist group of Bradford. Visit- In the afternoon Mrs. Carrielwith /
4:00 to 6:00, THE EARLY Oliver
Ingram (Hamilton) 4
Harris
will have charge of the spoon of salt, ie2 cup scalded
MOVIE, "The Kansan" with
ing ministers present were the
James Watts (Carver) 5. Elton
Jane Wyatt, Richard Dix, AlRevs. G. H. Doaks. R. Gana- "Easter Parade" of recitations thin cream and 3-4 cup of rich
Gatewood
(Melrose) 6. Robert
milk
and
blend
thoroughly;
bert Dekker. Bankrobbers in
way, W. C. Harris. .H. W. Ball
vin Owens (B. T. W.) 8. Jimmy
1870.
and C. W. Ward. All these min- all around the surrounding vi- then beat in 1 cup of sieved
Guest (Manassas) 9. Robert Carcottage cheese flavored with
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
isters are pastoring in sur- cinity.
penter (Hamilton) 10. James
teaspoon of vanilla.
rounding communities Rev. M. FUNERAL
'The Case of the Dubious Bride'
with Raymond Burr and Bar- Pope (Hamilton).
H. Hardin is pastor of this Approximately 500 to 600 per- Place 2 cups of sliced apples
'church. Brother Guy Robinson, sons attended the funeral rites in a shallow saucepan with a
bare Hale. Perry gets his face
'Brother Wiley and Professor D. for Betty Ruth Avery. Services few tablespoons of cold water HAMPTON, S. C. — (UPI) — slapped by a beautiful blonde
were held at First Baptist and a pinch of salt; cover, and A 19-year-old
youth was private detective and a short
W. Davis were in charge,
cook very gently until apples
HURTING YOU?
Beech Grove, Rutherford had church in Trenton, of which she
pmra n.e time later finds his client
the
eMaornodlady
charged
o
f a77.y
tender.
are
The
apple
should
was
a
member,
with
the
eulocharged
with
murder.
Sunday
inspiring
service
laineediet.
a very
white
gy being given by the Rev. J be rather dry and not broken;
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED, DEAD
with an unusual crowd.
Relief
ap-1
stir
arrested
in
was
Davis
gently
Gene
/
1
2
sugar
cup
and
S. Burris, pastor of SpringOR ALIVE, Josh Randall, askA taw drape at OUT010* bring
Mr. and Mrs. John Wesley
trap tosea
ndeg gale et legrawa
bi"J.
.
BAND CONCERT
hill cemetery. Board Funeral arrange in a pastry lined pie proximately six hours after the ed by a ten year old girl, to relief
mean Miss Lena Shelton.
OUTORO teggliang tlee able underneath due
Ball spent the day with Mrs.
plate; sprinkle with ½ teaspoon
ball,
tbe sell ea be eat wed *mat
Home was in charge.
The Wonder High school band The Star Tone combo led by
alleged attack. Sheriff A. M.4ind he: father, supposedly long yesesallays
farther pais mud dlibeasatert.0
Daisy Arnold and Miss Fannie
availsble at all drag easateve
Her mother, Mrs. Ruby Gen- cinnamon mixed with teaspoon Deloach said Davis was taken dead, sets off p mission of metIs practicing hard for the an- yours truly Tommy Parker has
Mae Partee, and accompanying
try of Chicago, was with her nutmeg; pour cottage cheese to headquarters in Columbia.,cy. Steve McQueen stars.
nual band concert to be present- made good traveling to varthem to Church were J. L. Ared in the high school auditor- ious schools in Eastern Arkan- nold, Misses Connie Lou Arnold when she passed. Motoring from mixture as evenly as possible S. C., to avoid possib:e vio-' 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY.
i
Chicago with Mr. and Mrs. Wil- over the apples and bake in a lence.
ium at -some future date.
Lucky becomes a target for
sas.
1 and Icy Mae Jones. A little on
Newhouse were Mrs. Os- hot oven (450 degrees F) for
ham
Don't Buy
murder when he runs to city
Edgar Cole is band director Emmett Taylor was a guest ithe human interst side, when the
mounttensions
"We
were
felt
15 minutes; reduce temperature
councilman
but
there's
madness
and L. R. Jackson principal of of Miss Mattie Parker recent- Balls reached home they found sie McClendon of Gary, Ind.,
Furniture
•
of Any Kind,
to 325 degrees F and continue ing, so it was felt best that Da- In his method. John
Vieyan
school.
ly. Mr. Taylor is a junior at they had unintentionally left six- Mrs. Dorothy Williams. Mr. baking
Anywhere,
for about 35 minutes, or vis be taken to Columbia for stars.
Thomas,
George
F.
Ben
Hughes
Rust college in Holly Springs, year-old Donnie Kay at her
INGING AROUND
until cheese custard is firm and safe-keeping," Deloach said.
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN4 Until You First Shop
grandmother's home. Much ex- and little Gary Gentry. From a knife inserted
Members of the junior and Miss.
_in_ the center The victim told police she WILL TRAVEL, When a hated
citement was created but final- Union City came Mr. Walter i comes out clean. Serve
senior class are rather quiet
had
left
a
package
at
a
Hampcold.
Avery, her father.
gunfighter is wounded in a duel
ly they concluded where she
these days, at least a few of
ton grocery store Saturday and
Tabernacle church
Martin
in
which he kills a younger
as
well.
ended
all
Rememwas and
them like "Foots", better known
had sent word that it be dehost to a Brownsville Dis- daughter.
opponent, the townspeople beber another child that was left was
as R. C. Lacy, "Teddy Bear"
livered
Monday.
trict Missionary Workshop on
The McGees have moved into
gin to bet on the hour that he
behind — in the Temple?
White, "Betty Bear," known as
She said she was awakened will
1359 Madison Ave.
Saturday
last.
the
with
home
Tom
Le killed by the dead
Nolan.
Mr.
Rice,
pastor
A.
H.
of
Betty Chambers and "Willie Enthusiasm is mounting over Rev.
about
4
a.m.
Sunday
by
some- man's brother. Richard
Those persons that attended Hunt is a member of Fairview
Boone
BR. 5-8124
Chicken" who is also known as the prospect of hearing the First Baptist church. Trenton,
one knocking at the door. She stars.
kind of music heretofore the visited the Rev. T. Grimes and the Sigma Gamma Rho Debu- Baptist church and a good citi- said the person
Willie Simpson.
identified
him
(at Crosstown)
of long standing.
9:00 to 9:30 GUNSMOKE,
Jackson Sunday. Ac- tante Ball in Jackson from
self as Mosely, the grocery When a chronic
. In the freshman class there privilege of the rich and travel- church in
wife-beater is
companying him were Mrs. Fan- this area were Misses Evelyn The Eastern Star of District
wise.
The
Beta
Alpha
Alpha
and
are certain little girls known
Ma rsh, Jerry Wynne, Cora May- No. 287 met with the Masons store delivery boy. When she jailed, his long-suffering ppouse
Gamma chapters of the Alpha 'nie Dodd. Mrs. H. V. Benton,
as Margaret Smith, Katie Mcfield,
John Etta Jamison, Sally at the school and in the Presby- opened the door, the elderly pays Ills fine and obtains his
33 WAYS TO MEET
Mrs. 0. D. Moore and Mrs. VerClure, Georgia Shelton and Glo- Gamma Chi Sorority will preBobbie Jean Rowan, terian church in Dyer Sunday. woman said a youth forced his release. James Arness stars.
Burns,
B.
WOMEN
gie Ballentine
sent
the
band
Steel
Raiders
ria Rockett who are real gone
Wallace Burns, Willie Sorry we have no names for way inside and raped her.
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
from the Virgin Islands, Thurs- The Dyer CME church, under Messrs.
like way out plus groovy.
Holder and Miss Jeanette you. Mrs. Dovie Buchanan is Police arrested Davis at his SLADE, "Too Smart to Live"
A
day evening, April 28, at 8 p. m Ithe Board of, Christian Educa- D.
Phinnissee. Palmer Mosby of Worthy Matron of the local or- home, less than a mile from . . Everyone in town has a
There are two schools with the This
Folio
musical concert is part of tion, sponsored a Workshop
the victim's home
same names but in different the musical festival week at using the subject "Methodists Lane college spent the week der.
hand in a bank robbery. ShotBurns.
Wallace
with
end
localities that are considered to LeMoyne
Rueben
Mrs.
Cltesk
Adams
gun is hired to solve so his work
of
TrenIn Action." Prof. E. L. Wynn,
college.
Recent visitors in Trenton ton.
be what's happening and swing- Tourists have
is
like
walking
Messrs.
thru
pack
a
of
H.
B.
Wynne,
J.
D
fascinatbeen
Full
were Will Barnett and Rogers Mrs. Maicie Gadlin is hosing around the big "W." They ed by these marvelous
snakes. Scott Brady stars
bands Overall and Eddie Ball, Mmes Barnett of Detroit. Mich.,
and
Martin
pitalized
are the Carver High schools in for years. Some
in
and
Mrs.
10:00 to 10:30, CORONADO 1,
Of
Words of the Wise
of the travel- Erma Wynne, Carrie Ball, Car- Dempsey Bond of
St. Louis, Annie Mary Wright is in Union
Memphis and Marked Tree, ers who have
I never resort to a pre- "Excursion to Algiers" with
heard and are
Practical
Mo.
City, at Obion County. Will MtilArk.
pared script — anyone who Rod Cameron.
heartily recommending attend- alone doing the Limbo is worth
People of Dyer are happy to lins is ill; also Mrs. Anna Jack- does not have it in his
.
The Arkansas Swingers are ance of the concert at Bruce the price of admission.
Woes.
head • 10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOLI am welcome home our friend and son, Mrs. Babe Agnew, Mr. and
to do thirty minutes' *stem- LAB PLAYHOUSE, "Please,
a Florida Sloan and Mise Hall are Dr. and Mrs. Vasco looking forward to hearing
this neighbor, Jim Hunt, who ha% Mrs. Arthur Holder, Mrs. Kizzie
por
titianeouttalkin
ed to be
la not en- Mr. Balzac" with Brigitte Barorenee Clifton, while the Mem- Smith and Dr. and Mrs. Ike Wat- wonderful band. It
Have "Dot•s" Every Day/
is different been living around Humboldt Smith and perhaps others whose
heard.
dot, Daniel Gelin. A girl writes
phis Carver swingers are Miss son, jr. They have,enjoyed the from anything I have
$1.00—
ever seen. for a few months. He has mov- names we failed to get.
—(Bishop Fulton J. Sheen) i a scanaalous book and lams out
Brenda Harold, Miss Carolyn bands and Dr. Smith is quoted Indescribable! You must
ANN JONES
see ed into the house formerly oc- Be sure and read Rosenwald
for Paris when her prudish
Turner and Lena Blood. Oh, I as saying "To see the dancer and hear it for yourself,"
Box 7762
Chicago, III.
cupied by Mrs. Ila McGee end News elsewhere in this issue.
family objects.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am like very much to become a
very interested in correspond. member of your pen pal club.
Would like to correspond with
ing with women of my age.
nice gentlemen between t h e
am 28, 6 feet, 1 inch tall, 1G5
ages of 3.5 and 45. Katie Johnlbs., light brown complexion. son, 215 E. Garfield blvd., ChiI am also interested in getting cago 15, Ill
married if I find the right girl.
•• •
I would like for her to be beDear Mme. Chante: I read
tween the ages of 23 and 30,
your Lovelorn Corner evrry
from 5 feet, to 5 feet 8, preferahoping that soon I will
week
able a beautician but would like
74A 4o1 A‘DING 154'MAI CAR—AND YOU'RE NOV
to meet all who are interested. be added to that happiness
ITMER!\1Eikw,tvsNow N'ou'RIE 601,46106M ME'TOE Oe
Please send photo. Roosevelt which so many have been bene- SNOIN 900CAN DANE JO%^SWELL *NEN 4OU'VE BEEN
fitted by. I would like very
i Kies6 AS‘/OU CAN VINES*VW soE.ERf
McRegnalds, 328 N. Warren St.,
BO1 GEV
much to correspond with lonely MIS NooN6 mAINI,10E OtoN IIPAEIWO
Saginaw, Mich.
-.ASS‘R...1000 SEEM? WELL REV
LAQUOR
-TMEREIS P.JO coo, sPAALLERO
A
service
men.
MAN
Age,
race
GO
and
SIAAiGNI.IS VINES -ME ROAD CURVES!
•••
Vit41)114E REASON FOR
°mg or* ANSWER
NOW comE
-WE'RE -WONG A CAB'
Dear Mme. Chante: Your col- complexion do not matter—just
124jsy...4
umn is wonderful. Please help sincerity. I am 20 years old, 5
me. I am a lonely young feet, 3 inches tall, light brown
man of 45, 5 feet, 8 inches complexion All letters will be
tall, 185 lbs., light complexion, answered and will gladly exnice looking. I am the devoted, change photos. Miss G. B., 4510
affectionate dependable type S. Forrestville Ave., Chicago 53,
s'ss
who desires to correspond with
•••
and later marry a lonely young
Dear
Mme
.Chante: I have
lady who is seeking the better
;;;161..•
1.1.11/C)E 0,11'
44.0"
things in life. If not serious, been a reader of your column
please don't write. Will answer for a number of years and can
: •
all letters. John Henry, 7141 So truthfully say it's the best thing
'4141
Wabash Ave., Chicago 19, Ill. that could ever happen to help
• ••
lonely people. I hope you can
Dear Mme. Chante: I would help me. I just can't seem to
like to correspond with inter- find a real true, honest lady,
esting men through your col- who wants the better things of
umn. Those who are intellectu- life. I am 29, 5 feet 5 inches
al and serious, kind and humor- tall, 165 lbs., medium brown
age. I am light brown in color, skin. I am interested in meetbrown eyes, black hair, 5 feet ing a lady who is interested in
41 2 inches tall, weigh 135 lbs. marriage — under 28, underI am healthy and normal and standing and wants to g e t
of the Baptist faith. If not sin- ahead. I. hope to find someone
cere, I am sure it will only 'be who is interested in cosmetola waste of time and effort. Ver- ogy as I am. She must be willna Felton, 8710 Coral Rd , Oak- ing to live in California. One African countries have al- 14 million 500-pound bales, or
child under five years old is most. doubled their cotton pro- nearly a third of all cotton proland, Calif.
welcome. Would
• ••
appreciate duction within the past 15 years, duced. #
Dear Mme. Chante: I would photo in first letter. Shall an- says a brochure published re- Increased production of cotlike to become a member of swer all letters.' Weldon How- cently by the U. S. Department ton in Africa is encouraged by
African and European leaderyour club. I am a woman, 30 ard, 2626 S. Catalina, Los An- of Agriculture.
HAVi.NA — "If I had the Dr. Greene arrived at Ha- But now, in the luxury suite Revolution."
Last year's African output ship as a way of providing
years old, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, geles, Calif.
story-book personality of "Dr. vana from Kingston, Jamaica, which Dr. Greene and his Although Dr. Greene stated brown complexion. I am looktotaled more than four mil- farm families there with a reJekyll" instead of creating a where he took part in the an- wife occupied
lion
480-pound bales, says the liable source of cash income.
ing
for
a
husband so if anyone
on the 22nd floor he is not interested in politics,
wolf-man. I would create a Fi- nual convention of the gradupublication, "Cotton Production Also the cotton earns foreign
is
interested
I
shall
be
glad
to
del Castro to put him at the ates. Howard university, and o fthe Havana-Hilton hotel, he during his conversation he had hear from you. Shirley
in Africa — Trends and Pros- exchange, as well as helps supShields.
head of our struggle for racial amongst other things said the spoke about how overcome he many expressions of praise for 6210 S. Harper,
pects." In 1944 output amount- ply European textile mills.
Apt.
31,
Chiwas by the attentions which had the Prime Minister of the Govintegration," stated the eminent racial
ed to only a little over two milconflict in Washington, been shown him at the many ernment of Dr. Fidel Castro cago, Ill.
Egypt and the Sudan produce
Washington doctor and outlion bales.
• ••
D. C., "is almost over" al- places he had visited and he and the measures taken by his
well over half of Africa's cotton
standing member of the N. A.
Present African production is output. The other production
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
A. C. P., W. Henry Greene, though there are a few other promised to recommend to his Qpvernment in favor of t h e
about eight per cent of the leaders are Uganda, Belgian
been
reading
column
your
things
for
which
will
be
eliminated
integration.
the
the
friends
Cuba
"New
and
people
of
on his tenth visit to Havana.
world's output of this important Congo, Tanganyika, French
quite awhile and have learned
with time.
fiber, compared with a U. S. Equatorial Africa, Mozambique
from some of my friends how
"But we are going to have
harvest list year of more than and Nigeria.
you've helped them find the
a big struggle in the Southern
ideal person So I hope you
States very soon, as they resist
can help me. I am 38 years old,
obeying the laws of God and
in good health, brown complexof the U. S. Supreme Court.ion, 190 lbs., C feet tall, have NE% YORK — Martin Luth•
Questioned about the measura steady job. Would like to er King, president of the Southes adopted by the U. S. governmeet a lady between 25 and 35. ern Christian Leadership Conment to protect Negro citizens
Will answer all letters. Elmer ference, has announced that the
from threats and insults to
Hearn, 1156 East 40th Pl., Apt, Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy, one
which they are frequently sub2, Los Angeles, Calif.
of the leaders of the historic
jected. both morally and ma•• •
Montgomery Bus Protest and
terially. he stated:
RALEIGH, N. C. — "Stu-.
Dear Mme .Chante: I am a presillent of the Montgomery
"The United States Governdents of colleges and universiyoung Christian woman w h o Improvement association, is in
ment really passed a law in
Ws in other parts of the world
would like to meet an industri- Ghana at the invitation of NEW YORK — The Empire 15 to Nov.
1876 which became known as
1 while the birds
have, historically been in the
ous,
intelligent, Christian gen- Prime Minister Kwame Nkru- State Building will extinguish
"the lost law" because no state
are
making
their southward
forefront of the fight for freetleman who likes the better mah.
governor ever bothered to put
its stationary all-night welcomdom and equality. American stumigratory
flight.
things in life and is easy to Rev. Abernathy attended
it in force.
as ing beacon from April 15 to
dents, until now, have not often
get along with. I have a pleas- an observer and fraternal
"But, nonetheless, he added,
June 1, in order to protect the John K. Terres, editor of the
deledistinguished themselves in this
ing personality. He must have gate, and addressed a plenary millions of birds now starting Audubon Magazine, states that
that law came into effect really
respec.," said Vernon A. Eagle,
good character and good dispo- session of the All-African Con- their annual migration north- experience with other types of
in 1952. when our organization
executive director, New World
sition. Will answer all mail. ference called by Dr. Nkrumah ward, Fred M. Glass, Senior stationary vertical light beams,
(the NAACP which guided about
Foundation, Chicago, when he
20 million Negroes) taking its DR. HENRY GREENE (left) member of the NAACP, cited Pearly M. Gill, 6221 Universi- to discuss the question of Vice President of the Building, particularly airport ceilometspoke at Shaw university.
cue from the services rendered is interviewed in Havana, several changes in Cuba since ty Ave., Chicago 37,
ers, has proven that when
non - violent resistance in the announced.
•*•
Buz the present action on the by colored men in World War Cuba by a Prensa Latina his last visit to the country
struggle against colonialism and The Empire State Building clouds are low, night flying
correspondent.
Dr. Greene, a in 1956.
part o. students in the South. II and in Korea, vigorously deDear Mme. Chante: I would racism. This conference
was has been turning off its all-night birds become seriously disoriand the re-action of some of manded that the law be enschAduled to be held in t h e beacon every Spring and Fall ented in the light and have
their colleagues in the North," forced."
Community Center in Accra. since the lights were installed in crashed to the ground or intoglik
he continued. "is encouraging. With regard to the racial inMir
Michael Scott, a friend of 1956 in a cooperative agree- buildings.
And it is all the more impres- tegration in Washington public
Rev.
Abernathy,
The
Building's
"Fr
eedom
and
one
of
ment
with
the
National
Audusive because it is being under- schools, according to Dr.
the chairmen of the conference, bon Society, oldest and largest Lights" which on clear nights
taken within the strong moral Green, - it did not create disasked
Rev. Abernathy
to national conservation organiza- can be seen in an 80-mile arc
framework of Martin Luther orders ''but segregationists fled
talk on non-violence as a pow- tion in North America.
from New York City and under
King's version of Gandhian non- from us as if we were infected."
erful
weapon
in
the
Negro's
violence.
The Society reports that the optimum conditions are visible
He explained that the majority
struggle for first class citizen four "Freedom
Eagle further stated that this of the white families living in
Lights" which 95 miles away, will continue to
ship in America.
nation, which is called upon to Washington took their children
revolve until midnight present operate as usual.
He also reported on the re- no hazard to migrating birds.
provide world leadership, par- out of the Public schools gnd BALTIMORE — Two student
the theme.
struggle of the colored Ameri- cent South-wide student protest
ticularly to new emerging na- at great sacrifices put them in
It is only the southern light,
Reason is that the mural is can for freedom which decor- sit - in
art
majors
executed
a
32
demonstrations. Rev. which shines in a fixed position
tions of Asia and Africa, can private schools outside the raan abstraction, designed, the
by
6112
foot
mural
that
is
the
ates a wall of the student din- Abernathy's major address was over the harbor from midnight Words of the Wise
ill afford the schizophrenic cial integration zone.
student artists say, to impart
scheduled for April 9 when a until dawn, which attracts the
ing room of the Refectory.
standards prevalent at this A minimum of 76 per cent of new conversation piece at MorThe trouble with worrying
the "ide3 of plenty." They exgan State college.
time.
birds. The Society also reports so much about your "securthe children attending Washing
With
Dr.
Stallings
advice, the mass rally was held.
plain,
"we
tried
to
the
convey
The responsibilities that are ton Public schools are colored. Yvonne Brown, junior from
feeling of plenty. We have tak- students first made a small Tom Mboya, King Moham- that the relighting date of June ity" in the future Is that
Inherent in freedom, demand a Living conditions in those Baltimore, and Charles A. Johnen certain elements of food- scale drawing. After they had med V of Morocco, Haile Se- 1 is safely past the close of you feel so insecure in the
strong sense of moral, ethical States where the so-called "lost son, senior from Quantico. Md., stuffs
present.
and wares used in kitch- made many designs, they did lassie, and many other leaders bird migration season.
—(Harlan Miller)
and spiritual values. One can law" has been put in force, felt themselves challenged when
in
the
struggle
a
wash
for
painting
-colors
of
freedom
the
Fall
In
the
the
all-night
atbeaens and have abstracted them
not expect respect for our re- Dr. Greene explained as fol- they undertook painting a mural
they wanted to use. They then tended the conference.
con is turned off from Sept.
fit
the
to
design."
on the wall of the Helen G.
cent official condemnation of lows:
The artists have been success- painted the mural in miniature
South African race relations "If a Negro wants to rent a Roberts Faculty dining room
ful,
for once a viewer is given using their one color — blue
when we ignore our own, he house in a district where white of the Morgan Refectory.
in many variations.
the slightest hint he generally
declared,
people live, he will always find They did not realize that their understands the mural's mean- Next step was to block 'in the
Citing the history, purpose, it has just been rented. And if creation — first mural for both ing.
war segments using the miniaand function of the New World he wants to buy it — 'It has — would challenge the faculty FIVE-MONTH PROJECT
ture as a guide. After the deand other diners.
Foundation. Eagle added that a just been sold.'"
Designing and painting the sign had been sketched in charproject which would be of con- Speaking about Cuba, Dr. ARRESTED ATTENTION
mural became nearly a five- coal, the students then painted
siderable interest to the Founda• Greene expressed he noted a Attention arrested
by the bold mont'i project executed under the mural.
tion would be an attempt to great change in the country, blue coloring of the
mural and the faculty leadership of Dr. The artists sought to fit the
bring to the American people since his first visit in 1956. its dramatic lines have viewCharle2. W Stallings, associate painting to its setting. The room
an honest and accurate ap- when he was discriminated ers pi:king. out some of its
professor of art. Dr. Stallings Itself led the artists to select a
praise( of present ethical prac- against for being colored, in forms — spoons, fish, jars —
is the artist who executed the monochromatic coloring and to
tices.
different public places.
but seldom have they hit upon 81 foot mural depicting the develop an abstraction.
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African Nations g
Grow More Lent a

NAACP's Henry Greene
Lauds Castro In Cuba

Ala. Boycott
Leader Attends
Ghana Confab

U. S. Students
In 1st Fight
[or Freedom

Empire Light Out
For Birds' Flight

Morgan Students Paint
Massive 32 R. Mural
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STI ENT ARTISTS V mine foot mural they have painted the idea of plenty, the mural
Brown and Charles Johnson at Morgan State college. An is the new conversation piece
are shown beside the 3216'i abstraction designed to give at the college.
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LOUISVILLE — The impera- achieved was that of the Sumtiveness of a Summit meeting mit
votell"""t
:
4 141StrGlit
workshops.
Conference
of Kentucky Negro leadership
Leaders assigned to them perwas evidenced last week by the
OlF0A70
Subscription rote: One rear $6; sis ittoethe $J.$0. (2-veor special $tibscriptiers rote 6101
PAYOL A'
attendance of the largest num- formed marvelously and prof;
The T ri-Statit Dotondoi Doers N. Tok• Respeoyrarlity tor onsolieitea Manuscripts el Photos.
Onfaff
ber of conferees ever assem- duced some very excellent reyeakart*soaraner
Pre.
bled to weigh, consider a n d portS.
plan for full integration.
Published Every Thursday by the Ts-Stete Defender Publishes, Co tittered se Second
Much pertinent and not gen‘1(
known information came
erally
Equally
as
indicative
was
the
Class Matter at the Memphis Post Otfice Moral 20. 1752. Wader &et of March 2. 1179
high calibre of leadership rep- out of these workshops It is
resented — practically every to be hoped that in the near
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
tifpi •,
Pet
walk of lief. Likewise all lead- future all of this will be dising organizations were repre- seminated generally.
sented. Obviously through these Even though this was the first
groups and attending conferees meeting of its kind ever held
r tr3
a goodly portion of Kentucky in Kentucky it was not the first
OF; Woolf
Negro Citizenry may become a in the nation. In 1958 the Na•
definite part of this movement tional Newspaper Publishers
to marshal all groups and forc- Association held a National
`11
./;•
444'
0
1
es against segregation.
Summit Conference in WashIf the decorum of the Sum- ington which attracted some 500
ei
mit meeting is indicative of fol- leaders.
RilLS I
PRESS
low through action we are as- In 1959 the Afro - American
pf#41•
sured of enlightened self-inter- Newspapers held a Maryland
tinIC'' a,
„opetts,.....rokt
est and positive programs. Con- Summit meeting in Baltimore.
ates'xt.
‘enat''`
For the past year, the National As- not wish to antagonize Mr. Meany any ferees came on time and stayed The thinking of sponsoring
(
• 741-the
until adjournment They assem- newspapers is not to form ansociation for the Advancement of Color- further.
promptly at all appointed other organization to supplant
MIT
There are no Negro leaders of im- bled
ed People has been attacking racial disprogram times. Except for a the work of the NAACP, The
..0M""
%PP
imination practiced by unions affiliat- portance in the AFL-CIO except for minimum of political jockeying Urban League or any group but
d with the AFL-CI 0, which itself Mr. Randolph. whose prestige is based their attention was fixed on rather to coordinate their efMao*
eSrif
preaches racial equality after a fashion. on his long history of fighting discrimi- program objectives.
forts toward full integration.
As
I
elect
Conferences
Summit
expressed
nation
Such
rather
to
than
the
the
group
on
size of his
Few trade union constitutions ex•
If
in my capacity as chairman: no officers, require no dues, file
clude Negroes, but many unions find union.
401.sos10.ss.40
There
constituhave
were
.";• •• :!;4
no
and
suits
some
no
-7
present
whom
The truth is that the present diffi)ther ways of keeping them out, or else
a
I didn't expect to see — and tions. They meet solely on call
allow them to undertake only unskilled culties of the trade unions arise at least I was inspired beyond measure whenever such a conference is
in part because they
jobs. No Negro mechanic was allowed tive leaders, either have so few effec- by their serious concern, their deemed necessary.
white or Negro. This dispatch of assignments, their
Because
to work on the new AFL - CIO building lack of leadership,
one organiation
coupled with the enduring attentiveness a n d reaches thenototal
Negro Leadin Washington because of discriminatory chasm that seems to separate
the top their readiness to move for- ership nor is expected to, it is
rules of the building trades unions.
officials from the rank and file, may ward unitedly and forthrightly. believed that a newspaper
The AFL-CIO has a Civil Rights mean that the AFL - CIO will face even As we all know, for a long which supports all good cause-s
Committee, which is to be strenghtened, graver problems at its next convention time, the opponents of integra- and organiations can best attion have been able to pit one tract broad cross - section repbut its powers are limited, partly be- in 1961.
Negro against the other a n d resentation without being comcause of the tradition that each affiliatThe events of last year may have thus weaken
our potential for petitive to any group.
ed union conducts its own affairs. This caused the
members of the federation to united action. They have caus- The success of the first Kentradition is very strong in the former
ed us to wage war on two tucky Summit Conference gives
AFL unions where much of the discrimi- be unsure of themselves. They were fronts — one
within
further proof to this exclusive
shaken
by
their
political failure to pre- "Uncle Toms" who against
nation exists.
foment ability of the Negro press in
It seems that the only way for the vent the passage of a labor law which dissension and another without, this regard. Therefore we at
federation to force unions to comply is they disliked intensely, and on the eco- against — segregationists.
the Defender are grateful for The late great American platform on civil rights, t h e helped
build you.
Although it is still necessary the response given our initial journalist, Lincoln
threaten them with expulsion. Faced nomic front they faced a bitterly
ballot, and other issues relating From
con- to fight two battles at once, call and as voted unanimously threatened with prisonSteffens,
1619 to 1863 slave labor
for his to basic democracy, but hardit is with a shrinking membership, tested steel strike.
this conference gives promise by the conference, we look for- support of the striking San ly expecting such leadership helped to keep free white folks
the AFL-CIO is not likely to apply this
Most of the leaders of the AFL-CIO of fuller inner support and less ward to a future meeting that Francisco dockworkers a quar- from its presidential head who free. The least you could do tosanction.
ter of a century ago, said, "I scarcely says a mumbling word day, White House, is help free
were determined to close ranks in order indecision on what we have to should be even greater
had rather be in jail than in on such things.
do to achieve total victory.
me. Legal slavery has ended,
On the final day of the federation's to defeat what they described
In
interim,
the
we
be
will
yes,
but what Negro is free to
convention, last year, President Meany spiracy of certain corporate as a con- No one expressed any doubt made much happier if some of the White House."
"I had rather be in jail than
interests about the necessity of an all
of the AFL - CIO made an intemperate and co-operative legislators
the objectives we pursued are If Lincoln Steffens were alive in the White House," with all walk up to a dime store countagainst or- out effort and certainly none brought to full fruition
verbal attack upon A. Phillip Randolph, ganized labor.
on local now. I think he might well re- the world, including Africa and er in a former slave state and
appeared non - desirous of full state levels. Such goals indeed peat those words in regard to Asia, looking at the White say, ''Give me a root beer"?
head of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
While the political climate has chang- citizenship thus refuting once are the real test of the effec- the Negro students of the South House and wondering when a What Negro is free to read
Porters, demanding "Who in the hell aped, this being an election year, there is again the propaganda that we tiveness of the initial Summit locked up for wanting to read really great pronouncement on about freedom in the Memphis
pointed you the guardian of Negro mem- yet an obvious lack of unity in
Conference and will enhance a book in a public library or color and democracy is going Public Library? What Negro
the rank do not want it.
eat a hot dog in a dime store. to be issued from the Presiden- can even go to a zoo to see
bers in America?"
Perhaps,
the
best
work
all future ones.
and file of the unions. But the most
"I had rather be in jail than tial chambers— especially if the monkeys look like me or
No white union leader of any im- damaging indictment against the
in the White House," where a when sixteen-year-old kids are yot..' What Negro can register
portance, not even Mr. Reuther, came to federation is its inability or
maii near the end of his tenan- making such stirring state- and vote in half the South withunwillingRandolph's defense. He was left to stand ness to force some of the
cy lives who travels thousands ments from behind bars in Ten- out fear of violence? And what
unions to do
alone, partly because of the desire for away with their practice of
of miles to Europe and South nessee, Alabama, Georgia, the Negro dares play golf at the
racial segreunity, partly because there are numer- gation. Until that is
America to talk about freedom Carolinas, Arkansas, and else- Augusta Golf Club?
done the federaIn the long history of manto non - Americans but who, where.
ous white union leaders who favor racial tion's plea for equal rights
will not be
when he goes to Georgia, only "I had rather be in jail than kind's struggle upward to halfregation. Mr. Reuther probably did taken seriously.
plays golf.
in the White House," where way decent human relationATLANTA, Ga. — Telegrams and Atty. Gen., William P.
"I had rather be in jail than perhaps the latest news does ship, jails have been not infrestating that 90 years is long P. Rogers.
quently centers of glory: Socrain the White House," where a
enough to wait for the unhamp- Also copies were sent to Sen- formerly great General of the not penetrate that colored folks tes sat in jail. Christ
sat in
all around the USA are tired
ered access to the ballot box," ators Hubert M. Humphrey, Army lives who once gave orof places like Hungary getting jail. Joan of Arc sat in jail.
and that "time has run out when John F. Kennedy, Paul H. ders to thousands of men fightL'Ouverture sat in
J many tears wept for free- Toussaint
watered down or hamstrung Douglas, Thomas C. Henning, ing in Europe during World War
dom, while in South Carolina jail. John Brown sat in jail.
proposals, claiming to remedy jr., Kenneth B. Keating, Jacob II against the white supremacy freedom
Armed police and troops backed by economy are said to be frustrated
is pushed ruthlessly Gandhi sat in jail. Nkrumah
and
progress," were sent to leaders K. Javits, Stuart Symington, of Hitlerites, but who gives not be' :nd the Jim-Crow
armored cars have moved into the bat- angered over the enormous cost
lines. Not sat in jail. Sometimes it is
of the of the U. S. Senate and to the Philip A. Hart, and Wayne one single order to the stone a quaver in the voice at the more honorable to be in Jail
tered African township of Nyanga near emergency. Economists
say that there Department of Justice by the Morse.
thrower,. and bomb throwers mention of that stockade at than elsewhere. A grit many
Cape Town again in yet another appar- Is no way to calculate the exact
Southern Christian Leadership Miss Baker indicated that currently harassing both Ne- Orangeburg! In fact, no men- great people for greet causes
losses
ent effort to quell the passive but stub- caused by the internal
Conference, as a reminder that several hundred
have been in jail.
let- groes and Jews in a Dixie sad- tion!
born African resistance to insufferable the loss of confidence bydisruptions and the XV Amendment to the Con- ters, and petitionstelegrams,
"I had rather be in jail than Democracy is a great cause.
would reach ly in need of leadership.
foreign inveswhite rule.
tors. It is estimated that the loss in pro- stitution "purporting to grant senators from southern Ne- "I had rather be in jail than in the White House," which On democracy's behalf in Talequal rights to Negro citizens" gro leaders. She said that by in the White House," on the seems to be the right name for lahassee today colored Patricia
Policemen armed with whips made duction in the last three weeks, as a re- was ratified
eve of a national political
a House that really is a white Stephens sits in jail. I am cerfrom strips of rubber tires have invaded fusal of Africans to work, has cost in- ago in 1870. exactly 90 years special delivery letters and paign with the Republican campar- house — but ought to he a black tain Miss Stephens nad rather
telephone calls, more than 60
African homes and beaten their occu- dustry more than
The March 30 telegrams urg- community leaders had been ty sorely lacking in distinguish- house, too, because for three be in jail than in the White
$60,000,000.
ed passage of "a strong, clear- urged by her office, to memor- ed leadership in shaping its hundred years black folks have House.
pants into pulp in trying to break the
Leaders of Protestant, Catholic and
provision for federal refer- alize the ratification of the
strike and force native workers back to Jewish faiths called for observance of a cut
ees or registrars, with power Fourteenth
Amendment b y
their jobs.
national day of prayer and penitence. to protect the right to vote in calling for meaningful protecEverywhere in South Africa, the malocal, state and national elec- tion of voting rights in the
*
'yes are being persecuted, jp.iled and The delegation which has appealed to the tions.
South.
ten. This applies to women and chil- government for revision of its laws com- They were signed by Miss She said a petition with more
ren as well. The hospitals are unable r-ised representatives of the Federated Ella J. Baker, executive dir. than 600 names has been sent
to care for the wounded. Such is the Chamber of Industries, the Chamber of the Leadership Conference, by the United Christian Movereign of terror which is sweeping South of Mines, the Association of Chambers and were sent to Vice Presi- ment, Inc., of Shreveport, La.
dent Richard
Nixon; Ma- Dr. C. 0. Simpkins, an execuAfrica.
of Commerce and the Board of Trade jority Leader,M.Senator
Lyn- tive board member of SCLC,
The resumption of the laws requir- and Industries.
don B. Johnson; minority whip, is president of the Shreveport LAGOS,
Nigeria — Africans Nigeria spoke out immediately. than mere words their abhoring non-whites to carry identity passes
They are pushing for the following Senator Everett M. Dirksen; organization.
here had barely begun to re- Dr. Azikiwe "urged all Afri- rence of the gratuitous destrucmeans intensification of the racial an- considerations:
cover from the shocking news
tion of African life now going
tagonism which took many victims in
1. Immediate consultation between 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111)111111111111111111111111111111111 from the United States on the can nationalists to register their on in South Africa.
protest and questioned the sinthe government and acknowledged leadarrest of hundreds of Negro
"The soft-pedaling of these
the first days of the conflict.
demonstrators in the Sout h, cerity of the Western democra- two countries towards white
ers
of
the
Africans
must
be
held.
in
cies
the struggles against
The passes are the keystone of the
when stories began to break on racial
outrages in South Africa in the
2. Present identity passes must be
discrimination."
segregated system. The African must
explosion
bloody
the
in
the
past has encouraged criminally
replaced
with
identity
cards
and restricat sweeping demands irresponsible
have his pass signed each month by his
Union of South Africa last Mon- :he
elements in t h e
came, however, from Chief Ob- United
employer. Otherwise he forfeits his tions on the Africans' liberty modified.
day.
States and Britain to inafemi
Awolowo.
He urged that dulge in acts
3. Controls over the influx of AfriNearly eighty dead have been
right to live in an urban location and is
of Negro-baiting.
counted as this is written, by white South Africans now resi- "There are many of
herded back to an African reservation. cans into cities and towns must be conus in
dent
Li
kicked
Nigeria
out
be
newsmen who have been trying
Nigerh. who set an immense
Until the uprising three weeks ago fined only to areas where an accommodato piece together the story of immediately. In an official stock by the Western democrathe police were so severe in enforcing tion problem exists. The African labor
what happened as South Afri- statement, he declared:
cies. If Britain and America do
pass laws that a housewife who wander- force otherwise is to
tans sought to give themselves "Nigerians on the threshold no more than make verbal probe
given
complete
ed a few hundred yards from her hut
up to the police for refusing to of independence must demon- test in this instance, we may
carry passes as required by strate e drastic reaction to the be compelled to reconsider
to get water could be arrested If she left mobility.
our
4. Continuous discussions with relaw. They have described the carnage of their defenseless fel- attitude."
r passbook at home.
low
Africans
taking
now
masplace
so-callee riot as a police
Chief Awolowo's statement
Meanwhile, the severe economic ef- sponsible Africans must be held to find
in Soot:. Africa. Apart from the was something
a acre.
fects of the racial crisis have forced out what the Africans are thinking.
of a bombshell
Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd, prime boyeut. of South African goods in Nigeria because he has the
Unless these demands are acceded to
business and industrial leaders to appeal
Federal
by
people,
the
our
Gov- reputation of never
minister of South Africa, has
indulging in
to the government for a modification of the situation in South Africa will worsofficially thanked the police for ernment must amend our laws idle talk He is a serious man
forthwith
make
importation
to
their "courage and efficiency."
and always takes great care
Its harsh measures. They are demand- en; and more African blood will be spilThe world reaction, including and exportation of goods from with his statements. Many reing a radical change of policy.
led in the tragic struggle for freedom
the official statement of t h e and to South Africa illegal.
gard him as the best friend of
The /nen who run South Africa's and human dignity.
United States, came swiftly and "Above all, all white South the western democracies among
the government of the Union of Africans resident in this coun- all the big nationalist leaders in
South Africa must realize now try must be repatriated imme- Africa. His strong language
that it stands disgraced before diately.
therefore indicates the depth of
the civilized world. Prime Min- "It will be a matter for de- feeling among Nigerians wit Is
ister Nehru spoke prophetically bate in Nigeria's Parliament in %tepee, to South Africa.
when he called the massacre the near future whether It is On Sunday a mass demand a newspaper publisher.
although modestly expressed,
"not the end of an episode but in keeping with the preservation onstration against the Union of
extends beyond the shores of
Dear Editor: "If the Negro Indeed your newspaper
a prelude to future conflict." and self-respect of the African South Africa before the home
Press succeeds in carrying forth alive and bright as this newly our nation. Your dreams, are
It was the reaction here in race for Nigeria and any other of the Nigerian prime minister
Its historic function, we will not born generation: Expressing its for an America, free of race
Nigeria which is about to be- African State for that matter was held Despite the present
only have done a service for views: fighting for equality; de- hate and segregation. The action
come the largest independent to sit
it side by side with South colonial status of Nigeria, citination in Africa that interested Africa in the family of nations zens groups want the present
our children, (Young America) manding respect in our Space you take, and the steps that our
me most, Chief Obafemi Awolo- known as the British Common- government to speak out. When
but for our nation and world". Age. I venture to say that we young are making; your visions
wo, head of the Action Group
independence comes on October
These things—the historic and will take these things for grant- and all our dreams will be
Party, and Dr. Nnamdi Aziki- wealth,"There• can be no family 1, 1960, yeu can be sure that
momentous series in the 'New ed in this decade, as we have realized. Keep up the good
we, president of the National bond between the white bar- Nigeria will not only tell Ver4
'ace of Young Negro America' come to expect your daily work.
Council of Nigeria and the barians of South Africa and the woerd of South Africa where to
oes show that you Intend to paper.
CORElator
Cameroon', the two most vig- people of Nigeria. Britain and go, but they will help send him
"Spring is here ... listen to the birds."
a up to your word as a man, Your vision, Mr. Sengstacke,
Leslie Word
orous and powerful leaders in America must show by more there.
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NEWS

Bench Charmers
LUNCH BREAK at St. Augustine's college, Raleigh,

N. C., finds these two lovely co-eds taking advantage
of the warm Spring weather. They are Misses Rachel
Rayford (left), senior from Maxton, N. C., and Wynona Rhem, New Bern, N. C.

Free Chicagoan
From Miss. Jail
By BAKER E. MORTEN
His attorney stated:
A 36 - year - old Chicagoan, "I was able to get Gordon
jailed in Batesville, Miss. whee out of jail after talking with
en route to visit his parents in the Circuit Court judge and
Kentwood. La , was released asking him to recommend a
from custedy Thursday under reduction in bond. It appeared
$500 after serving :3 days of a to have been a trumped-up
90-day sentence on charges of trial and I will appeal to the
disorderly cmduct and posses- Circuit Coon of Panola Coun- y
for a new trial.
sion of liquor
Marcell Gordon ot 4607 Cal- " I cat not say exactly what
umet, said he was tried. con- the allegatiens are supporting
victed and sentenceo in 15 min- the conviction because I have
utes withoffl benefit of counsel not yet had an opportunity to
in Panola County, Miss. after examine the affidavit. I was
being arrested and held about not employed as counsel on Lie
first trial. I'll know something
24 hours in McCemb.
when he got off a train there. as soon as 1. look at the affiThe Indiana Harbor sheet met- davit."
al worker who was on twoweeks vacation, said he would
appeal the conviction through
his lawyer, P. Jess Brown of
Jackson.
Brown said Gordon's bond
was set at $1.000 cash by Jus.
tice of the Peace Archie Dertor of Pannla County when the
ROME — (UPI) — Pope John
jurist convicted him, fined him
XXIII reinforced the Roman
$200 and rentenced him to the
church's opposition to
jail term. He said the bond was
birth control Sunday by urging
lowered to ec00 cash, property:
parents "not to have any fear
or assurety hail upon recomof bringing large families into
m endation of the Circuit Court
the world.
judee.
' The Pope, speaking at Palm
Released Iii nder assuretv Sunday
ceremonies at the Babond and reached in Jackson
silica of St. Paul's said parents
by the Defender Gordon de
should ask divine providence
dared:
to help them raise and educate
haven't
"I
yet figured nut their
sons and daughters for
what happened or why T u 1
- -. -s the glory of God and country.
arrested. But I feel better,
DANVILLE. Va. — (UPI) —
now. Two detectives arrested
A minister and NAACP leader
me when I went tc claim my
charged Sunday night that local
luggage in McComb. They lockpolice were "trying to cover
ed me in M^Comb and then,upe a
cross-burning on his
took me to Batesville.
church lawn by white teenagers.
"1 guess the trial lasted aboet
The Rev. Doyle J. Thomas,
15 minutes. I admitted
bavi
"
a
o bottle of whiskey in my lug- leader in protests against seggaee. but it 'ain't been opened regation in public libraries and
city parks here, said the cross
I had sever?) drinks while
II
was
burned on the lawn of Kenwas on the train in the
cleb,tuck
car. but I eii;n't know that wasidav.y Baptist church early Sunagainst the law.
"The Justice of the Peace He said police arrived at the
asked where I was sitting on scene shortly after the incident.
"I definitely think they are
the train and when I told him
'I think you're guilty. I see You trying to cover it up," Thomas
n ..ers running up and deen said.
on diners weth your na Iv Reporters were unable to find
women .1 think you're guiltv.• any record of the comnlaint in
Then he fined . me and sen- , police files. They said Police
.,would neither confirm nor deny
tenced me ''
Gordon said he was not phy- 1 the incident.
Wally harmed while he was Thomas said an attorney and
got the license numbers of
incarcerated and he didn't
know whether he would returnithe two cars when the white
to Chicago to wait a date fur boys drove by the church about
his appeal or continue the tnp 45 minutes after the crossto see his parents in Kentwood. burning. He said a girl who
lived across the street from
the church recognized the cars.
Thomas said the cross was
about 4-feet high, made of
sticks and covered with rags
NEW YORK, — (UPI) — The soaked in gasoline.
New York City Board of Educa- "A police captain said he had
tion has declaeed a success its found one of the two cars,"
campaign to cut down the num- Thomas said. But he added the
ber of narectics users among policemen "acted like they were
the city's high school students. going to drop it" when a woThe board said there were, man across the street who witonly 15 known or suspected ad- nessed the incident told them
dicts in a total registration of, she had not seen the white
414.000 students, the lowest
in the car well enough to
such figure in five years.
'identify them.

Pope John Hits
Birth Control

Student Dope
Addict Down

Like, $15,000 ...Two Times!
TWO ASPECTS of one of the presentations of Yvonne De
Carlo,
glamorous star of American moving pictures, at the "Boite Night
and
Day" show shortly after her arrival in Rio de Janeiro. Yvonne,
who
sang American and French songs and also danced, made a cool
$15,000
for her work. From Rio she went to Sao Paulo for another presenta
tion where she made another $15,000. (Prensa Latina Photo)

Have Chance...Will Travel
"WE'RE GOING TO LEAVE this country for a visit." This is the
apparent announcement from Maria (Micki) Leaver (left), 18, of
6841 S. Champlain, who is scheduled to go to England for 6 weeks,
and Marianne Novak, 18, of 6331 S. Francisco, who is scheduled to
go to Brazil for 2 months, both under the auspices of the Girl Scouts.
In the center is Mrs. Paul Howard, senior Girl Scout advisor. Mrs.
Howard congratulated the girls during recent Scout conference at
Congress hotel. (Defender Staff Photo)

Hoffa Calls Union Monitor 'Big Cry Baby' Jews Observe Passover, Suffer Droug
ht
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Teamsters President

James R.
Hoffa wound up an angry court room session Tuesday by shouting at a union monitor, "you always cry like a big baby."
Hoffa directed the taunt at Martin F. O'Donoghue, chairman of the watchdog monitors board. O'Donoghue had asserted that the Teamster leader was "Playing a cat and mouse
game." to block efforts to clean the union.

Ask Term For American Slayer in Cuba

JERUSALEM, Israel — (UPI) — Israel's Jews observed
HAVANA — (UPI) — Cuban prosecutors Monday asked for
the passover Monday suffering under the worst drought in a a 31-year term for Jose Piedra Guerra, accused of murdering
century.
an American citizen last summer for $20,000.
Hardest hit by the lack of rain are the Bedouins, the wanThe court said Piedra Guerra discovered that Edmund
dering nomads of the Negev desert. Their crops have withered Petrocino was carrying a large sum of money on June 22. He
and been scattered by the wind and their sheep and goats ha-e called Petrocino over to his car and shot him three times,
had little to eat.
killing him.
The Passover rains for which the country had waited and
Piedra Guerra also was accused of dealing in contraband
prayed did not come this winter.
dollars after the revolutionary government established strict
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — District Attorney William D.
controls over the eport of dollars,
McKesson denied reports he had offered to let Dr. R. Bernard
Finch plead guilty to a lesser charge at his second murder
BRISTOL, England — (UPI) — An Easter Passion Play
trial.
set to rock and roll and calypso music was a complete success,
INDIANAPOLIS — (UPI) — The Indianapolis Times usualFinch's attorney, Grant Cooper, also denied he had at- a Presbyter
ian minister claimed Monday.
ly doesn't carry ads on the front page, but the following ad aptempted to get a lesser plea for his client. Finch and his misThe Rev. Ernest Marvin, pastor of St. James Presbyterian peared Saturday on page one:
tress, Carole Tregoff, are accused of killing Finch's wife. The church,
said no one offered a word of criticism about the per" My mother runs a restaurant in Carthage, Ind.. on Main
first trial ended in a mistrial.
formance seen by more than 1,000 persons last week.
st. She is one of the best cooks in the country and the best pi.
"We're still prosecuting him for murder and if anyone
Thirty-six teenagers dressed in jeans, skirts, and Edward- baker in the state of Indiana. I am sending you this
ad. Pleas
wants to plead guilty to a charge it would have to be first de- ian-style
zoot suits took part in it.
bill me for it. Sunday special: Fried chicken that melts in your,
gree murder," McKesson said.
"We are now considering treating other Bible
stories in a mouth and very good baked ham and real home made pies
similar way," Marvin said. "One we have in
mind is the Nativi- of any kind.
ty, for presentation just before Christmas."
"Please put on front page if you have room for I want
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Food and Drug AdministraMom to see it cause Mom is well worth it." The letter was signtion which in the past year has figured in cranberry, chicken
ed by an eighth grade boy named Tommie.
and lipstick controversies, now is in the midst of a cold war
RABAT, Morocco — (UPI) — Twenty-six men
with the frozen orange juice industry.
went to trial
for their lives Monday for selling olive oil
diluted with poisonous
The nub of the new dispute is this:
American cleaning oil, which resulted in nearly
INDIANAPOLIS — (UPI) — Former Senate rackets com10,000 cases of
Some of the nation's biggest producers of frozen orange complete
or partial paralysis.
mittee counsel Robert Kennedy said both management and
juice concentrated are fighting a government plan which would
The paralysis epidemic struck
force them to specify on their labels whether their product tims
Morocco last fall after vic- unions were guilty of dishonesty and corruption, and only the
had eaten food cooked with
contains a water extract of orange pulp.
olive oil which contained a AFL-CIO among them has done anything to clean up the sitpoisonous machine oil used for
cleaning American jet airplane uation.
engines.
Kennedy told the Hoosier state press association at
a luncheon concluding its two-day annual conventio
Morocco's King Mohammed V has
n that although
LONDON — (UPI) — Moscow radio has paid tribute to that
personall
y
demande
d
the
committee reported on at least 50 cases of dishonesty among
guilty parties be given the death
the memory of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who died 15 years
sentence.
management and a dozen cases of dishonest attorneys
who
ago.
handled 'sweetheart" contracts, no bar associati
on had acted
President Roosevelt's "Name is mentioned by the Soviet
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President
to
Censure the lawyers and no agency had penalized
Eisenhower flew to
managepeople with affection and respect," a broadcast monitored here Augusta, Ga., Monday for a
golfing vacation of a week or 10 ment.
said Tuesday.
days.
The President and Mrs.
a small White House staff. Eisenhower were accompanied by
,
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Rising consumer purchases are exNEW YORK — (UPI) — Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller TuesEisenhower was expected to
return to Washington next pected to give important sdpport to business activity in th
day said he had nothing to do with a letter circulated by a Monday to throw out the first ball
at the opening American remainder of 1960, the First National Bank of Chicago said.
•
group of New York Republicans opposing Vice President Rich- League baseball game between
A recent survey of buying intentions indicates that "Indithe
Washingt
on Senators and
Boston Red Sox.
ard M. Nixon's nomination for the presidency.
viduals are expressing increased confidence in the economy
A statement issued on behalf of Rockefeller said he "Deand a stronger inclimination to buy durable goods than
they
plores this personal attack upon the Vice President."
did a year ago," the bank said.
Rising rivers in the midwest
and northeastern section
of the
country
MASAN, Korea — (UPI) — Police doubled the length of the threateneforced hundreds to flee their homes Wednesday and
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Former President Herbert
d some areas with the
worst floods in nearly 20 Hoover, 85, Sunday was named to the board of trustees
curfew on this South Korean port, for two days the scene of years
of
anti-government riots that spread death and destruction through
Americans for Constitutional action, a non-partisan political
The Mississippi river rose to
new
the center of the city.
crests in hard-hit west- action group backing conservative candidates for Congress.
ern
Three persons were killed Tuesday night when police fired wouldIllinois, but observers doubted that any more levees
Retired Adm. Ben Morell, board chairman, praised Hoovbe broken.
into a mob attacking their headquarters, and a score of others
er's election as a trustee, calling him a patriot and a man of
National guardsmen and volunteer
— including several policemen — were wounded. No new
rescue workers raced great devotion to duty.
from crisis to crisis along the
casualties were reported Wednesday.
Missouri river as the big muddy.
Other members of the board include President Eisenhow
cracked dozens of small dikes and
er's brother, Edgar, of Tacoma, Wash., and Charles Edison,
flowed
over
hundreds
of
acres of Missouri bottomland.
former New Jersey governor.
LONDON — (UPI) — Princess Margaret has personally
requested the word "obey" be retained in the marriage service
SANTA MONICA, Calif. — (UPI) — An elderly man was
that will unite her with commoner Antony Armstrong-Jones, a
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sens. John
shot to death Saturday and his daughter wounded by --trer
F.
Kennedy
and
church official disclosed.
Hubert H. Humphrey, with the
Wisconsin fight behind them, estranged husband who then killed himself, police reported.
The point had been considered a delicate one by authorities will have their next encounter in the
The shooting took place in suburban Mar Vista at the home
West Virginia primary
on protocol. But the Very Reverend Dr. Eric S. Abbott. dean on May 10.
of Harrison Paine, 70. Police at first thought Paine died of a
of Westminister where the couple will be married May 6, said
Kennedy, the Wisconsin victor, is
heart attack as he tried to shield his daughter, Eleanor Marsh,
it was Margaret's express wish - that she take the traditional Democratic primary on May 3 and unopposed in Indiana's 44, from her husband.
Two bullet wounds were found in thorg
Gov. Michael DiSalle is
vow of obedience to her husband, regardless of royal rank.
running as a pro-Kennedy candidate in
the Ohio primary on man's back, however.
the same day.
The husband, Dean Nelson Marsh, 39, a gardener, killed
Humphrey's next race is a cainst Sen. Wayne
himself with a bullet in the temple.
PULASKI, Va. — (UPI) — A teen-aged mill hand who barMorse
(DOrel) in the District of Columbia primary,
ricaded himself in a house with his 10-year-old sister-in-law
also May 3.
as a hostage vowed Wednesday to "kill me a couple of cops"
SANTA MONICA, Calif. — (UPI) — One of America's forebefore surrendering.
most scientists questioned the wisdom of spending large amounts
Jack Jennings, 18. a skinny hero-worshiper of slain outlaw
IZNIIR, Turkey — (UPI) — A Turkish court
money for military space research and vehicles.
Wednesday of
"Baby Face" Nelson, fired a shotgun blast at two officers who acquitted three policeme
Dr. William H. Pickering, director of the jet propulsion
n accused of beating two American
demanded that he give himself up to police surrounding the servicemen arrested last
August for alleged black market laboratory at the California Institute of Technology, suggested
modest brick home of his father-in-law.
operations.
that such funds should be spent on scientific research.
The Americans, Army Sgt. Dale M. Mocuistion. 28,
of
NEW DELHI, India — (UPI) — Communist China was re- Van Nuys, Calif., and Air Force T-Sgt. James D. King, 41, of
CHICAGO — (UPI) — A special hosnital plan f e r
jected point-by-point an Indian claim that the border between Ruth, Miss., currently are on trial in another Turkish court people over 65 in Illinois will be introduced into
the Chicago
on
black
charges,
market
along
the two countries has been defined for nearly half a century,
with two other U.S. service- Blue Cross plan, Blue Cross officials said.
men.
it has been disclosed.
This will be offered as the companion hospital plan to the
A 10-page note from Peiping, laid before Parliament by
Blue Shield "over 65" plan which was recently developed in
Deputy Internal Affairs Minister Mrs. Lakshmi Menon,
co-operation with the Illinois State Medical Society.
said that "Even Britain never put forward any proposition that
R. T. Evans, executive director for Blue Cross, said this
WASHIN
GTON
(UPI)
—
— Daylight savings time begins
there was no need to formally defin the Sino-Indian boundary."
again April 24 — bringing with it some confusion over trans- is the first time Blue Cross has offered a special pla. to people
over 65 on an individual basis.
portation schedules, protests from farmers and approval
from
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Adlai E. Stevenson returned to lovers of the outdoors.
Many communities in 27 states will set their clocks an hour
the political scene Monday from a Latin American tour which
CHICAGO — (UPI) — The 44th annual meeting of the Fedhad kept him out of the country during the early presidential ahead to get an extra hour of sunlight during the summer eration of American Societies for Experimenial Biology
opened
months. Daylight saving time starts officially at 12:01 a.m., here Sunday.
primaries.
The two-time Democratic presidential nominee reiterated and will remain in effect in 18 of the states and the district
An estimated 2,654 scientific reports will be prekented h
at Idlewild airport that he was not running again, and did not of Columbia through Oct. 24. Localities in eight states will 5,142 authors at the five-day meeting.
expect his party to draft him
adhere to the old five-month period.
At 254 sessions physiologists, biochemists, pharmacologists,

D. A. Denies Deal With Bernard Finch

Rock 'N Roll Easter Play 'Hit', Plan More

8th Grader's Ad On Front Page

FDA Turns 'Probing Eye' On Orange Juice

Try 26 In Morocco For Paralysis Epidemic

Hits Union, Management Corruption

Radio Moscow Pays Tribute To FDR

Ike Golfs, To Return For First Ball
Came

Expect Upturn In Economy During '60

Rocky Denies Tie With Stop-Nixon Move

Double Curfew After KoreanVillage Riots

Mississippi At New Crest In Illinois

Hoover On Non-Partisan Political Board

Margaret Wants Vow To Obey Husband

Next Kennedy-Humphrey Clash Set

Shoots Wife, Kills Father-in-Law, Self

Beseiged Youth Vows Not To Die Alone

Scientist Questions Large Space Spending

Acquit Cops Of Beating Americans

China Rejects India's Border Statement

Offer Blue Cross For People Over 65

Daylight Time Begins April 24

Adlai Returns From Latin American Tour

44th Experimental Biology Meet
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NATIONAL DEFENSE cadet
corps of Hamilton High school

assembles in mass formation

before group mo%es out in parade.

Meet Hamilton's NDCC1
Staff Photos By Hardin

COMMISSIONED
Officers
of the Hamilton High school

battle

group

shill

tall

in

ranks before going to posts

and particinating
group parade.

in

battle

NDCC Student sponsors and
their advisors Mrs. Ruth

TROOPS GIVE EYES right ter of the picture are II. T.
principal,
as they pass the reviewing 'Cash, Hamilton
stand. Left to right in cen- Mrs. L. P. Campbell and

Mrs Ruth Beauchamp, sponsor advisors of the NDCC,
and Mrs. Maxine Cash, secre-

tary to Maj. G. L. Robinson,
professor of military science
and tactics.

THE DRILL team exhibits
coordination and precision

Beaochamp (left) and Mrs.
L. P. Campbell (right) get to-

gether for picture. Uniforms
for the group have been or

marching skills as they are treme right are Capt. Thadcarried through their paces deus Johnson, Thomas Dogby the drill sergeant. At ex-

dered hut have not yet ar.
rived.

gett, NDCC hand director
and Capt. J. D. Locke,

tO

TOP NDCC leaders pose
with top adult leaders present
for the occasion. Group inudes ttty. A. A. Latting, H.
Cash, Miss Phoebe Weave-,

Maj. George L. Robinson, Mrs.
Maxine Cash, Mrs. Lillian
Campbell, Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp. Miss Marilyn Mitchell,

Cadet Col. Denver Terry, Cadet Maj. Michael Braswell,
Miss Joan Hargraves, Cadet
Maj. Don Brownlee, Miss Ann

Burford, Cadet Lt. Colonel
Sidney Griffin, Miss Charlotte
Jones, Cadet Theodore Davis, Miss Jacqueline Mhoon,
Cadet Thomas Bowen, Miss

Nettie Bradley and Cadet
Sampson Briscoe. Atty. Lat.ting played a vital role in
the institution of NDCC in the
Negro schools here.

CADETS OF THE week are
inspected by the battle group
commander Cadet Col. Denver

Terry (right). Cadets from the
left are Lt. Col. Sidney Grif•

fin, Maj. Michael Braswell,
Maj. Don Brownlee. and M.
Sgt. Raymond Ratliff.

,
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CHARM SCHOOL ENDS
eral times and from her reFifty piquant young ladies cent trip around the
world.
were given a chance to utilize
Mrs. Frederick Rivers, wife
their training gained in charm of
Dr. Rivers, well-known loschool at a tea, which climax- cal dentist,
loaned some of her
ed on Tuesday, April 7, at the objects
from Germany's Black
Vance Avenue YWCA, conduct- Forest
— including a cuckoo
ed by Mrs. Addie G. Owens, clock
and novel wooden obunder the auspices of the YWjects, lovely Meisen figurines
CA.
and several oil paintings, acThe 1960 debutantes, who will quired
during their two year
be presented May 6 by the
residence in Germany.
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity at
Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college, Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, wife
not only gained inspiration of Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, chief
from the charming Mrs. Ow- of staff at Collins Chapel hosens by drawing upon her vast pital showed a collection of Afstore of information, but were rican objects given
to her by
fortunate to be coached by conhe rparents Mr. and Mrs.
sultants specializing in the
areas of the social graces, mod- Claude Barnett of Chicago, Ill.
who ar efrequent travelers in
eling and good grooming.
Europe and Africa, including a
Mrs. Cleo Weston, a board speciall
y executed set of pure
member of the YWCA, Girl gold earring
ADMIRING AFRICAN COLs, bracelet and filiScouts and Bethlehem Center, gree
ivory bracelets, an ivory
LECTI
ON—MN
.
M.
RoulC.
and more recently a trainer of necklac
SPONSOR FOREIGN EXHIB- and Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg, John C. Parker, Mrs. Phillip
e, and a handpainted
the 193O census takers, instructITS TEA — The members of 1766 South Parkway East. S. Booth, jr., and Mrs. Harry
hac, Mrs. Inez Glenn, Miss
tray bearing the likeness of the
ed
the young ladies on the finer presiden
the Altar Guild of Emmanuel Seen on left side, top to bot- Wright: and right row, top
Joyce Glenn and Mrs. Thomas
t of the republic of
points of the social graces.
Episcopal church paused for tom are Mrs. James A. Bar- to bottom; Miss Geraldine M. H. Hayes,
Ghana, and its state symbols.
jr., are seen ada group picture at their Len- ber, Mrs. H. C. Shelby, Miss Diamond, Mrs. Andrew Rob' Ebullience can best describe MRS.
miring the outstanding collecWALKER'S DISPLAY
ten tea which featured hand- Margaret Bush, president; erts, Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg and
the atmosphere as the debs
Mrs. A. M. Walker, wife of
tion
African
of
loaned
art
some foreign collections of Miss Isabel! Greenlee a n d
by
Mrs. M. Iles LTIen, the latter
worked with Miss Jane Wilthe president of the Universal
several Memphians, Sunday, Mrs. Charles Phillips. Center two co-chairman and chair- Dr. and Mrs. Hollis F. Price.
banks from the Patricia StevLife Insurance Co., has travelApril 3, at the home of Mr. row, top to bottom are Mrs. man of the affair.
ens school of Modeling. What
ed in Europe with her daughyoung lady hasn't experienced
ter, Miss Lily Patricia Walker,
a desire to become a model?
""tillgen",
as well as in Mexico, The CaThe roll of consultant to r
ribbeans and the Hawaiian Isgood grooming was a natural
lands. Authentic Hawaiian muu
for the vivacious and petite
muus a house dress of HaMrs. Margaret Rivers, wife of
waiian women). . .a hand block
Dr. Frederick Rivers, a promskirt, an Italian silk native
inent local dentist. Mrs. Rivers
blouse. . .jewelry featuring mo'drew upon her seemingly infinsaic art, silver, copper, shells,
ite knowledge acquired fr om
Riviera ceramics, Hawaiian
Fisk university, University of
crafts. . .were among the
Illinois Graduate school a n d
items acquired on her trips
the Meharry School of Dental
abroad.
Hygiene to answer the many
Mrs. Twigg and Mrs. Andrew
queries of the -tiebs.
Roberts loaned French copper
An air of assurance can be
and Mexican crafts.
noted now among the debs as
they enter into the final phase The dining room table was
of preparation for presentation overlaid with a French lace
—the dance rehearsals under cloth, centered with a hand104,4,
the tutorship of the very cap- some arrangement of red gladTEA FOR MILADIES—Mrs. Mrs. Kelso's extensive travels able Mrs. Cecelia Willis West- iolus, flanked by exquisite silver and crystal candelabrum
James Barber is shown serv- in Mexico, the Caribbean Is- ley.
bearing red tapers. Tea was
ing Mrs. Horace Chandler lands, Europe, North Africa FOREIGN EXHIBITS TEA
As the Lenten Season nears served by Mrs. James Barber
(seen at left) and Mrs. Ju- and the Holy Land were relian W. Kelso, before the dec- flected in her many priceless its end, on Sunday, April 3, the from a handsome silver servFASHIONABLE GUESTS — Lewis, sr., Mrs. M. L. Ad- of the beautiful Twigg home, the doorway framing the
stairorative table with its gleam- items shows in the foreign favorite social pastime of the ice.
Among the many guests at- ams, Miss Allison Vance, Miss which was decorated with col- case.
ing silver service and crys- exhibits that highlighted the religious period met enthusias- EVENING OF MUSIC
tending the interesting ezhib. Peggy Ann White and Mrs. orful travel folders and mutal prism silver candelabra. Lenten Tea of Emmanuel tic response at the Foreign Ex- Opposite the entrance foyer,
its tea were, left t.4 right' Bernice Wallace, who are rals which covered walls of
hibits Tea given by the Altar the living room and its adjoinChurch's Altar Guild.
Miss Mattie Bell, Mrs. R. S. seen in the entrance hall
Guild of Emmanuel Episcopal ing den were highlighted with
church, at the lovely home of spring flowers, and was t h e
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Harold gathering point of the scores of
Twigg, of 1766 South Parkway fashionably dressed guests to
witness and enjoy the musical
East.
For faster, mars complete relief of
The spacious entrance hall program that was arranged by
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
was gayly decorated with col- Mrs. Helen Shelby.
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
orful
posters of foreign land- Appearing on the program
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
marks
and travel folders cov- were Mrs. Charles Etta BranRoyal Crown
— the combined action of severe
Somethi
Old
Something
ng!
medically-approved ingredients in Blue Something Borrowed but
ering the doorway to the stair- ham, who played throughout
COLA
:
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety NOTHING NEW provide
case. . .creating a penchant to the evening, Alfred Motlow,
s a
and tension, starts bringing relief
be transported to the scenes Miss Marilyn Watkins, M r s.
most timely theme for Gersoppa
right away.
that lure thousands of tourists Charles Iles, jr., Miss Grace
SieeP ZartA
Dukes
Eighth
Annual
Affaire
Test
each year, including many Conley, Mrs. Hattie SwearenExtraordinaire to be presented
STANSACK
against any
Memphians, several of whom gen, and Mrs. Robert Hunter.
Easter
Sunday
on
Night,
Curat
preparation
loaned the handsome collec- Other members of the Altar
you've ever
rie's Tropicana at 8 p. m.
used
April 17-18:
tions that were displayed.
Chosen for the second year.
Guild who helped to make the
The library - den was the
to spotlight the Revue is the
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, South Central Regional Conference,
Gisaranle.d by
tea
the tremendous success it
' Good Movreterping
scene of the tea's highlight,
Fabulous Miss Terri Springer,
LeMoyne College, Memphis, Tenn.
Cleveland Fashion Model whose The Broad Avenue Masonic where the collections of Dr. and was were Miss Margaret Bush,
audiences are immediate vic- Lodge Number 375 announces Mrs. Hollis Price, Miss Alma president, Mrs. Twigg, the cotims
of mass hypnosis where- Its Second Annual Fellowship l Hansen, Mrs. G. W. Stanley chairman, Mrs. Andrew R o bApril 17-18:
ever she appears. Cornelia Dinner, to be held in the Diningi Ish, jr., Mrs. Julian Kelso, Mrs. erts, who was in charge of reAlpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Southeastern Regional ConHall of the Roger Williams Hall A. Maceo Walker, Mrs. Alvin freshments, Mrs. John Parker,
ference, Jackson, Tenn.
at Owen college, April 15, at 8 Andrews, Mrs. Andrew Roberts invitations, Mrs. Philip Booth,
P. niand Mrs. L. H. Twigg were chairman of decorations and
hostesses Miss Geraldine DiaThe guest speaker will be At- displayed.
monds, Mrs. Harry Wrigh t,
April 22:
torney Russell B. Sugarmon. LARGE COLLECTION
Theme for this year is "A Mile- Mrs. Kelso, the wife of Dr. Mrs. Charles Phillips, Mrs. AlWe Moderns Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo Room 10 P. M.
stone Towards United Brother- Julian Kelso, Universal Life berta Gaines, Mrs. Joseph West114
hood."
Insurance Medical Director and brooks Miss Isabell Greenlee
well
known philanthropist, has and Mrs. Ethel Hooks.
Music will be rendered by
April, 22;
t
travelle
d extensively in Mexico, CHIT CHAT
Harry
Winfield, band director of
V. 1. P. Bridge Club, Annual Spring Dance, Currie's Club
Mr. and Mrs. George T.
Porter Junior High School. The Caribbean, Europe, North
Tropiciana, 10 P. M.
Guest soloists include Mrs. May- Africa and the Holy Land. Her King of 316 Linden entertained
belle Holmes Blount, a teacher collections included priceless their cousins, Mrs. Susie Walk.
at Dunn Ave. School, and Mrs. Items of jade, turquoise, silver, er and Mrs. Beatrice Renfro
April 29:
Edna Beard, a teacher at Wls- copper, gold, and semi-precious from Chicago, who attended the
Three C's Club, "Jewel Ball" formal, Currie's Club Tropicousin school. Other local tal- stones, jewelry„ ,handbags of races at Hot Springs, Ark., releather, reptile, pearls a n d cently, with a delightful buffet
ent will be presented.
ciana, 10 p. m.
supper. Enjoying the event
The price per plate is $2 and gold and silver mesh. .
laces,
silks,
perfumes. , .Holy were Mrs. Letha Douglas, Mrs.
tickets may be obtained by callLII
ing the secretary, Noah W. Land objects Including soap, Beatrice Crenshaw, Miss CorMay 6:
Bond, JA 6.4846, or by writing water from Mary's Well, souv- nelia Crenshaw, Miss Naomi
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante PresentaSPRINGER
him a 11088 Lewis st. The menu enirs from the Mount of Olives, Gochett, Phillip Tate, Mr. and
TERRI
tion, Amphitheatre, Ellis Auditorium, 10 P. M.
will be prepared by Mrs. handsome stoles of silk lace, Mrs. Fred King and A. Casey.
Crenshaw will coordinate the Cleaves
•••
of the Four Way Grill, sequinned wool and Egyptian
show and furnish fashion com- at Walker
silver
and
Mrs.
lace.
Zelma
.
.
and
Watson George
numerand Mississippi blvd.
Home-style douches can't do mentary. Local well dressed
May 6:
The public is invited to attend. ous other items reflecting her of Cleveland, Ohio, was t h e
the job that "Lysol" can—can't Memphians who will appear in
The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo
love of beautiful objects.
guest of Lt. George W. Lee last
Mrs. Andrews showed her ex• week, and scores of h e r
Room, 10 P. M.
keep you sure of your daintiness the fashion production include: bo
Odessa Dickens, Dorothy Lucas 11 oted
*visite bone china acquired in friends regret that her stay
the way you want to be!
Gertrude Turner, Virlie WiseCanada while traveling with here was a very short one.
Rev. Alvin Andrews, pastor of Scores of former students of
May 9-13:
But "Lysol" does! "Lysol" man, Almeda Bumpus, Helene Sc
Taylor, Shirley Williams, ClauParkway Gardens Presbyterl•
Cotton Makers Jubilee
kills the very germs that cause dine Hester, Robert Mayfield, I
Tennessee A&I State college
o tchheurch. She is the secretary
Tropicana, 10 P. M.
embarrassing odor!
rememb
er the beautiful, talentFrank Webber, Dorothy Truitt, Rawn Spearman,
president of LeMoyne
celebrated to
ed and dynamic social figure
Marie Ford, Amanda Battles, baritone, will be featured
college.
in
Every time you douche with Lucille Davis, Margaret Nubia, concert at LeMoyne
when she was a member of the
during the
a Prexy, and Mrs. Price loaned faculty. Your scribe fondly reMay 13:
confide
nt!
Earline Davis, Brenda Harrell, college's annual Spring
"Lysol" you can be
their
collecti
on of African Art
Festimembers her association and
Pearline Davis, Ora Lee Jack- val. Mr Spearman will appear . . including drums,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Annual Dance, Currie's Club
ebony, ivbrand
"Lysol"
see.
in
the graciousness and charm of
and
son, Minnie Mae Paptist, Rose
Try it
Bruce Hall at 8 p. m. on ory, metals and
collections
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt Caviness and Jerrie Mitchell. April 29.
Greece and other Bee- the Watson home which was a
favorite gathering spot of stuModels
under
the
direcare
May 14
Other events are being plan- tione of Europe, acquire
cquiredd on
you!
dents for Sunday evening fortion of Ann Barbour Mitchell fled for the festival,
including their trip to Western and Cen- Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Breakfast For Milady Currie
ums, teas, discussions — in adAll local models of the show, an art show.
s
,
bookle
Europe
tral
t
free
For
last
ye,
ar,
and
Dr. dition
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.
club
mod
to the guidance given as
member
coordin
nwaetoarr
i
aonl
s,r
ator,
.
d
Mr.
douche,
how
to
on
Spearman Is making his Price's long period spent in
the adviser of the school's most
d fourth United States
write: "Lysol."
concert West
'
select social club. A singer,
garments.
Bloomfield, New
tour. He has been acclaimed for ASIANAfrica
SOUVENIRS
speaker, and political scientist
Garments from the wardrobes a talent that combines
Jersey, Dept. D259,
vocal Miss Alma Hanson, former
of Mrs. C,ordie King Stewart, mastery with acting ability.
LeMoyne college treasurer, fea- of note, Mrs. George is the
Atty.
wife
of
Vivian Pryor, Miss Terri Spring He has
Claybourne
studied under the op- tured many objects from Asia
George of Cleveland. . .and
or all nationally known models era singer,
Herbert Janssen, . including objects from Inhas
travelled
will be borrowed for the occas- and toured with
extensively
the Fisk Jubi- dia and Asia — displaying a
POANO DISINrECTANT
ion plus exciting fashion pieces lee Singers and
around the world for the U. S.
A Ulm & Aak Mayo
appeared in an lovely authentic sari. . .and infrom the wardrobes of other opera in France.
State Department. . .and we
teresting collections from Eurwell known personalities.
He is a native of Alabama. ope, where she has visited my(Continued on Page 11)
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Sat., April 16, 1960

Charles Witmores, Ne wlywed,
Feted In New Somerville Home

BILL CHAPEL BAPTIST
sic.
Easter Sunday, April 17, will Leading the membership in
also be Young People's Day what promises to be its most
for the Hill Chapel Baptist outstanding obseivation of the
church. The congregation has year are Mrs. Marjorie Bosley
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vaughn Milbrooks, Mrs. Dorothy H. Memphians
Mrs. Lorina Johnhosen as its theme for the and Joseph Turner, chairman
Whitmore of Mason, Tenn. Whitemore of Mason, and Mrs. son, Mrs. May Lee
Scott, Mrs.
ouble celebration, "A Risen Sa- and co-chairman.
have announced the marriage Willie Mae Walker of Somer- Ruby McCall,
Mrs. Ivorie F.
vior and A Rising Church."
ST. LUKE BAPTIST
of their daughter, Miss Willie
Vessel', Mrs. Doris Dorsey.
Sunday School on this Day The St. Luke Baptist churoh
Mae Whitmore to Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford, Mr.
Guests
admired
the
Victorwill be under the direction of will hold its Fellowship Day,
Walker.
ian furnishings of the home of and Mrs. Sam Phillips, Mrs.
Joseph Turner and Mrs. Go'die Sunday, April 24. A special
Miss Whitmore received her the honorees, and particularly , Ernestine Young, Rudaly YarParks. Visiting teachers will program. also will be Willie L.
A. B. degree at Lane college; the dining room which featured bro, and Lucius Vessel!
be Rogers Pruitt, Robert Pham- Reed, J. T. Holman and Brank
she is a member of Fredonia a lovely lace table cloth that! Also attending were
Mrs.
let, Miss Evelyn Knox, Mrs. Higgenbottom. The master of
Baptist church and a teacher was made by the bride.
Pattie Beard of Jackson, Tenn.
Ruby Chambers and Mrs. Ophel- ceremonies will be Esie Rhodes.
at Belmount school, Mason, LIST
Mr. and Mrs Earnest Palmer
GUESTS
ia Flowers. Sunday school be- The theme is "Prepared Unto
Tenn.
and Mr. and Mrs. Dudly Basket'.
The
party
attracted
many
gins at 9:30 a. m.
Every Good Work."
Mr. Walker is the son of Mr., out-of-town gusts ,including
During the morning service I. Reed, jr., is general chair(Continued on page 13)
and
Mrs. Andrew Walker of
at 11 a. m., the pastor, Rev. man of the Fellowship Day. JACKSON DEBUTANTES — Tenn. They are first row I to mice Bell and Carolyn Vault.
Somerville, Tenn He received
E. L. Slay, will officiate. Mrs.;Other officers of the occasion Pictured are the lovely deb- R: Celestine White, Mary Third 'row, left to right: Gerhis B.S. degree at Lane ColRogers Pruitt will be mistress are Jor McClore and E. Boyd. utantes who were presented Elizabeth Bond 2nd alternate; aldine Cox, Nell Marie Smith
Treat the Family to a Delicious Salad
lege,
is a member o
Zion
a n d Patricia Hampton.
of ceremonies.
Rev. T. R. Buckner is pastor on Frid.•Y night, April 1, by Loretta Kirkendoll, "M i s s
Baptist
Church
and
is
a
teachThe program at 3 p. m. will of the sanctuary located at Nu Sigma and Alpha Gamma Debutante, 1960," Myrtle Bry- Fourth row, left to rttht:
it40111#'
;"
lipar
chapters of Sigma Gamma son, 1st alternate; and Ethel Jacqueline Cole and Lena er at Fayette County Training
be highlighted with a stirring 1280 Stonewall St.
School.
Jackson, Deberry. Second roil', left to Bush.
Rho Sorority in
address by Rev. J. L. Netters SALEM GILFIELD
The couple is now in their
right: Theresia Womack, Jaof Mt. Vernon Baptist church. The Christian Youth Organi.'"•• ------- 1
n
veilw modern home at Somer"wo
' k
Other participants of the pro- zation of the Salem Gilfield Bap•
ie,
will be Miss Annie Bell tist church invites the public
Jones won her title by singing
but it showed that she could GIVE PARTY
rice, Robert Taylor, James to attend its Fifth Annual Easram
Recently a house warming
dance as well,
Swearegen, Miss Betty Hender- ter Sunrise Services, Sunday,
party was given in their honor
son and Mrs. Dorthulia Parks. April 17, at 7 a. m. The guest
Robert Owens gave an or- by
the bride's sister, Mrs. LaMiss Evelyn Knox will be mis- speaker will be A. C. Williams,
gan prelude before the second
Vera Whitinore Armstrong and
program director of radio statress of ceremonies.
part of the program took her
friend. Mrs. Della Mai Macshape, with Mrs. Gracie Hurst,
The choirs of Eastern Star tion WDIA.
lin, at which time the house
basileus of Nu Sigma chapter
Baptist church, Vollentine Bap- The services will be held on
blessing and invocation was givgiving the welcome and pretist church, Ebenezer Baptist the church lawn if the weather
en by Rev. T. C. Avant of
senting
Prof.
White who
church and Mt. Vernon Bap-'is favorable. Salem Gilfield
SOM erville Mrs Ivorie Felton
'f:.!" the
in turn presentd
Debuttist church will render the mu-'Baptist church is located at 857
Vessell of Memphis was a soantes
1960.
were
of
They
lovely
Florida st.
I
and
most gracious as each. loist, accompanied on the orMiss Mary Siggers is the
PARTY
found
walked
was
out
own.
it
his
through the arch and gan by Mrs. Ruby McCall of
This,
chairman. Rev. A. L. McCargo
It is said that a woman who; was also a birthday celebra- was met by her escort for the Memphis.
is the minister.
would tell her real age would,tion given in his honor by his evening. Miss Loretta Jean Assisting at the party were
MARTIN MEMORIAL
tell anything. Well it is no secret! wife at the home of Dr. and Kirkendoll, "Miss Debutante, Mrs. Ann Holmes of Memphis,
Easter services at the Martin with one special person who is Mrs. W. R. Bell on Hayes ave.,1960" was escorted by Thomas and Mrs. Surlester Macho and
Mrs. Louise Jones of SomerMemorial CME Temple will be- proud to boast her age and who Don't put the age telling on Brooks.
SPEASHIc... Ask for SPEAS I
(Continued from Page 10)
gin at 6 a. m., Sunday, April could olame her?
women for men are just as bad. Miss Kirkendoll is the daugh- ville, Mrs. Odessa Baskerville
At oroetin sp./Tweets
of Covington. Others acting as
17. This will be church's an- Miss Georgia Reid celebrat- He hasn't reached the ripe age
hear, is preparing for a trip
(Continued on page 13)
hostesses were•Mrs. Bertha Mae
nual sunrise service.
Sunday,
birthday
80th
her
ed
love
he
to
would
tell
as
yet:
Nigeria.
to
The annual visit of Mrs .U. At 9:30 a. m., the Sunday,April 3 with a surprise dinner so there was no discussion. Sev- ----given by her nephew and wife, eral hometown friends from
L. Mayfield of Fort Worth, school will be held. Following
at
11
a.
m.
will be the regular Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Reid of, Paris, Tenn., were here to wish
Texas, mother of Mrs. Freder356 Hale St.
him happy birthday as well as
k Rivers, always gives rise morning worship.
The guests awaiting her ar- many Jacksonians.
scores of intimate parties The Sunday school will prerival were: Mrs. Mattie Spights,I YOUNGER SET
with her many friends here, sent its program at 3 p. m. An
Mrs. Katie Franklin, Mrs. Cas- The eighth annual Debutante
egg-hunt
including Mrs. R. S. Lewis, sr.,
will be held directly sie Simmons, Mrs. Willie Kuke,,
Ball presenting 13 debutantes
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite, Miss following it on the church Mr. James Cheers, Mrs. Ruth
was held in the Lane college
Allison Vance, Mrs. M. L. Ad- ground.
Floyd, Mrs. Alice Gooch, Mrs. Health building on Friday nite,
ams, Miss Emma Crittenden, The Youth Council will be in Granvill Robinson, Mrs. EllApril 1. sponsored by No Sigma
Mrs C. M. Roulhac and others charge of the service at G p
.m. ease Hutson, Mrs. Maggie Dukes and Alpha Gamma chapters of
. . .who look forward to the Climaxing the Day will he a and Mrs. Mozelle Long, Miss
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority.
delight of her personality and cantata, "The Risen King"
at Reid was escorted to the din- 1 The archway was beautiful in
the fun shared at the rounds 7 p. m. The choirs of
the ner by another nephew, Lionelll red roses and magnolia leaves
of luncheons, dinners, suppers church under the direction
of Reid. "Happy Birthday" was with Sigma Gamma Rho in silthat are given by them in her Miss Charlotte Brooks will
rend- sung to her as she entered. ver letters attractively placed
honor.
er it. Mrs. Shirley Vann is the After many tears of joy, she on the beautiful red drapes.
•*•
made the statement, "Since you Preceeding the presentations, J.
organist.
We hear, too that talented piwere so smart, why didn't you Butler of WJAK was M. C. for
Sunday, April 24, is Annual
anist Lois Towles Caesar of Missionary
Morris Mose- a very entertaining program.1
Day at the house of invite my friend,
San Franeisco, who was train- worship.
many moments The Easter Parade, under the
ly?"
too
And
The principal speaker
ed by the great Artur Rubin- will be
had not passed when Mr. Mos- direction of Mrs. Devernice BryRev. J, L. Tolbert, sec1 ant was presented by the first,:
stein, will soon appear in re- retary
showed up. •
ley
of Evangelism of the C.
The guests presented to her second and third grades of
cital at Forrest City, Ark., at M. E.
church. Music will be promany beautiful gifts which Washington Douglass school.
e behest of Mrs. J. E. Burke's vided
by the A Capella choir
brought "more tears." Every- They were cute as pie in
ub there. We'll be hearing all of the
Barrett's Chapel High one enjoyed the lovely dinner
e details from Mrs. Burke school.
their frilly dresses and flowered
Samuel G. Spann will di- with soft stereo music, and to
soon.
hats. The Falling Leaves Balrect it.
S t.
add to the already perfect ev- 1
seventh
A miscellaneous program will ening, Miss Reid was surprised0 let was presented by the
and eighth graders of WashingEaster weekend will witness be held
at 7 p. m. Reports of with a call from another nephew,'
ton-Douglass school under the
two outstanding sorority region- the
various circles will be Columbus Reid in Chicago, 111. direction
of Mrs.- Lucille Davis.'
al meetings of note. . .the South made.
"Worn n sit or move to and fro, A skit, depicting the Amos and
Central meeting of Zeta P h i
Beta Sorority, which convenes Rev. L. A. Storey, the pas- some old, some young. T he Andy show proved quite enat LeMoyne college, beginning tor, will officiate during t h e young are beautiful but the old tertaining with Mrs. Cleo Boyd:
Friday. . .and the Alpha Kappa morning service at 11 a. m. are more beautiful than the directing.
young."
And applause began to take
Alpha South Eastern Regional Mrs. Vera Nelson is the chairANOTHER SURPRISE
man
and
Mrs.
as "The Crooners" of
note
Beulah
Sanifer
lines to serve with that veg- 1 tsp. chopped chives
college
at Lane
in Jackson,
Yes Madame,
is the co-chairman. Mrs. Rosa- And speaking of surprises, it Merry High school appeared.
etable dinner tonight. They
Tenn., where Dr. Marjorie
Sift together dry ingrediwas the surprise in a lifetime and featured was Miss Leatha
lie Lee is the president.
Parker, the organization's supBright with t h e April are just as good when cook- ents, add chives, t hen
Howell
Dr.
W.
for
he
I.
when
Jones, "Miss Bronze West Ten-'
:
IS CHAPEL
reme basileus will address the GRLI
showers and sunshine, gar- ed in lamb stew.
enough scalding water to
was invited to Jackson on Satur- nessee, 1960" doing a creative
public meeting on Friday night. The Conference Branch of the day night, thinking he was
dens
are popping up on evcorn-I
direction
of
I
dance under the
Missionary Institute was held
Try"them and you will say make a thick gravy mixScores of AKAs are heading
ery vacant lot — radishes, "so simple .but oh, how ture. Spoon into boiling turlast Saturday at Greer Chapel ng to someone else's party and Miss Elizabeth Taylor. M s si
that way to hear her, and to
- —1
AME church. The meeting cononions,
and greens are first good'"
nip green liquid; cover and
attend the meeting, at which
sisted of reports of the varto make their way to the
time the Memphis graduate
cook
for 15 minutes. Serve
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
ious committees, history of the
chapter's famed musical ensupper table. For something CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS with vegetables, as bread of
Missionary Society in the AME
-Everybody Likes 'Em'
semble will render all of the
different but odd as the 1 cup Jack Sprat Cream
the day. Let me know how
church and a program sponmusic.
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
you like them
times, try using the most
Style corn meal
sored by the young people de•*•
Two Year Old Country Hams
91c per Lb
partment. There was an Arts
wonderful meal — Jack scalding water
Bye for now,
•Come Easter Sunday night,
Six Month Old Country Hants
80c per Lb
and Crafts Exhibit also.
Sprat's cream style c or n
tsp. baking powder
One Year Old Country Hams
Gersoppa Dukes, Inc., will hold
90c par Lb.
Jana Porter
Mrs. Sarah Garrett is the
Three Year Old Country Hams
$1 10 per Lb.
meal and make corn dump- 42 tsp. salt
their eighth Affaire Extraordipresident.
Real Country Hickory Smoked Sausage (3 to 4 Lb. Bogs)
55c
per
Lb.
naire, featuring the glamorous
Lean Hickory Smoked Bacon (4 to 10 Lb. Slob)
55c per Lb.
JANA PORTER
model, Miss Terri Springer of
Sliced Country Ham
$135 and 51.55 per Lb
Cleveland, Ohio.
.and MemPLUS POSTAGE)
phis most fabulous models. CurWE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
He who in most slow in
rie's Club Tropicana is the
making
a
promise
is the
place. . .and the public is delighted with their special re- most faithful in its performMotel Phone, VI 2-0152: Business Phone, VI 2-5141
ance.
quest: "Something Old, some—(Jean Jacques Rousseau)
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
thing blue, something borrowResidence Phones, VI 2-0152
ed, BUT NOTHING NEW". . .
and, everybody knows WHY!
-•••
The Memphis alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma Theta has
cancelled plans for their Spring
Formal, and instead will donate
their money to the NAACP
Freedom Fund.
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Favorite Gift Stamps Of
This Entire Section
Of The Nation.

dik

Home Makers SAVE
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps Than Any
Kind.

Words of the Wise

JIMMIE SIDDENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL

LIABILITY INSURANCE

•••

There's much sadness in our
idst. . .and we extend our
mpathy to the family of the
ate Mr. Emerson Able, sr.,
who was buried last Friday.
And in the TSD's family, tragedy struck
Assistant Editor
Burleigh Hines last Saturday
with the news of the sudden
passing of his mother in Nashville. We share his anguish in
his great loss.

411F

CONSTIreports
PATED?
show

Medical
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35. irregularity often becomes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
establish regularity. Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use of SEIOTAN.
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took srauvau daily
under medical supervision. In case
tier case SER UT),PI, taken daily,
lped establish regularity. So, for
al relief from constipation after
35, tr7 assurer, powder or granular.

ite

6
4

Rmulf.k

b

AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER

0 Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance 0

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652

to
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JUST LOVED IT — This fine looking group of students
appeared on the Big Star radio show recently and enjoyed every moment of the occasion. Big Star is presenting
the show to give talented young people a chance to appear before the citizens of the. Mid-South. The program
is broadcast every Saturday over radio station WDIA.
Genial A. C. Williams is the Master of Ceremonies. If you
would like to appear just contact WDIA for an audition

Iozedja lierkicald
COTTAGE CHEESE
with fresh
chopped
garden
vegetables

any time. Big Star feels that from the number of promising young folk who appear on the show will come many
outstanding entertainers of tomorrow. Pictured above are
special guests from Central High school, Hayti, Missouri:
—Charles Kuykendoll, Gary Williams, Sarah Vann, Mrs.
Dorothy Harris, Claudell Elliott, Henry Newman, Miss
Alma Welch, Jesse Dunn, Willie Wilson, Donald Dorden,
Miss Ann Smith, Charles Philips, and Lloyd Boyce.

CASH FOOD STORES
•••••.•ad •••• • L•••••••

tom, ••••

Universal Life Salutes Barrers Chapel

TAKING OVER the
ficial spot from the
Chairman-President,
M. Walker, Walter

top of- gives a letter to his secreBoard tary, Florence Reed. Both stuDr. A. dents are seniors.
Brown

Students Run'
Insurance Co.
!Cz.4*hastia,'„S*-1,42
la"it

'-'-;("
47-4,

de'?

<
ANNUAL SALUTE to High
School Scholarship Day saw
Universal Life Insurance company honor students from
Barret's Chapel high school,

Arlington, Tenn., Friday, April I. Fifty-one students from
the high school "displaced"
all officers and supervisory

personnel at Universal for the
day and "ran" the huge business institution. This was the
eighth year Universal has

sponsored this important project to give unusual recognition to top ranking students in
city and county high schools.

Glenda
FIRST VICE - President-Secres Birdia Thompson.
tary "for a day" was a senior Faye enjoyed the position held
Glenda Faye Guy. Her se-cre- at Universal Life by B. G.
tary was another senior, Mae Olive, Jr.
AGENCY WORK is discussed Grinner, a junior, taking over
by Charles Williams, a senior E. J. Nash's position of Asreplacing Associate Agency sociate Agency Director and
Director G. T. Howell, Lucille Thelma McCain, a junior, secretary.

HOME OFFICE records are dent-Assistant Secretary, Euchecked in the office of J. A. gene Brooks, and his secre- THE PERSONNEL Director's Estella White, a junior, who
Olive by the new Vice-Presi- tary, Lillian Benson. Both are office was taken over by study duties performed by J.
seniors.
George Greene, a senior, and T. Chandler and his secretary.

MRS. LOUISE WARD of the

rector, Robert Broome. The

aside Home Office Agency Depart- senior honor student replaced
April 1st, official April Fool's Day, was set
ment goes over reports with H. A. Gilliam for the day.
Annual the new Vice President-Diby Universal Life Insurance company as its
"April
Salute to High School Scholarship Day. Those
Chapel
Barret's
Fooled" were honor students from
high school at Arlington, Tenn.

Fifty-one students from the
Northeast Shelby county school ever hold you in the hollow
arrived at the company's home of his hands."
office at 9:40 a.m. and prompt- Prentice is a senior and
ly "displaced" all officers and President of the Science and
supervisory personnel for the Mathematics Club.
day. This mass "April Fool" Vice President — Agency Diwas admittedly the highest hon- rector for the day, taking over
or bestowed on the students to from H. A. Gilliam, was Robert
Broome, a senior and President
date.
the Social Studies Club. T.
April
of
an
not
all
And, it was
— AsFool. While the students clear- J. Willis, Vice President
d
relinquishe
Secretary,
sistant
onetheir
that
ly understood
Gladys
Miss
to
position
day titles were honorary, they his
President
not only enjoyed their official Broome, a senior and
Club.
FBLA
the
reign but showed remarkable of
interest in the activities of the Eugene Brooks, a senior and
treasurer of the Senior Class,
business.
President —
Intelligent and probing ques- was named Vice
replacing
tions revealed inspired, enthu- Assistant Secretary,
BOOKKEEPER," equipment. Eva, a senior and
po- "CHIEF
Boyce's
H.
L.
Olive.,
A.
J.
knowsiastic minds alert to
and the new Bernice, a junior, left H. B.
Henderson,
Eva
As—
President
Vice
of
sition
ledge.
are Chandler and Mrs. C. M.
Boyland,
Bernice
cashier,
to
given
sistant Secretary was
The Salute to High School
of Scott without jobs for the day.
the
over
opetations
excited
WilliClaudia
Miss
senior,
a
g
Scholarship Day was held in
bookkeepin
modern
the
Library
ams, President of the
keeping with Universal Life's
Club.
Assistants
policy to honor annually topts' made by board
ranking students from city and Appointmen
officers were:
elected
newly
of
The
schools.
high
county
Associate
Williams,
Charles
eighth year of the event honDirector, replacing G.
Agency
students
Chapel
Barret's
ored
George Greene, Perbehind honor students from Mel- T. Howell;
taking over
Director,
rose, Geeter, Booker T. Wash- sonnel
Earmon
Chandler;
T.
J.
irom
Manassas,
ington, Mt. Pisgah,
for
Actuary
as
acting
Hicks,
Woodstock, and Douglass.
Jr., and BookkeepWynn,
L.
R.
The new home office personer, Eva Henderson, serving for
nel was greeted by a former
H. B. Chandler.
student of Barret's Chapel, Mrs.
Secretaries for the day, serv"mock"
a
After
Leslie Stewart.
officers in the order named,
ing
Board of Directors meeting, the
the Misses Florence Reed,
were
prewere
officers
elected
newly
Thompson, Harriett
Birdia
Mae
sented by a Barret's graduate,
Bobbie Taylor, Alice
Miss Rosie Lee Richardson, Jackson,
Lillian 0. Benson,
Another Barret's graduate — Gail Hardy,
Thelma Mc
Becton,
Clarissa
Mrs. Dollie McCulley Gandy —
White, Willie B.
Estella
Cain,
served as hostess.
Somerville, and Bernice BoyAs has happened since the land. Betty Henderson served
President. Bobbie J. Taylor, a senior,
initial program, WDIA's A. C. as "Nurse" for the "Doctor," THE NEW Vice
Agency Director's secretary, experiences transcription from
Williams was on hand to make
Lucille Grinner was named
and
the dictaphone.
tape recordings for later play- Associate Agency Director, relislarge
station's
the
to
back
placing E. J. Nash.
tening audience.
At 3 p.m., home office perTaking over the top spot for sonnel was entertained by the
the day, from Chairman of the Barret's Chapel students. The
Board — President Dr. A. M. highlight of the hour long proWalker, was Walter Brown — gram was music by the Bara senior and President of Bar- ret's Glee Club, directed by
ret's Student Council. First Samuel Spann.
Vice President — Secretary B. Running a close second was
G. Olive, Jr. was routed from music by the Van Guards —
office by Miss Glenda Guy, a a male quintet — which was
senior and President of the composed and arranged by one
Literary Guild.
of the students, Leon Wilson.
Succeeding Vice President — Students, in addition to those
Medical Director J. W. Kelso, named, participating in the edPrentice Brown copied unknow- ucational "April Fool," were:
ingly the Doctor's eloquence in SENIORS
his beautiful prayer for Univer- Mary L. Barnett, Charles
sal Life, that says: "May the Branch, Virginia Branch, Launwinds be ever at your back; tenia Brooks, Barbara Clemay the road always rise up ment, Charleston. Gibbs, James
to meet you; and may God Griffin, James Hayes, Velma
Horton, Ernestine Kirk, Esterine Kirk, Carrie B. Mitchell,
Georgia Somerville, Ellis Tol- GRARIE LEE CONLEY, ex- reiary L. II. Boyce, to his
bert,
plains the functions of the successor, Claudia Williams,
Cla.
JUNIORS
Home Office Claims Depart- a senior. Her secretary,
Edgar Barnett. Theodore Col. ment under the supervision of rissa Becton, also a senior,
Vice President-Assistant Sec. takes notes.
(Continued on page 14)

'
,*
WHILE GLADYS 'BROOME
checks the stencil being typed
by her secretary, Alice Hardy.
Mrs. Leslie Stewart helps prepare the data. Gladys routed
Vice President-Assistant Sec-

retary T. J. Willis from office
for the day. Gladys and Alice
are seniors. Mrs. Stewart is
an auditing clerk in the
Home Office Industrial Department.

FILLING IN for the Vice.
President - Medical Diretor,
Dr. J. W. Kelso, Pentice
Brown checks the blood pres-

sure of a patient, Henry Wy- his "seretary," Harriet John
att of l2R Angelus at. The ion, handles telephone calls.
"Dotor's" "Nurse," Betty All three students are seniors.
Henderson, assists him 4411141

J. D. PENN, supervisor of the Actuary, Earmon flicks, and mon replaced R. L. Wynn, Jr.,
Tabulating Department, ex- his secretary, Willie B. Som- presently on leave studying
plains electronics to the new erville. Both are Juniors. Ear- at the University of Iowa.
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UL Guidance Plan
Big Success Story
A three-week program in vo executive secretary of the Meinrational guidance, sponsored Phis Urban league.
annually by the Memphis Urban League, ended recently
Career Day Program atwitha the'
Capleville High school.
(Continued from page )
More than 15,000 students at villa of Covington, Tenn.; Mr.
13 high schools heard Career and Mrs. Theodore Giles of
Guides, representing nearly 40 Brownsville, Tenn.; Mr. and
professions and trades tell of Mrs. Albert Clayborn of Mathe qualifications and prepara- son,
Tenn.; Mrs. Rosie Walker
tion necessary for as many caand Rev. J. C. Walker of Clevereers
land, Ohio; Mrs. Lela Belle
Inspirational speakers during Jones, Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. Lothe 28th annual Career Day pro- retta Hardy, Jackson, Tenn.;
grams were M. T. Puryear, di- Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Morris,
rector of the Southern Field DiMr. and Mrs. A. E. Pervision, National Urban League
Atlanta; Rev. Charles S. Dink- penia, Mason, Tenn.; Miss Berins, newly-appointed president tha M. Milbrooks, Mason, Tenn.;
tricia Jordan, Muss Ernestine of Owen Junior college; Elder Mr. and Mu. M. A. Jaren,
Stroud, Miss Dora Greene, Blair T. Hunt, pastor of Missis- Whiteville, Term.; Dan Whits,
Miss Williametta Parker and sippi Boulevard Chris ti a n Nashville, Tenn.; and Miss Eva
church; Rev. John Weide, pas- Nell Whitmore, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Mona Brooks.
tor of Second Congregational Charles V. Whitmore, Mr. and
church; Prof. Joseph West- Mrs. Dennis Hall, Mr. and Mrs.
brook, assistant principal of Fred Whitmore, Mr. and Mrs.
Booker T. Washington High John Fields, and Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Taylor — all of Mason,
school,
Tenn.
Walker,
district
C.
Lonnie
manager of North Carolina Mu- Miss Ethel V. Murrell, Oaktual Life Insurance company in land, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. L.
Memphis; Chaplain L. A. Thig- C. Lewis of Covington Tenn.;
pen, Kennedy VA hospital; J. A. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Whiter and
Beauchamp, Boy Scout Execu- Daniel McFerren, jr., of Clevetive and Rev. J. A. McDaniel, land, Ohio.

CHARLES WIT MORES

I

.411

MAY 6TH 1S MA',-.: day for
Memphis Debuts ntes who
will be presented at the annual Kappa Alpha Psi Debutante Ball which will be held

at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college this year. The popular
lar
fraternity
announced
the names of more debs this
week. In photo at left are,

front row, left to right, Miss
Carolyn Mason and Miss Lorraine Pettis. Back row, left
to right are Miss Kercenna
McChriston, Miss Eddie Mae

Smith, Miss Celia Gladney,
Miss Lillian Hall, Miss Etoria
Clift, Miss Louise Johnson,
Miss Fay McKinley, Miss
Chariese Hampton. In photo

right, debs are, in car left to
right, Miss Posie Wilks and
Miss Antonia Moore. Others,
left to right, Miss Ann Hines,
Miss Sadie Hollowell, Miss Pa-

under the direction of Mrs. E. onummommumninumotommitmoimmoonnommulionunolimmmumminnimmimon
C. Ramey received first place
trophy for performance.
Continued from page 11
The Symposium is presented
ter of President and Mrs. C. A. annually by the college and 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111181111111M1111111111111111118111118111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;
Kirkendoll of Lane college. The offers scholarships to promisHello Chatter gang, this is tense Spillers; historian, Edna
first alternate, Miss Hyrtle
ing students in this area.
your reporter once again, stat- Horton;
Bryson of Humboldt, Tenn., was
reporters, Eddie Ford
escorted by James Brown. Miss Sadness came to Jacksonians ing when, where and how it and Marilyn Isabel. We all had
Mary Elizabeth Bond, secondiMonday with the death of Terry happened around the campus of two honored guests from the
alternate was escorted by Ray,Tyson, well known barber, and ;the big M.
Board of F
ation who also
Miliken.
I church worker in Berean Bap- INATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK gave rema. .
Other debs and their escorts tist church. Mr. Tyson died as The Melrose Library under SPOTLIGHT
;the direction of Mrs. R. Hayes
were: Carolyn Vaulx with Ross
Patricia Hamp.,a result of an explosion of his'presented their annual Library This week the spotlight falls
Bruce Cheairs,
on the Melrose track team who
ton with Ernest Brooks, Celes- ear while he was driving it. He Assistants program honoring did wonderful in an exhibition BALLET TONIGHT
I'll do the best I can.
ne White with Oliver Mack, is survived by his wife, retired ;National Library Week. The meet against LeMoyne, Mitchell Booker Washington's annual He was Korn in the South, on
others.
SENIOR SPEECHES
,theme
of
this program was and Geeter. We especially ballet will be presented tonight
cqueline Cole with Charles teacher in Madison County, four
Beale Street to be exact.
About this time every year, The officers of the Woodstock
igby, Theresia Womack with sisters and one brother and oth- "Open Wonderful Worlds — want to shine the lamplight on in the Music Hall of Ellis audi- Ile was born with one
chapter are president, Sadie
Wake Up And Read." This has Elbert Griffin, a junior. Other torium at 8 p.m.
Levon Robinson, Ethel Deber- er relatives.
handicap, the color of his the presentations of the annual Hollowell, Vive
President
been the ambitions of many members of the track team are
ry with William Allen, Nell Ma- LIBRARY WEEK
"Senior Speeches" begin. Every Charless Etta White SecreThe ballet, "Pixies for the skin was black.
young
people
around
the
camrie Smith with Will Shaw, Lena The third as.nual celebration
William Woods and John Greer, Sixties", produced and directed His life hasn't been easy, for Monday and Friday morning the
Bush with Abe Rice, and Ger- of National Library Week was pus, reading from 21 to four captains and co-captains of the by Nat Williams and Fred Jor- there have been many trials. student body assembles in tary, Ruby Lee Brent; Assistant secretary, Betty Clements;
aldine Cox with Charles Cox. observed at South jackson books for the last semester.
team.
dan, is expected to be one of But when his feliciwman
the auditorium to hear their business manager, Elaine MayThe Deb Ball followed with School last Tuesday when Miss The occasion was given by We would also like to recog- the best affairs presented by
needed his help, he made schoolm ates perform. The jun- horn.
music furnished by Phillip Rey- Frances Smith, librarian at Miss Regina Thigpen, after- nize Charles Glass, Charles Washingtonians.
iors introduce or,, act as chair- TYPING CONTEST
no denials.
nolds and his orchestra with Jackson Free Library. was the ward a quartette composed of Smith, Bobby Polk, Rennie More than 200 students are
men, seniors speak, and the At the beginning of the year,
He
possesses
many
talents,
Frank Ballard featured as vo- guest speaker. She spoke on the Misses Joyce Gleason, Mamie Franklin, Elihue Stanback, F. participating in dances and skits
sophomores respond.
"Black Genius" he's been
Mr. Crawford, typing instructor,
theme "Open Wonderful New Shields, Marilyn !sable and Jue- Richmond, Thomas Thornton, produced by Mrs. Norma F. He's a
calist.
marked the entered her classes in the "Fact!
jack
of
all
trade
and
4,
April
Monday,
Chairmanof t h e Debutante Worlds — Wake Up and Read." nienne Briscoe rendered a song. G. Woods, Buccanon, John Guy, Griffin, Mrs. Thelma J. Harris, master of all.
beginning of the assemblies Annual Accuracy Contest". The,
ball was Mrs. Devernice Bry- A variety of books was display- We had Miss Alice Morgan of Lonnie Butler, Fred Malone, Mrs. C. Gunn, Mrs. Ann F. In the field of entertainment, which will terminate May 13. winners were chosen on the baant; Mrs. C. Hewitt, publicity ed and children were encourag- Hamilton, vice president of the Lawerence Grayson, Lawerence Benson, Mrs. Nina Brayon, there's almost
nothing he On this first program, the sen- sis of speed with accuracy. The'
chairman and pictures by Dr. ed to use the Jackson Free Li- City-Wide Library Assistants, Garrison, and Frank Norman Mrs. Wilma Sueing, Mrs. A.
iors who presented their speech- awards were won by Marien
can't do —
inspirationwho
offered
a
very
brary.
Eugene Ching.
who participated in the District Roberts, .Mrs. L. Davis, Mrs.
He's
one
of
the
best men in es were Lonnie Collins, Georgia Johnson, Rebecca Doggett, MarOther guests included Mrs. al reading. Miss Jackie Gibson, Meet last Saturday, but the re- Martha Galloway, Mrs. C. WinMERRY TAKES
Royal, Olivia Warren and Ver- garee Turner and Delores
Journalism,
Washtoo.
B.
T.
a
guest
soloist
from
sults have not been captured. frey, Joe Carr, J. N. CunningWhen the Symposium was Gala who accompanied Miss
chairman.
Cherry.
as
He's one of the finest
held on the campus of Lane Smith, Miss Jessie Brooks city ington really made the program They are directed under the ham,
THREE COINS
TOURNAMENT
her
great
voice
inspiring
with
educators,
we
kids
think
supervisor;
Mrs.
Ellen
Smith,
college Saturday, Merry High
capable leadership of Coaches LIBRARY AWARDS
A few weeks ago, the Ele- Marie Robinson, Melvin Harhool students walked away PTA president; Mrs. Cleo Boyd, and marvelous singing.
Jessie Wilburn and W. Williams. Wednesday afternoon the Stu- he's great—His guidance in Basketball Tournament ris, and Paul Frazier; Eddie
mentary
Washington-Douglibrarian
at
The
highlight
of
the
program
American
strictly
history is
th many of the honors. Miss
We are very fortunate to ,have dent Library Association met at
held
in our gymnasium. The Parham, James Jones, and Cot-.
was
lass
school;
Mrs.
Rena
Mae
and
took place when our own speak- such a wonderful track team of Carver High school for its last first rate
Leatha,Jones, a senior at Merwere Shadow Lawn nelious Hollowell; Coils Clemresults
er, who is an outstanding and whom we are all proud.
ry High, proved her talent again Mrs. D. Hunt.
meeting of this school term. But these things prementioned final
Brunswick,
2nd and Eads. ents, Ruby Engram and Alice
1st,
well
liked
young
lady,
Miss
Horwhen she won a year's scholar- A special feature on the proNew officers were installed and aren't all that he can do —
JIVE
LINE
Powell.
3rd.
ship with her vocaf selection. gram was the original song com- tense gave a book review en- As the sun shines gently day senior members were presented For he is a very much
CURRENT GOSSIP
HOMEMAKERS
Miss Eula Perry, another very posed by members of the Junior titled "My Fair Lady," by Alan by day, couples shine also, tip- certificates.
appreciated disc-jockey too!
Ruby Brant, why so much
Delores Cherry, Peggy Hall.
talented student at Merry High Library club; Gillard Glover, Jay Lerner. This was interest- ping and seeking haps, which Washingtonians receiving cer- To us students this man is
talk about Wiliforce Carter?
and Barbara lilallory were choswas given a year's scholarship Gilbert S. Herron, John Bdem, ing as well as enjoyable to ev- are "stone what's going on." tificates were 011ie Reed. Annie
especially dear,
BobNHA Are you interested in him?
for her acting ability in the Dorothy Bobbit, Wanda, Joyce eryone.
the wind breaks I can pic- Foote, Hattie Blanch Williams, For his is one of the first voices en by the officers of the
As
keeping
close
you
are
still
Johnson, Barbara McCorkle, The officers of this organizaone-act play division.
to represent our chapter at the contact with Cornelius?
of the day that we hear.
ture Frances Hunt and John Marian Evans, Booker T. Wade,
Fifteenth Annual State ConvenMiss Perry, also very versa- and Wilma Shaw. The Library tion are Prexy, Regina Thigpen; Greer breaking to their special jr., Sandra Pegues, Phyllis We listen to his morning
I think Lavern Pegues and
tile, placed fifth in the Miss club is advised by Mrs. Mable vice president, Juanita Gard- little spot on the campus, while Smith, Sammye Lymon, Addle
program as we prepare
tion. The convenion, which oc- Melvin Bolton are living it up.
Bronze Pageant, for singing. B. Davis, librarian at South ner; secretary, Mamie Shields;
and
Tennesse
A
the
for
curred
on
school.
Turner,
EveJoyce Berry and Tommy Mar- Crawford, Alice
Mattie, why is Ralph walking
The one-act play, under the di- Jackson.
Assistant secretary, Irma Shoul- tin are trying to find a place lyn Tribble, Loisteen Walker, And often he reminds us to I State uiversity campus, was you to your bus so much? Netrection of Mrs. F. M. John- Let's all join in and begin ders; treasurer, Madel Smith;
reserved for them, but no- Seland Hubbard, Mertist Cobb, remember the Golden Rule. held from March 31, April 1 tie, why aren't you consistent?
son, took first place honors reading again for "Reading corresponding secretary, Doris
These students would like to TOP
body can understand why Shir- Derese Brown, Betty Brandon, After a hard day of learning,
COUPLES
while the Merry ffigh Glee club, Maketh A Full Man."
and boy, that's really tough, thank their advisors, Mrs. A
Jeffries; Parliamentarian, Hor- ley Campbell continues to call Betty Kimball, Rebecca Brown,
Robert Bullock is telling Aline
His
afternoon
programs
are
Zenobya
McJohnson,
Knox,
and
Mrs.
E.
Betty
Bacon
and
all the fellows "teenagers."
Collins that she has "The Powreally "premium stuff!"
Clore.
along with their acting princi- er."
Says Wilma to Eugene, "I
"Yes" Robbie Rogers know- Librarians at Washington are And at B. T. Washington,
pal, Mrs. U. Hill, for making Love The Way You Love." Rusing that Willie Miles is the Mrs. Vernice Nabrit and Miss
there's hardly a successful the trip possible.
sell Smith Tells Helen Bowie
man who can take his place. Delthenia Williams.
plan In which, to whom I'm ZOZO NEWS
"Gee" Rita Wilkes Olando Har- COMING
referring, hasn't had a hand. Recently the Woodstock chap- to "Never Let Me Go." Marlen Johnson says to Clyde: "It
ris told me that he will soon The senior class presents its I feel safe in saying that
ter of the Zozo Club made his- takes more than the 'uh poo
be waving his last good-by annual Senior Play April 29.
we could hardly do without
tory. This was done by becom- pa doo' to keep me."
but Charles Oliver and Eddie The junior class will have
him. ..
..
Mae Willis won't let April show- their prom Wednesday night, For he's earned the trust and ing the first chapter of the or- This is Charles Etta White
ers fall between them.
respect of everyone and we ganization to play host to the and Elaine Mayhorne, "See you
May 11 at Curries club.
city-wide club at a joint meet- next week."
could never doubt him.
As Hortense Spillers spoke on MAJORETTES
ing which was also held on our
Lawerence
review,
names
of,
the
.These
are
the
And
yet,
on
top
of
all
this,
her book
and his being a busy man— campus. After the meeting the
Garrison smiled like a champ, majorettes that performed at
a wonderful family members were entertained with
but Cal Rogers saw a sad look the Booker Washington band He
who
really
thinks he's grand. the latest platters while refreshon Bobby Polk's face when he concert.
mentioned Francette Estes. Misses Elma Finlv, Carole He deserves the best, for he's ments were served.
Just a few of the faces
given his best.
"Look" Melvin (Pig) McNiel, Spight, Willie Mae Smith, Ruby
Turner, He deserves orchids or roses seen were Barbara McKissack,
tell me why do you follow Jean Washington, Janet
Kennetih Cox, Dorothy Burnett, RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
Campbell around the campus all Phyllis Scruggs, Birdie Blue, red.
Evelyn Love, Ada Palmore, But Nathaniel Dowdy Williams, Mary Alice Gatlin, Delois Joy- 306 Poplar At Lauderdale
day?
will you accept this salute ner, Marva Jean Smith, Walsh
Cleveland Cox, they tell me Irelia Calloway, Rosa Dixon,
Phone JA. 5-6348
instead?
Allen, Tyrone Smith, William
that love hasn't a height, al- Joan Ford, Addie Crawford,
—Jo
Evelyn
Grayson
Terrell,
Joseph
Gray
and
many
though Lorine Davis is taller Noris Trueman, Clydester Joythan you. Joe Smith tells me ner, Bernice Smith, and JacMISS HORTENSE SPILLERS Morgan, Hamilton senior, who lind R. Hayes is Melrose li- it's nc. big thing with Betty Sue ky Gibson.
(center) president of the city- recited "If"; Miss Spillers brarian and F. M. Campbell O'Neil, and Louise Reynolds The dance was directed by
wide Student Library Assist- who is a Melrose senior and
the principal. (Staff photo by tells me Fred (shuck time) Mrs. Norma Griffin.
ants (SLA), discusses with parliamentarian of Melrose
'si4eize sAABeeT SEEN A CUSYOMEGL tN
George E. Hardin)
Malone better stop Dogging her SALUTE TO NAT
1.412E OR AN HOUR, rsteNe4K,-0440 luEeEv
other participants the review SLA; Regina Thigpen, junior,
One of Washington's Most
Around. Seemingly that Roy
06e. OF BOTH OF US HANc3ste 04200e40
of Alan Lerner's "My Fair president of the Melrose SLA
00tN' NO1t44N — VOW 00ter VOU GO
Kinner's cousin James Perkins popular teachers returned to
Lady" she presented on the who explained the occasion,
his teaching post two weeks
To THe ESAU. GAme.
is taking his place in Inez
Allideirose SLA National Library and Juanita Gardner, vice
Morrow's life, so I've been told. ago after spending two weeks
Imveek program. From left are president of the Melrose SLA
In the hospital and one resting
And Arthur Hull had better at his home.
Misses Jacqueline Gibson, B. and secretary of the citywatch out for Georgia Ruth He- A member of the senior
T. W. Sophomore who sang wide SLA who was narrator
bron's right hook before Char- class, Miss Jo Evelyn Gray"Song of the Soul"; Alice of the program. Mrs. Rosalene Kinner finds out. Carol son, was asked by yours truMPECIIIMILOW. Iraree3e1
Doxey, it looks as if 'Fyronne ly to write a poem to salute
Patterson is making his °on 12 the instructor. The poem
o'clock appointment, and-Caro- reads,
lyn Thompson is "sitting and I am writing this poem to
Memphis' First Complete Music Studio Of Its Kind.
thinking about Herbert Payne salute a man for
Memphis' Piro Complete Musical Studio For Negroes.
and Jimmy Morris.
Whom nothing's too good, so
Y.

JACKSON SCENE

MELROSE REVIEW

Woodstock News

0ia

e

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

IT NEVER FAILS

Jack Marshall Music Studio

Piano—Accordion—Organ--Voice---Group Singing
Jack Marshall, pianist for the Blackwood Brothers
Quartet for the past nine years, is now devoting his
full time to teaching music. Come in for a FREE trial
lesson and a personal talent appraisal by Mr. Marshall. POPULAR Miss Eula Boyland,
a student at Henderson BusiFor more information Call: GL 2 - 0117.
ness college was elected by a
two-thirds majority of the stuJACK MARSHALL
PIANOS & ORGANS dent body as a candidate for
1098 Thomas
the "Miss Bronze Queen" conGL 2-0117
test. Miss Boyland was thrilled
Everyone would like to know if his child Is talented. If you are to know
that she had been
terested in a free talent appraisal call JAckson 3-1737, if no chosen a candidate. She wrote
*war call Glendale 2-0117. TALENT APPRAISAL BY APPOINT. the best essay on "Why We
MINT ONLY....
Should Keep Memphis Clean."

S

"RULE OTHERS"!

CIMON — IT'S (AN' WOY
ABOUT MY
ABOUT TIME I
SOUP?
GOT OAT S0t44001!

ISOS
*41i1c
SOMG
SERA/ICI!

WNEN DO
I GET MY
COFFEE?

IS
SLOW•
S1AQuATIO.11

WEAR

Magic .Lure Perfume
Imported

Glamorous

French

Perfume

Designed

To

Mak*

You Mere Irresistible. Try It And See What Maimatls Charm

IL 'Re

It Brings You. POWERFUL EFFECTIVE. sl Dram Settle $2.00.

ANN JONES, BOX 7762, CHICAGO 00, ILL

_

4110A-A.4''‘'

.
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- 4111111111101K
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"
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HELP WANTED, Male, Female

DEFENDER

PHARMACIST WANTED. Good Hours
and working conditions. Write Smith's
Pharmacy, 3114 Chestnut Ave. Newp0' t News, Va
WANTED
COLORED PLO PLAYER
$75 to $100 weer> Write Box 6565,
Shreveport, La.

Sot., April 16, 1960

Manassas High News t

WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND
HOME
APRONS
Earn $26 16 Down-Spare Time
Write-Accurate Mtge'.
PREEPORT, NEW YORK

SUS. OPPORTUNITIES
WOMEN
szvi
READY-CUT
EAST
WRAP-A-ROUND
APRONS
HOME
EARN $26.15 DOZEN — SPARE TIME
WRITE - ACCURATE MPOR'S
FREEPORT, NEW YORK
1646 LIVEWILL CIRCIX

15 Agents Wanted
GUARArCITED HOMEWORK
Mail out drooship catalog Keep SO per
cent from orders
Proven sellers. Details, sample catalog $1-00. PalLukus. 1621
TED E 33rd. Lorain. Ohio.

On last Friday, April 8, in district president, and t h e
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
the Cora P. Taylor auditorium state vice president. Just reNashLET'S TRADE
the Library club of Manassas cently she made a trip to
BEER Sc A QUART
1554 Marjorie, lovely 2 bedroom and
presented an assembly pro- ville for the state convention
paneled den on shady hillside Buy Make it yourself. We show you how.
equity for $1.500. (anyone) notes $65. Save 110 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
gram on the theme, "Wake up and was elected as state's vice
easy instructions $1.00. PRTat with order,
MRS
M
NOWLIN REAL ESTATE
carload of other interesting offers. WilPA. 3-1571 3114 Union BR. 3-3313
and Live." It was a very en- president. She is the chaplain
liam Brown. Cross Country Publications,
joyable program with R e v. of the Mu Alpha Theta, corre
200 Rao 30th St.. New York 16, N. Y.
1206 AZALIA
James Elder, pastor of Mullins sponding secretary of the NaTwo Bedroom, separate dining room
NEED
MONEY
EXTRA
or threlli bed rooms Low equity and
Memorial Methodist chur c tional Honor Society, exchange
notes
To see, call Mildred Wood Men or Woman Age 21-70 — Sell Pamir,
BR. 2-3166 Giddier Realty
31144 Group Hospital Insurance. Ica. Dais of
Co.
The topic for his speech,editor of the Newsette staff,
Your Contacts
Park.
was, "Faith in the Future." He justice of the Student Court, N.
W. A Adkins-District Lter.
member
Continental
HOUSES
Casualty Company
FOR RENT
talked about many things con- D.C.C. sponsor, and a
JA. 6-63U
eerning the future, and how the of the mixed chorus. Hats off
ROOM FOR RENT
ORANGE MOUND
foreign countries look to us to this most charming young
2353 Progress At
Shopping
Lanier
ladyt
democracy.
for
Center, Melrose School. 5 rooms and
bath. Only $5500 — Must Bell
Certificates were passed out SPORTS NEWS
1340 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful, 10 rooms, 3 baths, many
to each senior member of the On last Friday, April 8, The
extrrs
in
this fine home
club. They are: Ernest With- Manassas Tigers defeated the
6 UNIT APARTMENT
Wellington.
1057
So
North of Moof
score
Carver
by
Cobras
a
Georgia
Clark,
Rubestine
ers,
Lernore Completely furnished.
Free Transportation To and From
PRARIE VIEW Girl Scouts building during the troop's The scouters are: (Left to
Mrs M. Poppennelmer — OL. 3-1707
Bohanner, Olive Haney, Rod- 7-1. The outstanding players in
Franklin,
Barbara
Airport, Depot., Bus Station, Etc.
complete cookie sales — Five annual Cookie Sale drive. right)
Emmons Wilson Realty Co.
Walker
James
were:
game
Moore,
the
Eleeanor
Lewis,
gers
3742 Lamar — OL. 9-3334
Justice
Alva
Cleaver,
Scouts
Grace
a
n
d
Senior
girl
The
senior
scouts
at
Prairie
Robert
Frankie Coleman and Benja- who hit two home runs,
GOOD FOOD
Williams, Mary Kathryn
Williams, who blasted one and View are shown posed in front Brownies closed their sucmin Lanier.
Modern Restaurant
Our
In
1165
WELLINGTON
SO.
Wood.
Barbara
and
of the college administration cessful campaign recently. Hill,
Harry Holmes, Owner
The members of the Library Julius Greer, a double to carry
FRA APPRAISED
2401 Park Avenue
Committee are Mrs. Bebe Fin, the Tigers on to victory. ManThis is a very fine white stucco bungalow,
has 6 rooms and tile bath downstairs and
gal, Mrs. Addie Jones, Mrs. assas lost its opening game
FA 7-9253
a very beautiful paneled den or bedroom
•
upstairs. Forced air heat in large baseKatherine Thomas, 0. T. Pee- to the Washington Warriors by Legion
ment Hardwood floors. Fenced rear lot.
4-3.
score
of
a
ples, Mrs. Ethel J. Perkins,
Garage. Price $11,000 00. $2,150.60 cash
Stigall High school announc- received first prize, Mrs. Fred- including
closing cost. Shown by appoint- East-Cozy, Many Conveniences. Suitable
Richard Banks and Mrs. Ray- The other outstanding playfor Prof woman.
es its valedictorian, salutatori- die Thomas, second and Mrs. ment. C. W Henry. BR. 54310.
Call OL. 24647 After 4 p.m.
chelle L. Carhee, librarian. ers of the team are: Joe Grifthe
of
students
honor
Wilson
and
an,
-Galbreath
Mrs.
Thompson,
third.
Co.
Louella
Mrs. Carhee has been absent fin, s.s.; Johnney Carter, first The proposed new Pension senior class. The class is made
6 Correspondence Club
Ann Burrell of St. Louis, Mo., Realtors
BR. 6-4515 524 S. Cooper
from school because of illness, base; Theodore McKnnight, pit- Bill 86-211 will be discussed at up of 31 members. Mack Dav- was special guest and received
BIGGEST MAILS YOU ever got. List your
and Mr. Williams has been cher; Chester Visor, center- a meeting to be held at Cen- id Lacey is valedictorian; Miss
name 1 year 25c. World's Mall Trade)
a lovely hankie from the hos- 10 Spiritual Advisors
76 W 48th.. Radio City Ns. N. Y. C.
serving in her place. The mem- field; Bob Mylers, right fiend; tenary Methodist church on Fri- Myrtle Bryson is salutatorian.
Dept. TS,
tess.
bers of the Library club hope Jessie Laird, second base; Joe day night ,April 22, beginning Honor students are Barbara
— HYPNOTIZER $14 00 —
Mrs. Burrell is Mrs. Addie ELECTRONIC
Transistor
IF YOU WANT A HUSBAND, wife,
119.95. Pocket ear Gas
She will soon recover a n d Mabon, short stop; Aaron SlayBonds, Frances Zullivan, Mar- Roe's sister and will be remem- Gun — $9 93Radio
sweetheart or pen-pal send $1.00 for
—
Extra 39 caliber shell's
o'clock.
at
8
er, centerfield; Jimmy Rivers,
return toschool.
a list of names to 0. H. King. P. 0.
each
—
$1.50
Radio
Walkie
— Talkie
shall Ridley, Ethel Pearl HarBox 10362 McKellar Station, Memphis
— Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each.
We are proud of our class- left field; and Eugene Davis, Sponsoring the mass meeting ris, Gertie Mullin, Elizabeth bered as Ann Penny. Twelve $1995
II. Tenn
Transworld Elestronics — Post Office Bog
mate, Annette V. Ivory, w h oiright field with Douglass. The is the Autress Russell Post No. Bryson, Ruby. Bonds and Faye members were present; Mes- 155 — Indio California.
MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE
dames Addie Roe, Sula Ellison,
was elected city-wide president'Tigers plan to take another 27 of the American Legion of Mullin.
4 Special Service
Freddie
Ballard,
Elizabeth
of the Student Librarian Asso-victory, and go all the way to which Grover Burson is com- Members of the class have
1,00 NAME k ADDRESS LABELS
00
Pocket Rubber Stamp .
Thomas, Louella Thompson,
$1.110
'the top. So, look out for the fel- mander.
ciation.
SRC Book Company, Box No. 3333
participated in football, basket- Maud Ferrell, Mossie Floyd, ATTENTION!
Nashville 3. Tenn.
lows clad in the blue suits with All veterans, former WACs, ball, band, glee club and NHA.
6POTLIG HT
Army nurses and widows of Marshall Ridley and Mack Lac- Addie Rawls, Lena Lyons and
"13. S. COINS BOUGHT"
This week's spotlight turns to the gold stripes.
Send Coins, Will Send Check. Not Pleased.
deceased service personnel who ey took the National Merit Lerlia Cunningham.
a 16-year-old junior namely, OUR WINNER
Return Check.
Others Have Gained
Bought
Beverly Jean Williams. She is Manassas came out on top in want to discuss aspects of the Scholarship Test in February, The Gloxnia Art and Garden
Sold
COINS:
Serious inn. Invited
Immediate Relief With
are urged to be present. although they did not receive a club met in the home of Mr.
Appraised
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. a recent essay contest on the
FAVATA'S
COIN
EXCHANGE
and Mrs. George Cooper with
John Ed Williams of 823 Olym- subject, "When I think about
43-44 195th BL, Flushing 58, La, 1.1. Y.
scholarship they made excelMember
Mesdames
A.M.A.
011ie
Farmer
a
n
d
pic St. She is a member of the Advertising." One of our stulent showings and have been
Carolyn Garrett, hostesses.
dents won first prize in this
Friendship Bapas—HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
accepted by Fisk university,
contest. That person was none
In the absence of the presi- 4114 Evans Ave.
tist church
Nashville, Tenn.
Chicago, SE, DI.
Phone LI. &uses
CASH TALKS!
other than Nora Louise Hallwhere she serves
Myrtle Bryson was a candi- dent Mrs. Jennie Vance the
WILL PAY CASH for property or
(Continued from page 12)
as the secretary
'burton. Nora is a member of
vacant lot. If priced right.
SITUATIONS WANTED
date for Miss Debutante of 1960 vice president presided over a
BR. 2-1240
EL 7-7736
the senior class and a student her, Cornell Evans, Lorenzo sponsored by Sigma Gamma short business session. The reof the BTU, is a
V- H GODWIN A COMPANY
1368 Monroe Avenue
in Mrs. E. J. •Perkins' English Pugh, Larry Tolbert, Melvin Rho Sorority and won second Port of the Flower Culture comteacher in the
class. We are very proud of Williams.
Sunday Schaal,
1051 CUMMINGS 6-ROOM
place in the contest Friday mittee was made by Mrs. Lena
FRAME DUPLEX — $750 Cash
iher
and a member of for her achievement.
SOPHOMORES
night April 1, at Lane college. B. Reid. After the business,
;
1366 Monroe Avenue
the youth choir.
560 00 Month
!TOP PLATTERS AND
George Johnson, Lillie Ray
Mrs. Nelda F. Williams, games were conducted by We show you how
BR. 1-ISIS
ORR
J.
W.
FREE! to
Baskerville
After graduaDEDICATIONS ,
BR 6-7153
home economics teacher and Mesdames Olga
FRESHMEN
secure lists of slow pay acCOMPANY
GODWIN
E
&
M.
and
Audrey
Burrell. Mrs. Antion she plans to
Teen-age Sonata — Oliver Billie McGuire,, Floyd Taylor. advisor of the Stigall Chapter
isss Monroe Avenue
counts from doctors, dentists,
further her edu- B. J. Williams Haney to Mattalyn McKinney; In addition to Mr. Spann, of NHA girls attended the State nie B. Bryson won first prize
grocers, sanitarioms, lumber
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
in
bingo.
Mrs. Jewel Ridley
cation at How'You've Got the Power — Edna Mrs. Gertrude J. Settles and meeting at A&I State univer3063 Calvert. Only 8500 Down
companies, garages, etc. All
$75 Monthly — Notes Flat
ard university for she wants to i Madison to Frank Mitchell; Miss Robbie E. Rucker coordi- siy Thursday, Friday and Sat- won second. A delicious menu you do is send
BR 2-1140
them to us ..
J. W. OHS
become a mathematician. She I Easy Lovin' — Lewis Guess to nated the Program at Barret's urday of last week. With Mrs. was enjoyed by all present.
SR. 1-77113
for our experienced collection
GODWIN
COMPANY
E.
H.
has a major in math and mi- Barbara Kinnard; Dogging and chaperoned the students. Williams were three delegates The gospel choir of Lane service. We pay up to
$1.25
nor in science.
2—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Around — Alma Richard to The illustrious Guy Hoffman, Donna Jean Fly, Dorothy Gen- Chapel CME church held their a name. No delay. Write toAround the school she is the Raymond Shinault; I'm W ith well known throughout Tennes- try, and Bunice Carr. They re- annual fellowship dinner Tues- day.
vice president of the NHA also You — Rosie Blanchard to Ern- see as
GENERAL FINANCE
a noted educator, is ported an enjoyable meeting day night in the dining room
the city-wide president and the est Withers.
ESSO SERVICE STATION
304 Pickwick Bldg.
and especially enjoyed the tour of the church. Southern style
Principal of the school.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
of the city. Donna Jean was fried chicken was the main
FOR LEASE
elected State Secretary of NHA. meat with potato salad, slaw,
30 Moving & Hauling
punch, hot rolls, home made
Good Location
CLUBS MEET
4:srise Investment Required
The Thursday Sewing club ice cream and cake.
Call WK. 8-5691
met recently with Mrs. M. H. Mrs. Ora L. Gentry conductBurnett, hostess. Upon arriving ed the games. Rev. and Mrs.
the members and guests were C. D. McKelvy, pastor a n d
served a delicious menu of bar- wife were special guests. Mrs. Low Rates — Insured Moving BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mixture of tigereye, amethyst, obsidium,
becued chicken, spaghetti, fruit N. F. Williams is organist of
agate. other $3 95 pound
postpaid.
V.
Brubaker, 5318 W. L-12, Lancaster. Calif.
salad, hot rolls, ice cream and the choir and C. H. Williams
•
cake. Mrs. Burnett was assist- is president.
JAMERSON'S BARBER SHOP
By PHIL NEWSOM
government attempting to stem Last week, South Africans!
2353 Park Avenue
ed
with the serving by M r s. Mrs. Addie Rawls, Mrs. Bet(UPI Foreign Editor)
j a tide which will not be stopped. were learning with a shock
TA. 4-9148
the
For Complete Quality
tye Jane Burnett and daughBut while this may be true,,extent to which their economy Freddie Thomas.
While most of the outside
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
for the whites of South Africa 'depends upon native help and, Mrs. Addie Roe presided over ter Charlie Frances and Mrs. E-Z STORAGE 8, VAN CO.
2355 Park Avenue
world ins joined in condemning
a short business session. After Ann Burrell of St. Louis were JA. 7-2597
PA. 44145
Appointment
7-2597
is
JA.
siggreateconomic
the ruin that could come in the
the Union of South Africa's
the business, games were play-'dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
flLticance.
event
CO.
PIANO
BROWN'S
harsh white supremacy laws,
generaled. Mrs. Lerlia Cunningham;Wendell Roe Sunday.
strike
EX 7-0525
1381 So. Third St.
recent racial violence also has WORK FORCE
GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS E15
brought South Africa's white NegrJes and persons of mixed Native strikes are outlawed
Lowest Flat Rates In City
11.50 down and Easy Terms
EX. 7-6780 Nites A Sundays
population face to face with blood outnumber the whites in South Africa, but recent
nearly lo to 1. Natives make up events tia.ve been a sign of what,
some unpleasant facts.
MARRIAGE
To the outside world, the 28 per cent of the work force in could happen.
GL. 2-9507
GL. 2-5474
struggle appears mostly a so- business and finance, 50 per When native labor stayed This has been an exciting week CAMPUS NEWS
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL, Printed Forms, GUARANTEED!
cial one Negroes attempting to cent L.-. manufactures. 87 per home by the thousands. South l at Rosenwald. There has been April G, was a big night at
Best Deal In Town
Any State Names Dates, Omitted. Used
free themselves of repressive cent in mining and 92 per cent Africa's steel industry was crip-I festivities for everyone. And Rosenwald. The junior and sen4teefullJcalter,onic:
tnie o ordegifti
rihrLia
:;) tO
st
still
more
to
come.
agriculture.
in
African
pled. Ships have stood in the
bonds and the South
postpaid Service.
ior classes sponsored a Spring
harbors with no one to unload VISITORS:
NATIONAL FORMS
them Garment factories lost. Miss Barbara Anderson and Dance. The Duketts of Hum•I
many man hours of labor.
Miss Ruthie Johnson, both home boldt, Tennessee, rendered the Local And Long Distance
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
Deliveries were non-existant from Tennessee A and I State music.
and the stream of meat and oth- university are doing their stu- The music department of Roser foodstuffs to the market dent teaching at Rosenwald enwald is presenting a musical
•
•
came to a virtual halt.
High school. They will be here "'April 27. The music will be
These were among the pres- for a period of five weeks. sponsored by the Rosenwald
sures that finally led South While here they will supervise chorus and band. The director
. African businessmen and cham- home experiences, visit, some of the chorus is Mrs. I. L. BurHOUSTON, Tex. — (UPI) — ed in Houston March 4.
: hers of commerce to speak out of the homes, participate
in nett and the director of the
$ix Negro college students told! The letter to Cutrer was signand Women with sales ability to sell advertising,.
in appeals to the government to adult programs, and participate band is Kurl McKinny.
Mayor Lewis Cutrer in a letter ed by Eldrury J. Stearnes. modify
We need men and women for year round, full time
its apartheid policies in other school and community
that he and his bi-racial coin- Earl Allen, Odis King, Harley
repeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.
and negotiate with n a ti ve activities. They also will be
mittee have until April 24 to in- Hooverbrooks, Leo Graig and leaders.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
daily,
sutwo
teaching
classes
tegrate lunch counter stools or Ferry Lovclady.
The harsh apartheid policies pervised by Mrs. Pearl Elliot,
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
lace more sitdowns in Houston.
not Mt y were dividing black,the instructor of Home Econom"I do not operate on deadagains- white. they also were
gg
ics at Rosenwald.
lines," Cutrer replied. He was
'dividing white against white.
Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee
contacted in Austin where he
BAND
attended a meeting of the state,
The students of Rosenwald
NAME CHANGE
commission on higher educaSing Sing was once known as High school were entertained
tion.
by the Lane College Band. It
Mount Pleasant prison.
The ultimatum was sent just'An
a
was Kurl McKinny's devotional
before the organizational meetmorning. The band played savDRUG STACK
tog of his 37-member hi-racial A
A modern drug store carries eral beautiful numbers and
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
12 Noon Monday
committee.
everyone enjoyed the program
up to 12,000 different items.
A boycott of all South African
The letter signed by six TexMiscellaneous
as Southern university students,
goods has been urged by the
said the "student protest move- NEW YORK — (UPI)—Rep
International
Longshoremen's
ment" would not be bound by Daniel K. Inouye (D-Hawaii)
No guarantee can be given as
and Warehousemen's Union
15c per agate line
decisions of the hi-racial corn- Sunday extended an invitation
5 words to a line
to position in column. T. F
here.
mittees since the mayor had to South Airman Government
2 lines
30c
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER WANTS
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Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
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M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!! !Faitufp!.1, 1960 15
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fu
rniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business
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13 BUSINESS SERVICES
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A

Gil Gabrielli

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
•

316 BEALE AVE.

S

BET-R

TO, 9-4462

PRODUCTS CO.

"A World of Valves"
• AUTO ISCHOo., es.RM.
o iDVERTISING SPECIALTIES
• PRINTOICI
MININOGRAPHING
• RUBBER STAMPS
SEALS
• DECALS
C ALA N DA ttel
790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.

JA 6-9656

Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines NO Service charge
in city. All Work Guaranteed. Call
RAH Home Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR. 4-6060

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

BARBER SHOP

-HOUSES FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Lovely 5-Room House

164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

Brick Front. Back And Front
Yard.
WTI 64386

Lynom Floral Shop

COMPLETE

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

12x12 Rooms $995 — 12x20 Garage $435

+

E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

+

Data

Processing

Typing & Filing

MEN'S SHOES

Accounting

Nationally Advertised
HANAN & SON

Bed Warmer For
Pains — Aches.

HOWARD & FOSTER

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

SAVE

At Essex
WH. 8-7416

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

WRECKS
REBUILT
Work

and

61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEALE AVE.

CHARNEL'S

Painting

Dewey's Auto Service

and Without Appointment
324 Hernando St.
JA 7-3056
With

•

DAY, el MKT. SUKDAY
TV Service
CAL. 11-1121
Si"
Glass Picture Tube ....
$31.111
NEW UNUSUAL PRODUCT 17" Gloss
Picture Tube .
$17.96
Installed
Saves Money — Makes Money
City Wide TV Service
TAB-MEND,
instant
non-inacting,
3604 Chelsea
flexible
adhesive,
flammable,
repairs
ripe, tears holes on most any fabric. upholstery, auto seat covers. etc.,
easily, safely
Can be washQuickly
ed and ironed without affecting pow- 319 UNION AVE. — MEMPHIS
erful bond
Only $1 postpaid. Moneyback guarantee.
RETREADING SPECIALISTS

TIRE SERVICE CO

(Ideal for
write

for

York

10,

11 Special Services

N.

24 Years In Plano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER
JAckson 8-2884

telephone
Get real names, add
numbers and descriptions. All races, religions Wised wide mambergniti.
Send
$1.00 and 2 stamp..

IP YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL
visit PRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 1306
Grant Mgr. — Mute
Thomas; Addle
Lester, Operator

Continental Club, Box 191,
Inglewood, Calif.

HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.
Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When —
You'll Get It Then
JA 7-3810
358 Beale

--

Per
Insertion
Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION

1.

2
3
4
5

I Time

30e
45c

60c
75c

T

s
c

90c
1.20
1.50

1

Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

noinnne .aiansa

NAME
ADDRESS

TELEPHONE
.....

7726T

So.

Clyde
49,

Ave.
III.

11:31=1333
:
11
Midwest

Distinctively serving the

with

Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM

Sine's

Dry

4 for $1.00 — 10 for
Easter Series — 9 for

$2.00
$2.00

National Sermon Supply
104 N. DoirVmPle
Albion,

Michigan

Veterans

12 Business Opportunities

1948

hills! Clams
Approved

\Rehabilitation Students Welcomed
Out-of-town Students Invited

(Catalog opoa fi(test)
Elmer L Hubbard, M A. Director
JE.5•6161
Si Louis 8, Mo.
4A48 Washington

.....

enOltry Order Or (11i:i to:
HOLLYWOOD

2639

faeluaing Secret Master Code, Favorable
Numbers and Days - Combination
• Digit Figures, eta. Pries; MOO. Cedes,
Chicago 49, M.

FREE Ine QUESTION & ANSWERS TO
pass written test for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send 25 cents to
cover cost of mailing and handling —
plus self add
el & stamped enevelope.
BET _ R PROOITTS CO. BOX
123
ANSONIA STATION, NEW TORE 111,
N. E.
We will also Include free of charge the
Weisser/4 Liewes• Holder with every order
received.

FREE
1511 Months course in Real Estate and
Auto Liability Insunpnes.
One night a
week. Call JA 643W. Leave Name and
Phone; Number. W. H. SpInnett•
or A. Adkins
VALUES GALORE! Sales Beek 36e, atetundabtei with coupon
ALTON
WAYILART Si, PA.

ewe
•

ADULTS.
Photos,
.
Mc
354-T4D,

INTERESTING MAIL. Earnings.
booklets. catalogs. $1 refunded
Gift with order. Alvin — Box
Hicksville. Long Island, N. Y.
_
WE NEED names. Will pay YOU 35e per
na.ne for obtaining them for our mailInc list Complete instructions sent for
$1.00. Harry M. Young. 917 Broad Street,
Bristol, Tennesses.

29.

N.

F
U •
R
I
T

Y.

We specialise In good used pianos.
$10 down will nut a piano in your
hnme
FREE DELIVERY

Holliday Capri Piano Sales

For Sale Misc.

1199 Linden
Nights And

THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Tom any solo head or tails as you
choosel—Any coin, Anytime, Any Placid
—A startling statement, a no less startling Performance. This eerily mastered
effOrintetu• in a copyrighted manual sent
you
immedrately for $1
AFRO-FLIP.
CRAFT. Box 1166-0, Bridgeport 1,
Conn.

BR. 5-0356

At Bellevue
Sundays
BR. 5-0356

UPRIGHT PIANO FOR SALE. IN 0000
condition Can be used for Church or
a goOd practice piano. FA. 3-4634.

nEarrons "PET" with extra pip formula
oo. Refundable, ltd Rumbolz. Pleasant
Dale, Nebraska.

Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.

Tri-State Defender

MADA
M BELL
(English Lady)

BO

LOANS &

MORTGAGES

J

406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834

Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
bought and sold. Terms.

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666
10—SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

SPIRITUAL HELP
matters.
money
Are you worried over
Amiga unnatural evil Influences? Are 7Con
sick' rhen write Bishop Baker. Enclose
WOO love offering. There is belt) for Your
trouwed sow. You can be successful. Write

BISHOP BAKER
3922 Prospect Ave.
Suite 109
Cleveland, Ohio

AUTOS FOR SALE

• FORD •

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.

ANY

"Call The Money
NumberIf
AT THESE TWO
LOr'ATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

MODEL
COLOR
TERMS

RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins

Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

FORD
1 96 0
Any Model — Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

161 Madison
IA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"More For The Family
At Family Finance

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.

NEED CASH? F

You KNOW SHE IS NOT

Hoare 9 a m to. 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays

TENNESSEE

Daily Rates - Air Conditioned
Private Baths • Telephone - Radio
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager

1576 Getwell

FA 7-0744

O
D

I don't Matt any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

CARS
STATION WAGONS
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

1

9
6

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
V
RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.

Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and dosire to
help you.

Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00

"Open

DIXIE

FINANCE

Home owned - Home

Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS,

Invited

1.1111101111111111=1111111.110.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

CITY

Tourists

R

APPLIANCE SERVICE

Piano Warehouse Sale

Meals

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL

CUSTOM MADE
REFINISHED
RESTYLED
ANTIQUE
RESTORED
REPAIRED

PLATFORM $2995
,ROCKER
It YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, West Val.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016

for

Room for rent furnished or UntlIttlillb•
rd. %/Stiehl!' 882)6 1342 Lutruim Stwein.
Call after 5.30 or before 7:00 A. U.

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!

FAMILY CLOTHES /IRONED
Neat Ironing done in my home for
small family, or two (3) single persons
shirts.
white
day Sorry, no
Mrs.
Ottia Mae Brown, JA. 74041.

FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND

Famous

WILLIAMS APARTMENTS
314 South 11th Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RE $-9177

Household Furnishing

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St. — Box 17
YORK

Furnished Rooms

Maid and Phone Servic•
Clean, Quiet and Comfort.
Good Food

"Amethyst pendants, earrings, bracelets,
Ii 25 each item, postpaid. V. Brubaker,
5318 W. L-I2. Lancaster, Calif."

Take New RUI1TORKX And Enjoy Life, A
dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes up
where nature leaves off A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $500 for • 2-week sup..
ply Money-back if not satisfied after I
bottle Send C.0 D
Check
or
Money
Order NOW!

NEW

2.2

BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOO.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices.
Bit o,oney-saving catalog 25c
refundable). $ & J Co, Box 434. Levittown 9,
Pt.

ZION

WA 4.2133

SIR V ICI"

REBUILT 15.34. electric typewriter still
In factory crate $7000 Guaranteed.
Southsids Printing. Box 5491. DT Huntington 1. Meet V.

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am

SINAI

TR2

FOR SALE. JACKS. TOOLS. AND C(JMine'r eluipment to run a garag•
Will
rent building to reliable person JAckson
6-02011.

BUSINESS SERVICE

TRAY'S MAGIC BATTERY POWER
HOW TO WIN! LOVE, MONEY, ETC.
AND MOTOR TUNIC'',
Send bIrthd its and dim* tor information
Instant
stars in any weather
sealed, SIMS.
. . Kee,
13104th
Ave..
Chicago
batteries fully charged in 60 below zero
Heights Ili.
cold • . . You'll play your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure. More
winter miles per gallon on gas. Blazing
new power, pep. BIG
PROFITS FOR
Aoerrrai Bend $1 98 for snmple and details . . . And get FREE 30 day supply
of TRAIT'S (Hi Potency Tablets) A Mental and Pep Stimulant — the very best.
vaor
MOSES
CHRIST Thau
— 6920 Vernon
Chicago 37, 111.
FOR nurssep AMULET, HELP MONET.
UNCROSSED. RUSH 61,00 DONATION
NOWn JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE: WI
LOVE. 110 MUCK CHICAGO 53, ILL. ..

IMPORT Co,

West Peterson —
Chicago 45, illinets

MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid.
quick. easy Details
either
one
W.
Box 600, ?uvula, BC, Mexico.
raN
_
AMAZING. LISTED for life for We Stop
paying out dimes Quarters, dollar; for
one time listing Your name in our files
should keep your box full of interesting
offers, free samples. big mail. etc for
life
Details for self-addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post. Route 3-T.
Brescia City. N. C.
0111

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHIR! f011t S 1.11(1 C 041
Gil PRIFIRINTial

1 000.000 BOOKS 10e Each! Free Catalogs mailway. Bog 124-T, NTC4.

A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Ars yes
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read It, to you lust as she would read an open book
Tell you why your job or business to not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her home 1s 3 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line end get
off at Sta.* Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND WOK

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
0:
15c
Mc if Liege

VICTORY SERVICE

SPECIAL SERMONS

Repairs Estimated Here

Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions

Y.

za=3:12:131=

309 E. 47th ST.

PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

prices.)

SURPRISE SPECIALTIES
Dept. T.D., 210 Fifth Avenue
New

Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917

PHONE IA. 8-5113

FUND RAISING—
quantity

Business &Practical
Art College
492

BEAUTY SHOP

475 Linden Ave. JA 7-0328

Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

GRIGGS

Body

Choice.

%
.ILa
"
-me"---1-6
"
-"Alit1346.

ART LOTUS/M. NOW IS YOUR CRANCE
TO COLLICI UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, DI
FOR 21.00 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW. SINGLE CARD 25 CENTS. P. 0.
BOX 123, ANSONIA STATION N. Y. U
N. Y.

Day & Evening
Classes

Complete Beauty Service

Automobile

JA 6-4758

* Accounting

*
*
*
*

BONDS,

Of Ploy. (No Checks Please).

Chicago

VICTORY

MEN'S

1607 Ely

INSTRUCTIONS

T726A Clyde Ave.

TO

William's Barber Shop

INQUIRES WANTED /UM FIRE AND
burglar alarm eystem. Efficient and inexpensive. For home and business Shelton
Distributing Co, 1199 Linden Office NO. NW
Phone BR. 6-24)911,

Post $1 00 NOW
Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOF, Health Center, Adelaide Road. Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Airmail)

Business College, Inc.

$3" $5"

&

Your

Name And Your Favorite Method

STOP SUFFERING! !!

HENDERSON

$30 Linden Ave.

BLOMBERG

Etc. State

Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Full

Lorain. Ohio

Is what you need If unfortunate, downhearted, lust plain unlucky. Can't hit a
lick of good, can't get ahead or out of
debt Get this book right quick and get
winning like you always wished. Satisfaction gliartntilatl. Send only ti (Sorry
no C.O.D.) Ms L. swum 320 N. 16th St..
Las Vegas, Nevada.

Shorthand

ELECTROWARMTH

107-TRI East 33rd W.

The

NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event — CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

$4 95

ly

GEORGE PAL1NKUS

THE BOOK OF THE
MAGICAL PRAYER

Key Punch

CAN YOU USE

Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week-

Bolita,

POI N1 GUN

Pretettiost Tee carry in Veer Rug,*
Startle aril distract prowlers. Couldbe attackeri with this cleverly deafened
Ball
Point
Dun Pim
canker blanke wills es•
It,' loud report. C.,
be heard tot mil;
around. No permit
•
needed,
Airmailed postpaid
completely assembled lion, our fain.
lois in Europe. Sera 51 96 etoh.

Science Of

Embossed Business Conk
at $3.99
Vs .1 7 lines-I color (Black or Blue)
Business Cards • Apron Cards
Personal Cards
$110 value at th• new low price if
$300 per 1 000
Write Inc for sample cards and stile
chart ISCRINESS CARD SPECIALIST
1000

80 Loans & Mortgages

NEW AMAZING -BM

3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME,
where to Sur material and how to
manufacture cheaply Send $1.00 Al•nulecturing Specialties. /Dickler% ills, N
J
(61.)

NUMBER RATINGS Through

• -SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

Night & Day Classes

Bank Terms

reser blades $1.011
martial, Sales. log

Civil Service, Real Estate and

ENROLL
NOW

JAckson 5-3794

100 noaslea Edged
Postpaid Guaranteed
601 CoNtnaton. KY.

"BY THE NUMBERS"

Court Reporting Coursers

257 SOUTH MAIN

•

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!

Key Punch, Personality Development,

13 Instruction

NIISCMANEOUS

FOR SALE

ROOFING, roofs
repaired. 5409
any
leak Carpen.er
work, floors
leveled.
Chimneys,
gutters cleaned.
repaired.
stucco. concrete. plaster do my own work.
Free eat Reasonable price.
T. B. Spencer BR. 14643. BR. 6-2920.

Memphis Business
Service Directory

YOU WILL GET RESULTS.
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398

CO
operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
''W• like to say yes to your
lo•n request"
Examined end Supervised by the
State Department of !neurone,. and
Nankin,
LOCATIONS
181 1. Main
Pt. 5-1131
152 Madloon
JA. 5-7611

USE
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS
"401911111111MWOmmewinewneesweemenememmr

4
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DEFENDER

Sat., April 16, 1960
WHAT DOES HE
CHARGE TO FIND
A

PETEY AND HIS PALS bY j. MAXWEIL
GOT A UNCLE
WHAT'S A

Stork Stops

Miller.
lege.
A daughter, Patricia Ann to A daughter, Rebecca ElizaMr. and Mrs. Robert Ilouston beth, to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn E.
of 1310 Hamilton.
Matlock of 720 St. Paul.
A son, Stephen Arnold, to Mr. A son, Charles David, to Mr.

and Mrs. Robert Williams of and Mrs. Samuel Miller of 1926
Riverside.
2311 E. Warren.
RUSSWURN WINNERS—Pre- editor. Look Magazine; and to National Newspaper PublishA daughter, Cassandra Ann, A daughter, Deborah Rechelle sentation of the John B. Russ. Lorraine Hansberry (center) ers Association and publishto Mr. and Mrs. James Miller to Mr. and Mrs. John C. Pow- wurm Award to Gardner author of "A Raisin in the er of the Cleveland Call and
ers of 912 LeMoyne dr.
of 2173 Kansas.
Cowles (left) president and Sun," both New York City by Post.
A daughter, Paulette, to Mr. A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
William 0. Walker, president
and Mrs. John Dudley of 1155 James E. Davis of 814 Edith.
A son, Derek Brassel, to Mr.
Louisville.
A daughter, Janice Laverne, and Mrs. Willie Brassel of 1618
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Dumas Hanauer.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and
of 1118 Springdale.
and Mrs. Robert Caldwell of A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. James Boga of 691 Marble.
Born at E. H. Crump Memorial 288.
1116 Vollentine.
Mrs. Nelson Hewlett of 940 Mc- April 7
March 29
Ihosp
April 3
Dowell.
A daughter, Jennifer Kay, to
7darch 25, 1960
I A son, Christopher Michiel, to
Franciska, to Mr.
daughter, Linda Fay, to Mr. and Mrs. John D. Logan of
A son, James. jr., to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie M. Book- A daughter,
A
and Mrs. Cleodis Reynolds of Mr. and Mrs. Ben King of 774 756 Mosby.
Mrs. James Gentry of 1468 er of 1970 Quinn.
1655 Eldridge.
A son, Tony Larnell, to Mr.
Pendleton.
A son, Walter Marshall. jr.,
pal ordinances. Recently, t h e said and exemplified in their
Janice Denise, to A daughter, Sandra Lee, to and Mrs. Raymond Blakemore Dear Mayor Loeb:
A son, Jackie Earl. to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stan- A daughter,
United Stites Supreme Court behavior, a method of passive
Constituthe
of
of
Six
Green
L.
Article
Jesse
Mrs.
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William Wright of of 3023 Tillman Cove.
and Mrs. Johnnie Thomas of ley of 357 S. Fourth.
ruled that segregated public action.
1456 Joy.
A daughter, Shenesha Loyce, tion of the United States, states facilities are unconstitutional, In spit of this, the mayor,
589 Lauderdale.
272 Dison.
March 31
W.
Albert
to
Mrs.
A son, Eddie Delorenzo, to to Mr. and
in effect, that the law of the but no action has been taken city ciommission, court, and
A son. Ray Anthony, to Mr. A daughter, Catherine,
1111rch 28
Johnnie Williams Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. New- Haynes of 2139 Benford.
United States shall be the su- by the City Commission to bring some of the local press continue
A daughter, Carlotte Del. to and Mrs. Leroy Brandon of 1507 Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Russell Stephen, to Mr.
some of 2071 Wabash.
of 1328 Greenwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius C. Flake Kansas.
law of the land and shall local ordinances in accord with to refer to this non-violent paspreme
1060,
A daughter, Vivan Ann. to Mr. A daughter, Janice Marie, to A daughter, Delmaline, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Banks of
sive resistance as mob violence
law.
of 306 S. Wellington.
take priority and be binding Federal
of Seventh.
A son, Michael Evan. to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Phillips of Mr. and Mrs. Isaih Bradley of and Mrs. Johnnie Dandridge
The recent action of some 60 and to inject other "charge
Denise,
municiSharon
or
daughter.
A
751 Fleet.
over state, county,
701 Buntyn.
and Mrs. Isaac Patterson of;1537 E. Demptster.
Negro college students was a words" when commenting upon
A son. Esperdrone W., to A son, Samuel Ladale, to A daughter, Aqua Renell, to to Mr. and Mrs. Gennie Robert931 Stafford.
means of calling to the atten- the actions of the students. As
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hamilton son of 868 Florida.
of the Memphis citizenry a student in one of the colleges,
tion
A son, Bernard Jerome, tol Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie W. Smith Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Matthews
Marie,
Georgia
A daughter.
of 1126 Tulley.
feel you
that exists be- directly concerned,
of 304 Leath.
disparity
the
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Quinn of, of 1599 Rice.
A daughter. Arberdella, to to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lewis of
Born at John Gaston hospital
tween local laws and Consti- have done these students and
2545 Oriole.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Julius Thompson 2341 Park.
tutional ones. The students did this movement a great unwarA son. Henray. to Mr. and April 2
James Prewitt of 666 Washing- of 1589 Marjorie.
A son, Anthony Lynn, to Mr.
Mr. and
not consider their actions un- ranted and unforgiveable wrong.
Mrs. Melvin Wallace of 3040! A son, Jerry, III, to
ton.
and Mrs. Essie Williams of 1060
April 6
Mrs. Jerry Montgomery of 1304
lawful and neither does it ap- For it has not been and will
S'iannon.
Maurice, to A son, Parrish Roshal, to Mr. Seventh.
Antonio
son.
A
A son, Robert Louis, jr., to Sample.
pear as a violation, for their not be, a disorderly, loud, rowdy
Fay, to Mr. and Mrs. James Holmes and Mrs. Walter Gibson of 617 A daughter, Gail Patrice
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Armour A daughter, Linda
actions were in complete ac- or unruly movement. If mob
Reaver
Getwell.
Mrs.
and
4252
Mr.
of
to
Webb,
King.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Flowers of
of 150 Pretoria.
cord with the law of the land. violence is to come, it will come
Erwin. to Mr. A son, Howard Allen, to Mr. Webb of 2231 Eldridge.
Reginald
son,
A
547 Nonconnah.
March 27
and Mrs. Lawrence White of and Mrs. Howard Lane of 3277 A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Clar- Walter Washington, president Yet these students, w h o from another group who will be
A son. Andrea Thomas. to Mr.' A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy 122 Temple.
ence James of 1584 Bellevue. of Utica Junior college, Utica, were exercising their Constitu- triggered into action by those to
Garver.
and Mrs. Lester A. Spell of Chism of 2046 York
tional right to use public facili- whom Memphis should look for
4
April
A daughter, Suderia, to Mr. A son, Jackie, to Mr. and
i
•, was elected president- ties, were arrested, fined, and leadership, justice, and unbiasA daughter, Phyllis Sue, to
324 Fay.
and and Mrs. John E. Bledsoe of Mrs. James Visor of 1422 James
Mr.
to
Joyce,
daughter.
A
elect of the Mississippi Teach- bound over to the state on a ed reports; namely the mayor,
A daughter. Arlandis Marie, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Caldwell
A daughter, Sharon Louise, to
Mrs. Hobert Reed of 2374 733 Wells.
at its recent con- charge of breach of the peace. city commission, the court, and
to Mr. and Mrs. Emred Steele of 1590 Fred.
A daughter. Cynthia Dornae. Mr. and Mrs. Robert McBee of ers association
A son. Darrell, to Mr. and Brooklyn.
of 1594 Hamilton.
The Mis- They have been accused of mob the local press.
J-ackson.
Lallorris,
in
Waldorf.
1449
vention
of,
Cecelia
Reid
Hayes
and
Mrs.
to
Mr.
daughter,
Mrs. John W. Gayden of 1056 A
March 28
Mrs. Sara Lee Lewis
but they repeatedly
and
Mr.
to
Ott,
Perry
A
Lowe
son,
1603 Oriole.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
sissippi Teachers Association violence,
A daughter, Vanessa Elaine, College.
Mrs. Willie Craine of 5094
Mr.
to
Lee,
Vaughn
son,
A
Lauderdale.
S.
226
of
has a membership of 7,000
to Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Albright A son. Charlie Bell. to Mr.
and Terry and Mrs. Ballard Davis of 15591 Holmes.
and Mrs. John Mays of 796 Twin sons. Jerry
of 353 Ashland.
teachers and is the largest orto Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Moore
A son, Dale Louis. to Mr. and Maine.
ganization in the State.
Lavon.
1083
31rs. John Brown of Rt. 9, Box A daughter, Lorraine to Mr. of
President Washington has givA son, Nikita Carlos. to Mr.
significant service to the As- -en
and Mrs. Connell Boyland of
We Have The Plan For You!
=
sociation. Served two years onSI
1512 Ellington.
Insurance
Hospitalization — Life
•
—
=
its board and president of the
A son, Dempsey. jr., to Mr.
_
Low Premiums — Btg Benefits
—
—
and Mrs. Dempsey Jefferies
eighth district of the Associa-'=
EE
•
This Is A New Plan You Can't
tion. Mr. Washington's servicesr:—"--of 1826 E. Person.
—
Afford To Be Without.
A daughter. Sandra Denise
have extended beyond his pro-!--_-E
EE
•
Winfrey, to Mr. and Mrs. Tomfession to the community life at'=
For Interview — No Obligation
=
mie Winfrey of 1043 Tupelo.
completed
just
has
He
large.
Address
and
Name
your
Send Postcard with
77;
A daughter. Nina Lorraine,
I serving two years as president
Gulledge
Grady
Mrs.
to Mr. and
of the National Alumni Council=
of 2815 Carnes.
=
of UNCF and has just complet-'=
A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr.
ed serving a term as executive .:—:-•—.
1
and Mrs. Joe Glover of 2169
secretary of the National Pan)
P. 0. Box 311
Kansas.
Hellenic Council.
Memphis, Tennessee
0
April 5
Cords
.--7111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Mr
to
Louis,
A son, Martin
and Parts
and Mrs. Willie Rogers of 3467
iMargaretta.
Hose
Bags,
Vacuum
Beaters
Bowls
A son, Albert Morgan. jr., to
and Parts
and Parts

"

Reader Pens Open Letter To
Mayor Okays Student Action

Teachers Name
Utica Prexy

Go B Bus
y

FOR MEMPHIS ONLY

It's Convenient
Fast
Safe

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS

_

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

To: Dept. W - Tri-State Defender

a

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Morgan of
Open
Serving 561 Walker.
A son, Rawlston, to Mr. and
Nites
You
Mrs. A. C. Mason of 1433 ColFree
Since '32
Parking
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507 TOOTH tttttre from
Radio and TV Tubes Checked Free

ACHE

When you are
desperate with
psi& you can
Tilt
OPA-JEL
fw last. *free.
tire relref. Just

tabs. Palo
goes is secopts. Used by
thassaarts.Iii

ORA-.1E0

AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.

"Cream itself couldn't make coffee taste
2 the fat
1
richer-yet Carnation has only /
calories," Miss Thrift emphasizes. Carnation in the red and white can is the world's
favorite brand of evaporated milk.

complete line Bicycles & Parts
All work guaranteed

Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

Lawn Mowers Sharpened and
repaired.

13S8 Deadrick

FA 3-8808

recipe:

( Lamar at Airwast)

WHIPPED SUNDAE SALAD
Waken 6 servings)

•

Carnation: chill 1 cup undiluted
Carnation Evaporated Milk in refrigerator
tray until soft crystals form around edge
of tray (15-20 minutes). Whip until stiff
(about 1 minute). Add 2 tablespoons
To Whip

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
BOB
GIRL
•
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.

•
DON'T MISS
HUNKY DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
COLE
DORY 3:30 P.M.-6:30 P.M.

MILD
GENTLE
EX -LAX

"Carnation is the milk that whips like cream -with far fewer fat calories," Miss Thrift explains to a
student. "I prefer it to any other brand for recipes like Whipped Sundae Salad." (Recipe at right.)

Home Economics Director tells why...
LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.00
for full results Jar.
EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 38, Florida

0

"Carnation is the milk I use like cream
—with 1/2 the fat calories!"
Miss Pinkie Thrift is chairman of
the home economics department at
Southern University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. "In class we use Carnation to make favorite dishes taste
extra special-as if they'd been made
with cream," Miss Thrift explains.
"Wonderfully smooth cream sauce,
for example. Meat loaf that stays

moist through baking. And an easy,
delicious cheese sauce that needs
no flour or butter because Carnation
itself is so creamy-rich. It whips,
too-higher than whipping cream!"
A special method of evaporation
gives today's Carnation the consistency of golden country cream
— with % the fat calories.

1 3/4 cups canned pineapple chunks
1 cup pineapple syrup
1 package lemon gelatin
2cup chopped nuts
1
/
2 cup mayonnaise
1
/
1 cup chopped celery
3 cups whipped Carnation (above)
Drain pineapple. Heat
Pour over gelatin. Stir
solves. Chill until thick
nuts, mayonnaise and

syrup to boiling.
until gelatin disand syrupy. Add
celery. Fold the

whipped Carnation and the gelatin mixture together. Alternate layers of whipped
gelatin mixture and pineapple in tall
glasses. Chill, garnish and serve.
"irons Contented Cow""

4

lemon juice. Whip until very stiff (1-2
minutes longer). Makes about 3 cups.

La

41

